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ABSTRACT

Thís dissertation is concerned with the maíntenance of
Chinese as an ethnic community language in WinniPeg, Canada.
Both a language use survey, carried out with 1-22
individuals, and participant-obserr¡ation in the Chinese
community in Winnípeg were used as means of data collect.ion.

It was found that Chinese, in its various dialecLal forms,
ís stiIl widely used among t.he Chinese in I¡IinniPeg,
especially ín the family domain, with the grandparent
generation, and where the Chinese culture is prevalent.
Overt behaviour toward Chinese, reflected in language
maintenance efforts and language consciousness, and the

bilingual and bidialectal phenomena of code-switching in
this community were also studied. The findings show that,
overL behaviour toward Chinese ínfluences the maintenance of
the ethníc cult,ure and ethnic group continuit,y, but the
differences in the community net!"ork structures and
ethnocultural boundaries had an even greater effect on the
maintenance of Chinese within different groups i-n the
community at dífferent times. Moreover, t,he bilingual and
bidíalectal phenomena of code-swit,chíng were shown to
reflect the network-specífíc norms of language use within
the

community.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

THE PROBLEM

The study of language maint,enance and language shift is
concerned with the stability

or change in language use and
related psychological, social, and cultural processes in
si-t,uat,ions where languages are in contact (Fishman, L966b,
p. 424). When there is language maint,enance, a community
has collectívely decided to continue the use of a language
or languages that. it has tradit,ionally used, whereas where
there is language shift, a communíty has collectively
decíded to gíve up íts traditional language or languages ín
favour of a new one (Fasold, 1"984, p. 21,3).
ft is generally acknowledged that, in North America, âÊ
immigrant population loses its ethnic mother tongue in three
generations (e.9., Driedger and Hengstenberg, L986; Fishman,
et â1., L976). Some researchers have
referred to such a phenomenon as the "levellinq effect of
1-966b; O'Bryan

1-

the third generationrr (de Vríes and Vall-ee, ]-9B0) .
Exceptíons are always found. Some groups, for example
the large number of third generation Germans in the Unit.ed
States stiII reported as German speakers ín the l-940s
(K1oss, L966, p. 21,3) and the large number of American-born
Norwegians in the 1-940s who still claimed Norwegian as their
childhood language (Haugen, 1,969, p. 30), are able to
maint,ain their own ethnic languages for centuries even
though they have been part of an environment in which the
dominant language has been other than their owrL. Others,
such as the Chicano youths ín the Uníted States,
deliberately returned to their traditional language just ín
order to find identification with their own cultural group
and t,o be identif ied with the Chicano movement (Ramirez,
1-974) . It has also been not,ed that even though the original
natíve language is lost or being Iost., ethnic groups may
still rely on linguistic symbols and establish new discourse
patterns based on long established discourse conventions
(Gumperz, 1982a, p. 6) . These new díscourse patterns
persist and may be taken over by the minoritíes in their use
of the majority language. Thus, orae observes the
ttjuxtaposition of two sets of forms which symbolize not only
group membershíp but adherence to a set of valuesrt (p. 6).
The purpose of this díssertation is Lo examine t.he

extent to which Chinese ís currently maintaíned and to
accounL for the persístence of Chinese in the Chinese
2

community in Talinnipegl. A mu]ticultural city on the
Canadian prairies, Wínnipeg has attracted a sizable Chinese

population, estimated to number well over 10,000. These
Chinese came to Wínnipeg in three major waves. The first
wave of Chinese immígration started toward the end of the
Iast, century buL was brought t,o a standstíll in the 1920s by
the federal governmenL's Chínese Exclusíon Act. of 1923. The
early Chinese community in winnípeg was quite homogeneous,
consisting mostly of labourers from the same rural district
of Síyi in the provínce of Guangdong in south China and
speaking some closely related Siyi dialect.s2. The second
wave of Chínese immigrat,íon started in the 1960s, when the
Canadian government began t,o adopt a more liberal
immigratíon policy, no longer wíth regional or ethníc
biases. These Chinese were of linguistic, regíonaI, and
educational backgrounds very dj-fferent from those who had
come before them. The índependent Chinese immígrants3 who
came in t,he 1960s and thereafter $tere for the most part
highly educated and sophistícated professionals from urban
areas such as Hong Kong and Singapore. Most of Lhem spoke
Cantonese. The third wave of Chínese immigration began in
1,979 and continued through the following decade. This group
was made up of refugees of Chinese origin from Vietnam,
Cambodia, and l-,aos, who spoke a variety of southern Chinese
dialecLs, such as Cantonese, Chaozhou Min, and Hakka, as
well as Mandarin. As a result of these three separate waves
3

of Chinese immígrat.íon, t.he Chínese community in Winnípeg
t.oday is no longer as homogenous as it used t.o be, eit.her
socially, culLurally or linguistically.
As with many other immígrant groups in Canada, the
Chinese ín Winnípeg are experiencing language loss. WhíIe
Chínese is still widely used among the immigrants and is t,he
mother tongue of second generat.íon CanadÍans born to Chinese
immigrant parent,s, the peer-group language for the Canadian
born and even for young immigrant,s is English. The shift to
English is takíng place within the immigrant families as
well, âs Chinese, although still t.he most important language
to be used with parent and grandparent generations, is being
replaced by English as the language used among siblings of
the younger generation. Nevert.heless, Chinese ís stíII very
much alive and viable in the Chinese community in Winnipeg
today. IL ís the language that. one hears most often in
Chinatown stores and restaurants, the language most often
used for daily communicat.ion among the immigranL adulLs and
the elder1y, and the language of most group activities.
New Chínese ímmigrants provide the source for Chinese
speakers in t,he Chinese community in Ialinnipeg. However, the
facts that Chinese is still being maintained in the
Canadian-born generation and that it is especially well
maintained among many Canadian-born Chinese of the early
immigrant families suggest that the causes of Chínese
language maintenance in Vüinnípeg are more than just the new
L

Chinese immigration alone. In this dissertation, I will

first examine the extent to which Chinese has been
maintaíned in a selected group of 1-22 ethnic Chinese in
Winnipeg and then search for the social determinants to the
maintenance and the shift of Chinese in the ethníc Chínese
community in WÍnnipeg.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS

THE SOCIOI,OGICAT,

APPROACH

Sociological studies of language maintenance and shift ü¡ere
first carried out by Fishman et al. (fg66a). Físhman
suggests three major topics for the study of language
maint.enance and language shíft:
habítual language use at
more than one point in time and space under conditions of
language contact; the psychological, social, and cultural
processes relat.ed t.o change or st,ability ín habitual
language use; and the attítudinal and affectíve behavíour
toward language in the contact situation, such as overt
language maíntenance or shift effort.s (Fishman, 7-966b, p.
424) . Sociologically oriented studíes on these topics are
characterízed by research techniques of modern socíal
sciences, such as self-reports, sun¡eys, and statistical
analyses, carried out with large populations.
5

Central to the sociological approach of Fishman's study
on language maintenance and language shíft is the concept of
domains of language behaviour. According to Fishman
(1-966b), domains refer to ilínstitutional contextstt, or
"socio-ecological co-occurrencesrt of situational factors,
such as the setting, the topic, and the participant (p.

429). Appropriate domaín designation may differ from one
situatíon to another depending on the particular cases being
studied as well as the specífic purposes of researchers.
Some frequently used domains ín studies of language use
include family, school, work place, religíon, government
administratÍon, etc. Depending on the problem of study,
some domaíns are more relevant than others. Thus, lf a
study Ínvolves only children, the government admínistrat,ion
and the work place domains will be less useful than the
family or the school domains. Quantitative measures of
language choíce across individuals and domaíns of language
behavíour wíll determine the degree of language maintenance
or language shift ín a desígnated population.
Domain analysis is related t.o t.he study of diglossia
(Ferguson, 1959). The original definition of diglossía by
Ferguson refers to societies where Ittv¡o varieties of a
language exist, síde by side throughout, t,he community, with
each having a definite role to play" (p. 325). The most
important, feature of diglossía is the functional or the
domain separation of coexisting Iínguistíc varieties.
6

....
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of the classícar defínitíon of diglossia include
Arabic, Greek, Swiss German, and Haitian Creo1e vs. standard
French dígIossia. In all these cases, a superímposed. High
variet,y, which is eit,her a classical, a literary, or a
standard language, exists side by síde wíth a I_,ow local
vernacular, each serving separate but complementary
functions and having different levels of prestíge.
Since it was fírst advanced, Lhe definitíon of
díglossia has been extended by sociolinguists to include
situations in which the coexístíng linguistic variet,íes are
not necessaríIy vernaculars and classical languages but may
include rrseparate dialects, registers, or functíona11y
differentiated language varieties of whatever kind'
(Fishman, !g'72b, p. 92) . A further extension to the
definition of diglossia has been made by Fishman (1972b) for
the study of societal bilingualism. Accordíng to Fishman,
bilingual societies can be categorized into those wíth
diglossia and those without it (pp. 91-l-06) . V0hile
bilinguaLísm wíth diglossia characterizes stable
bilingualism, bilingualism without diglossia is an
indicatÍon of social change and dislocat,íon of values and
norms. In bílingual societies where diglossia prevails,
language varieties are compartmental-ized each for a separat.e
and yet complement.ary set of domains and funct,ions of use,
but where there is bilíngualism without diglossia, the
linguístíc repertoj-re is decompartmentalized and. domains of
Examples

7

language behaviour are confused.

To explain stable and unstable bilingualism wíth the
concept of domain and the feature of diglossia is, however,

not without, problems. This is so because, on the one hand,
societies which are stable will not necessarily remain so
(Gal, 1979), and on the other hand, even communities
undergoing social change may remain bilíngual and continue
to use both languages for generations (Gumperz, 1-982a, pp.
38-58).

An ímportant concern of sociologícaIly oriented studies
on language maintenance and language shift ís to locate

t.he

macrosociological processes that are causal to language
maintenance or shift.

A number of such processes have been

identífied, which include migration, indust,rialízation,
urbanization, nationalísm, and reIígious revitalizaLi-on,
among others (Físhman, L966b, p. 446) . However, while these
extralinguístic processes are shown to have resulted in
language maintenance or shift ín many instances, none of
them can be used as a reliable predictor as to whether a
specific language will be maintained or a language shift
will occur. Símílar macrosocíologícal processes may have
different outcomes with respect to language maintenance or
shift. For example, often the same process, such as
urbanization, may result in shift from the traditional
language in some cases; in other cases, language revival;
and in still others, language maintenance (p. 446).
B

Moreover, iL is noticed that while modernizat.ion undoubtly
has brought about, sígnificant changes in t,he indices of

regional languages and social dialects (Gumperz, A982a, p.
38), many minority languages and local vernaculars are shown
to have continued to surr¡ive in spite of the pressure to
conform and assimílate under modernízat,ion (Ryan, L979).
While the generalization of macrosociologícal processes
as causes of language maint,enance or shift does not prove Lo
be satisfactory, the sociology of language has sought to
explain language maintenance and shíft in terms of boundary
maintenance. ïn his recent work Reversing Tanguage shift
(1991), Fishman poínts out that "boundary maintenance and
control, bot,h between etlvtocuTtures as well as between
domains within etlnocuTturestt (p. 356) are essentíal for
intergenerational mot,her tongue continuity. According to
Fishman, boundaries, whether political or ethnocultural,
separate populations into ínsiders and outsiders (p. 356).
Where such boundaries are ín place, even sma11 mínorit.íes
can aLtain intergenerational moLher tongue conLínuity, but
where such boundaries are lacking, even large ethnocult.uralgroups cannot do so. Both íntercultural boundaries, i.e.,
the boundaries between ethnocultures, and intracultural
boundaries, i.e., the boundaries wíthin ethnocultures, are
necessary for the intergenerational mother tongue
continuity. However, while the maintenance of intracultural
boundaries cannoL be achieved wíthout. the maintenance of

intercultural boundaries, it is the intracultural boundaries
per se that are essential for intergenerational mother
tongue continuíty, because t,hey regulat.e the extent to which
the outside language is ut.ilízed for inside purposes (p.
358)

.

Moreover, ethnographically oriented researchers have
also begun to emphasize and focus instead on the very
process by which language mainLenance or shift occurs (Ga1,
lgTg), and to stud.y "communícation processes as Suchrt but

not Lo "Lreat communication as merel-y reflect,ing other
presumably more basic forces" (Gumperz, L982a, p. 40).
According to Gumperz, language maintenance and language

shift should be seen as a result of stability or change rrin
the structure of interpersonal relations rather than mere
macro-alterations in the extralinguistic envíronmentrr
(Gumperz, 7-982b,

P.

57)

.

THE ETHNOGRÀPHY OF SPEAKING

The ethnographic study of speaking starts with a speech

In hís study The SociaL
stratifícation of EngTish in New York City (1966) , I-,abov
defines New York Cíty as a síng1e speech communíty, because
all New York speakers are united by their common evaluations
of certain socíolinguistic varíables, such as the postcommunity (Hymes, !972) .

10

vocalic [r], as prestigious among a number of other
linguistic elements. A common evaluation of linguistic
variables thus defines the speech communÍty of Labov's New
York study. Most communit,y studies, however, are based on a
very different notion of community. According to Hymes, a
community would conform to tta focal unit, characterized for
its members by common 1ocaIit.y and primary int.eractiont'
(Hymes, 1974, p. 51). Labov's study (1-972b) of linguistic
variation on the island of Martha's Vineyard and the study
of verbal interaction of bilingual speakers by Blom and
Gumperz (1972) in the Norwegían town of Hemnesberget are
both based on such communities.
Both tta common localítyrr and 'tprimary interaction"
define a communíty in Hymes terms, since tradit,ionally
interactional norms have often been linked wíth defined
However, not both críteria are necessarily for
territories.
a definítion of a communíty in modern tímes. A study of a
variety of types of communitíes ín Britain in the 1960s by
Frankenberg (cf. Milroy, 1980, p. 1-6) showed that socially
and geographically mobile individuals lack 1ocal loyalt,ies
or dense patterns of interactíon wit,hin a limited area and
that, especially in middle class developments, people may
never speak to their neíghbours but may ínteract Ínstead a
great deal outside the neighbourhood. Like many urban
ethnic groups, the Chinese community in Winnipeg today is
not based on a common locality in the tradítj-onal sense of
1- 1-

the term. The Chinese have settled in all parts of the city
of Winnipeg amongst people of other ethnic groups, alLhough
they tend to be concentrated in certain neighbourhoods more
than ín others. The Chinese community is joíned rather by
ethnic and interactional tíes.
Alternatives to community-based studíes are studies of
networks of social relationshíps (Gumperz, L9B2a, pp. 38-58;
Milroy, 1-980). According to Gumperz, networks of social
relationship are formed by índíviduals who share
interactional experiences, or social ties (Gumperz, 1-982a,
p. 4r'). Some social tíes of an individual are also linked
among themselves, while others do noL have any connection
with each other but are only directly linked to the
individual. The former type of t.ies corresponds to what has
been referred Lo as closed networks and the l-atter, open
(Blom and Gumperz, L972; Milroy, 1980, p. 20). The two
types of ties are also synon)rmous with in-group and outgroup ties.
The structural and the conLent charact.eristics of
social networks can be measured in terms of density and
multiplexíty, respectively (MiIroy, 1980, p. 2t). Density
refers to the ratio of tot,al possible ties to LoLal actual
ties in a network (p. 50). Multiplexity measures the ratio
of multiplex ties, i.ê., ties with more than one content, to
total relevant ties in a social network (p. 51). In the
closed networks, t,ies are relatively dense and multiplex,
1,2

but ín the open networks, ties are of less density and are
uniplex. Not only the Índivíduals ín the closed net.works
are all linked to each other, but also they are linked to
each other often in more than one capacity. In the open
neLworks, however, the links between individuals are focused
on single t.asks onIy. Depending on the population, the
content of networks may reflect categories of social
structures such as kinship, profession, trade, recreation,
religion, et.hnicit.y, etc.
Networks of social relationship have proven to be
especially important ín t.he spread of linguistíc ínnovations
and the maint,enance of interact,ional conventions. The
spread of the change from a tongue tip tríll to a urmlar
fricative involving a large part of Europe is a typical
example of linguistic diffusion through trade rouLes
(Gumperz, 1-982a, p. 42) . Many of the specíal argots, trade
languages, caste dialects, and ot.her special parlance
surwíve the pressures for linguistic conformity and
assímilation just because they are part of ínteractiona1
conventions in the performance of network-specific routine
tasks (p. 42) .
Several researchers have demonstrated that those
minority languages and social dialects that have surr¡ived in
spíte of the pressure for assimilat,íon have surr¡ived along
with the interactional structures that have sustained their
use. In the inner city area of New York, Harlem, Irabov
13

(1972a) found that while the factors of socío-economic

class, âgê, and ethnic group remained constanL, features of
speech distínguished members of adolescent hang-out groups,
such as the Thunderbírds and the ilets, from ísolated
individuals, or Lames, living in the same area. Labov noted
that these adolescent groups exert their control and
superrrisíon over members "so close that a single s1íp may be
condemned and remembered for years" (p. 83).
In the Gail va11ey of the province of Kärnten in
southern Austría, Slovene, a minoríty languâ9ê, and German
have been in contact for almost a thousand years. Gumperz
(1-982a, p. 46) found that the villagers would continue to
use Slovene among themselves as long as t.he social forces
that have brought about the disappearance of Slovene
everywhere else in Kärnten have not destroyed t.he local
structure of interpersonal relations ín the Gail va11ey.
However, with changes that have occurred in the localized
network structure, the residents of the Gail valIey are
rapidly becoming monolingual German speakers.
A para1Ie1 sit,uation ís found in t,he town of Oberwart
in the easternmost province of Austria, where HungarianGerman bilíngualism has persisted over the last 400 years.
There, GaI (t979) showed that as the socía1 networks of the
Oberwarters changed from those of peasants to t,hose of
workers and as the prevíous constraints to claim peasant
identity in speech became weakened, Lhe Oberwarters,
t4

especially the young people, began to gíve up Hungarian, the
language associated with the peasant status, and shift t.o
German, the language associated with the worker status.
In her Belfast study of the vernaculars of three
working class communíties, Ballymacarrett, the Hammer, and
the Clonard, Milroy (1980) showed that in Belfast, trthe
closer an indívidual's network ties are wit.h his locaI
communiLy, the closer his language approximates to localized
vernacular norms" (p. 1"75) .
To explain the learníng experience of the ímmigrants,

that the question whether the learning of a
new language is effectíve for the immigrants depends not on
mere exposure alone but, more importantly, on the network of
associatíons the immigrants form in Lhe new environmenL in
whích the new language is spoken (Gumperz, L982a, p. 57) .
The implication is that whether language maíntenance or
language shift will take place among immigrants depends on
the social network structure of the immigrant populaLion.
The applicatíon of the social network concept to the
explanation of the maintenance of Chinese in the Chinese
community in V[innipeg will mean that because t,he social
network structures of t,he Chinese communíty in Wínnipeg show
different characteristics at different times and in
different groups, their differences will have different
effects on the maintenance of Chinese. When the social
networks of the Chinese in l¡Iinnipeg are closed, as it was in

Gumperz suggests
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the early days and stiIl ís withín certain sectors of the
chinese communÍty, there is more maíntenance of chinese and
less shift to English t,han when the social network is more
open, as it. is for many members in the present d.ay chinese
community.

À

SYIITHESIS

The two research approaches, sociological and et,hnographic,
to the same problem of language rnaint.enance and language

shift are marked by met,hodological differences. whire the
sociologically oriented. approach often employs techniques,
such as large-scaIe surveys for data collection and
statÍstj-cal means of data analysís, which are typical of
social science research, these are seldom used by
ethnographers, whose core dat,a come from field obserr¡aLion.
Nevert,heress, Lhe t,wo approaches seem to be complementary

rather than mut,ua11y exclusive. As Blom and Gumperz (Lg72)
pointed out, while predictions of language maíntenance or
shift in large societÍes have to resort to statistical
generalizations, the validity of such generalizations should
be materially proved by ethnographic studies on t.he same
phenomenon in particular small communities (p. 434). Gal
(]-979) also indicat,ed that, if bot,h of the approaches are
vaIid, they should also both explain the same phenomenon.
t6

in fact demonstrated t.hrough her study of language
shift in Oberwart, Austria, how the two approaches could be
used supplementarily. For the purpose of t,his study, a
combination of the two approaches has been adopted.
She has

PREVIOUS STUDIES ON LANGUAGE
MAINTENANCE AND SHIFT

Sínce the publication of Fishman et al. 's (1966a) monument,al
work on immigrant languages in America, Language LoyaTty in

the United States, there has been extensive research on the
topic of language maintenance and language shift. Studies
of language maintenance and shift have been carried out in
various parts of t,he world, ínvolving nat,ive and immigrant
languages in North America (e.g., Burnaby and Beaujot, 1,986;
Fishman et a1., 1"966a; Veltman, 1-981, 1983) and Australia
(e.9., C1yne, 1-988; Kouzmin, 1988), and the loca1 languages
in Europe (e.g., Dorian, 1980 , 1987; Timm, t-980; Ialood, i-980)
and Africa (e.9., I-rieberson and McCabe, L982) .
The interests of linguists and sociolinguists in
bílíngualism involving non-English languages in North
America has long been apparent. There is a large literature
on the immigrant language groups and their languages in
North America. Pioneer studies on the immigrant languagesa
in North America Ínclude Haugen's study ft969) on the
L7

Norwegian language ín America, first

published in 1953, and

studies on Pennsylvania German by Kloss, published ín 1952,
and by Springer, published in 1,943 (cf . Haug'en, L969).
These studies brought int.o att.entj-on of linguist.s t.he
phenomena of linguistic ínt.erference and borrowing ín
situations where languages are ín contact.
Studies on the very topic of language maj-ntenance and
shift in North America are also mostly concerned with the
immigrant languages, for example, German in Pennsylvania
(Huffines, 1980), Portuguese ín Calífornia (Renz, 1-9BB),
Spanish in Miami (Resnick, 19BB), and t,he languages of such
re1ígious groups as the Mennonítes (guchheit, l-988; Driedger
and Hengstenberg, agBG) and the Amish (Dow, 1988) .

However,

few studíes concerning language maintenance and shift

among

t.he Chinese in North America have appeared.

In the "Twin Citiesil (Mínneapolis and St. Paul) area of
Minnesota in the Uníted States, Kuo (]-974) studied the
bilingual pattern of 4'7 pre-school children of 44 Mandarin
speaking Chinese familíes. These children were between the
ages of two and a half and six. All were born in the Uníted
States. Their parent.s were immigrant.s, who had been in the
United States for at least a year or more. Kuo found that
even when they were very young, the children were able to
choose different languages wíth different interlocutors:
they used Mandarin with Chínese and English wit,h Caucasians.
In general, these children used more English among
18

themselves than they díd wiLh theír parents, and more
Mandarin when they were younger than when they girew older.
Wit.h increased profíciency in English, the children also

tended to adopt a more favourable attítude toward English.

other findíngs, Kuo's study showed the speech
varíation among the group of Chinese children in accordance
with the differentiation in social role-relatíonships and
the intergenerational Chinese mother tongue shift in the
Chinese famílies involved in hís study.
Anot,her Amerícan sLudy focusing on language shift among
Chinese-Americans is by Li (1982). Using the one percent
public use sample of the 1,970 U.S. census with a data base
of 4,046 persons, Li (1982) examined the extent to which
Chinese-Americans had shifted to English and the factors
related t,o t,he shift. Li found Lhat whíIe t.he ChineseAmericans were experiencíng intergeneratíonal language shíft
to English, this shift was nevertheless limited to a small
percentage of the Chínese-American population. That is,
only 1-3? of all Chínese-Americans were reported to have been
reared in Englísh speaking homes, as a result of a high
percentage (more than 50?) of Chínese-Amerícans born outsíde
the United States. In addition to the generation factor,
L,í's study showed that âg€, cohort differentiation, socioeconomíc status, and residential patterns all had an effect
on the shift to English among Chinese-Amerícans, with
generation and the cohort factors being more important than
Among
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ot,hers.

Tn Canada, most research on language relationship to

date has been devot,ed to the two official languages, English
and French (e.9. , JoY, 1972; I-,ieberson, a97O; Royal

of BíIingualísm and Biculturalism, 1,969).
Research on non-offícíaI languages, íncluding both Native
and immigrant languages, has been relat.ively recent and
limited (Driedger and Hengstenberg, 1986).
Under the auspices of the Secretary of State, O'Bryan
et aI. (L976) conducted a sun¡ey of ten immigrant languages
in five Canadían metropolitan areas, whÍch include, amongl
other languages and cities, the Chinese language and the
city of Vüinnipeg. Alt,hough ít used a raLher limited sample
size (for example, the füinnipeg sample had only 20 Chinese
speakers representing the estimated 2,1-26 Chinese residents
over 18 years of age ín t,he city ín L973) , the study by
O'Bryan et. aI . (1,976) is nevert.heless the largest survey in
Canada of urban immigrant languages. Among other findíngs
iL showed that Toronto and Montreal, the largest. of t.he five
cj-ties, had higher retention rates for these languages as a
whole than did the ot,her three remaining cities, Winnipeg,
Edmont,on, and Vancouver. The explanations given íncluded
Commission

the tendency for new immigrant,s to congregate, the
availability of ethnic language facilities, and the high
concentration of ethnic groups in the two large metropolitan
areas.
20

fn a break-down by both language groups and cities,
however, the Chinese in Ttinnipeg were shown not only to have
the highest rate of Chinese fluency of Lhe Chinese of all
five cities, but also t,he highest rate of ethníc language
fluency of all the groups surveyed in Vüinnipeg (O'Bryan et
ê1., 1976, p. 49) . According to the sun/ey, 67.82 of the
Chinese ín Tilinnipeg had fluency in Chinese, as compared with
53.8? in Toronto and 50.8? in Vancouver. Among the Wínnipeg
ethnic groups sur-veyed, the Chinese also came on top of the
list as far as ethnic language fluency was concerned. On
the whole, the sun/ey by O'Bryan et aI . (L976) showed that.
of the ten ímmigrant groups in the five Canadian cities,
only t,he Greeks and PorLuguese surpassed the Chinese in
ethnic mother tongue maíntenance.
Using t97I census data, de Vríes and Vallee (1980)
examined the extent of ancestral and current language shift.
of a number of large et,hníc groups ín Canada. In their
report,, ancestral language shift was defined as t.he language
shift that had t.aken place before the current generation,
measured by the dífference between mother tongues, i.e., the
early childhood language, and ethnic origin6; and current
language shift as the language shift within the current
generatíon, measured by the difference between mother tongue
and current home languageT. De Vries and Val1ee (1980)
found that except for the British and the French, the two
largest ethníc groups ín Canada, the Chínese and, following
2t

closely, the Italíans, showed the least ancestral language
shift. of all t,he large ethnic groups in Canada. Chinese was
reported as the mother tongue of '76.5e" of the ethníc Chinese
ín Canada (p. 103). As far as current language shift ís
concerned, they found that, excluding t.he English and the
French mother tongue groups, Chínese was among the top t.hree
mother tongue groups most resístant to current language
shift, preceded only by Inuktítut and Ït,alian. Of those who
reported Chinese as the mother tongue 73.82 sti1l used
Chinese as a home language (p. 118).
the findings of ancestral and current language
shift are compared, Chinese is shown as being more resistant
to ancestral language shift than all other languages ín
Canada except for English and French, but not as resistant.
to currenL language shift as some other ethnic languages in
Canada. The díscrepancy between the rates of ancestral
shift and current shift. for different languages ín Canada is
considered by de Vries and Vallee to have resulted from the
different degrees of rrpronenesstt of different ethníc groups
to language assimilat,ion and t.o be a hist,orÍcal continuation
of the processes of ancestraL language shift (de Vríes and
Val1ee, 1980, p. 119).
The existing studies involving the maintenance and
shift of Chinese as an immigrant language in North America,
although few in number, suggest a general trend of Chinese
language maíntenance and shift in North America. They
When
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to be one of the best retained immigrant
languages in North America and the shift from Chínese to
English to be more rapíd ín the current generation than in
the previous generations. These studies are all
socíological or demographic in nature. Vfith the exception
of Kuo's study in the Twin Cities area in Minnesota, which
ínvolved a small group of subjects, these studíes either
employ census data or use survey technique and aim at
discovering the extent of language maintenance or shift in
large populations. Detailed studies of smaIl groups,
especíally those groups ín Canada, are stíll needed so as to
complement the findings about large groups.
showed Chinese

OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENT STUDY

The present study is concerned wíth language maintenance and

shif t ín the Chínese community in Tilinnipeg. It attempt.s to
examine t.he extent to which Chinese is currently maíntained

or shifted among the ethnic Chinese in T¡trínnipeg and to
account for the social determinants of language maintenance
and shift in the Chínese communíty ín Winnipeg.
Based on findings from previous studies on language
maint.enance and shift involving Chinese in Nort,h America in
general and ín Canada in particular, it was hypothesized
that (1) Chinese is stíIl well maíntaíned by t,he Chinese in
23

Winnipeg and that (2) both the knowledge and the use of
Chinese are more widely spread ín the immigrant generation

than in the Canadian-born generation. Moreover, based
the social network concept (Mi1roy, 1980) and boundary

on

maíntenance concept (Fishman, l99L) , it, was also

hypothesized that (3) the maintenance of Chinese obt.ains
where network is closed and where social and ethnocultural

boundaries are maintaíned.
Three topics evolved in this study. The primary topic

ís concerned with the degree of language maintenance and
shíft in the Chinese community in Winnipeg. Two relat.ed
topics are (1) the effect of behaviour toward Chinese (cf.
Fishman, 1"966b), âs demonstrated by the efforts of language
advocates in t,he community and by the language consciousness
of Chinese speakers, ofl the mainLenance of Chinese in
Vtinnipeg and (2) the bilingual and bídialectal verbal
behaviour of Chinese speakers as reflect.ed in codeswitching. According Lo Fishman (1-966b), these two relat,ed
t,opics are both topical subdivisions of the study of
language maintenance and language shift (pp. 104-109).
Both a language use survey and particípant observation
(Babbíe, 1983) in the Chinese community were employed as
means of data collection for this study. The survey
provided the opportunity for obtaining data on language
choice by Chinese individuals in a wíde variety of
círcumstances, not all of which are directly observable in
24

field research. participant obserwati-on allowed t,he
researcher to make direct obser-r¡ation of the behavíour, both
lÍnguistic and otherwise, of members of the chinese
communj-t,y in Wínnipeg.
As a resul-t of two different research techniques
employed ín this study, two sets of data were collected.
one set is Ín t.he format. of self -reports through the
language use survey witr]n 1-22 serected et,hnic chinese

individuars in winnipeg. The second set of data came from
participant obserwation in the chínese community ín
winnípeg, which incrudes notes from the fieldwork and some
tape-recorded verbal interactions among Englísh and chinese
bilinguals. These data together provided the major sources
of evidence for t.his study.

ïn the following chapt,ers, the social and hístorical
background of the chínese community in wínnipeg will first
be introduced (Chapter II), followed by a general
description of dial-ect variations within chínese (chapc,er
rrr) . Data for these two background chapters rÀrere mostly
obtained through library research on relevant lit,eratures.
some raw data on chinese diarects for chapt,er rlr were
provided by speakers of t,hese dialects in VüÍnnipeg.
chapter rv is concerned with the primary t,opic of the
study: the degree of language maintenance and shíft in t.he
chinese community in vfínnipeg. Data from the language use
survey will by analyzed, and results presented and
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discussed. Focus will be given to the sLructural
characterístics of the Iínguistic repertoire of the group of
informants invoLved in the study, their levels of compet,ence
in the various language and dialect varíeties contained in
their linguistic repertoire, their use of these linguistic
varieties in the various relevant domains of language use,
and their at,t,it.udes t.oward t.hese línguistic varieties.
Chapter V deals wíth the behavioral aspect of t.he
Chinese community with regard to Chinese language
maintenance. Discussion ín thís chapter will be based on
data from the field research conducted through participant
obserr¡ation and personal interr¡íews. Focus will be given t.o
such overt behaviour toward language as demonstrat.ed through
the effort of the Chinese schools in T¡Iinnipeg and to the
language consciousness of Chinese speakers in Winnipeg as
expressed t.hrough their use of línguistic variet,ies as
symbols of social ident.it.y.
In Chapter VT, the bilíngua1 and bidialectal phenomenon
of code-switching in the Chínese community in lilinnipeg will
be examined. Data for this analysís come from field notes
as well as tape-recorded bilingual and bidialectal speech of
Chinese speakers in T¡trinnipeg. Both situational codeswitching and conversational code-switching, and their
dífferential use by Chinese speakers in I¡trinnípeg will be
discussed.
The final chapter summarizes the study. The conclusion
26

that will be drawn from this study points to the effect,
eíther directly or indírectly, of socíal network structures
and social boundaries on the maíntenance of Chinese ín the
Chinese community in Winnipeg.
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CHAPTER II

THE CHINESE COMMUNITY OF WINNIPEG

INTRODUCTION

Even though it is a metropolitan centre, Vtinnipeg has never
been a major attraction to the Chinese immígrants to Canada,

probably because of its inland location and its well-known
harsh winters.

Nevertheless, it now boasts of a sizable and

vital ChÍnese community. The 1986 intercensus reported that.
by ethnic origin there were 9,295 Chinese in lalinnipeg (based
on 204 sample data, Census of Canada, 1986) . Today the
figure may have well surpassed that of half a decade âgo, as
the influx of Chinese immigrant.s has continued to dat.e.
According to the immigration information from the Goverrunent.
of Manitoba, throughout the second half of the 1980s, Hong
Kong and Viet.nam, the source regions of recent Chínesespeaking immigrants, continued to rank among the five
leading source countries of internatíonal- immigratj-on to
Manitoba, and CanLonese, t.he dominant mother tongue of
28

recent Chinese immígrants, continued to be one of the five
leading mother t.ongue groups (tt{anitoba ImmigratÍon
Information Bu11etin, L986-1989), reflecting a general t,rend

of Chínese immígration t.o Canada in recent years. From Hong
Kong alone, there $/ere 1,1"4I immigrants to Manitoba between
1986 and 1989 (p. 13). Just as the tendency for new
immigrants to concentrate in large cities in Canada, nearly
all new Chinese immigrants to the provínce of Manitoba have
settled in Winnípeg. The est,imat,es of the Chinese
population by community leaders are much higher than the
figures officially reported. According to some of Lhem, the
total Chinese population in Manitoba is 30,000 (Free Press,
April 22, 1,992, p. 819) and that of the Indo-China Chinese
in Tilinnipeg is at least 10,000.
The Chínese population in Wínnipeg is socioeconomically stratified with occupational dj-versity and
differences in terms of education and income levels, and it
is a population t,hat, speaks a number of different Chinese
dialects as well as English. The expansion of the Chinese
population in Vtinnípeg and, along with ít, the social and
linguístic diversity of the Chinese community is a
phenomenon that came ínt.o exístence in the l-960s. During
the previous eighty years, the Chinese populat.ion in
Vüinnipeg had been small and ísolated, and had experienced a
decline with a peculiar, unbalanced sex ratio. For example,
of 719 Chinese in Winnipeg in L94:-. only 40 or 5.5? were
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(ct. Baureíss and Kwong, 1979). The development of
the Chinese communíty in Tilinnipeg t.hroughout. its history has
been influenced to a large extent by the changing governmenL
policies t.oward the Chinese in Canada.
Ì,üomen

THE HISTORY OF THE CHINESE COMMUNITY

CITAI{GING POI,ICIES

For much of their history in Canada, the Chínese immígrants
were faced with racíal hostility
government policies.

and discriminat.ive

As early as !875, seventeen years

after the first, Chinese of t,he níneteenLh cent.ury had come
to Canada and four years after Britísh Columbia joined
Confederation, the parliament of British Columbia passed a
Qualífícations and Registration of Voters Act, which made it
iI1ega1 to grant the franchise to the Chinese (Wickberg et
â1., 1982, p. 46). Subsequently, the Chinese in other
provínces, for example in Saskatchewan ín 1-909, and in the
whole of Canada in ]-920, also became disenfranchised (Chan,
1-983, p. L4). The disenfranchisement meant that the Chinese
were not only excluded from voting at all levels of
government, but were also denied many ot.her citizenship
rights. For example, they were prevented from practising
professions, such as Iaw, pharmacy, and teachíng, for which
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citizenshíp was necessary, and they were also banned from
workíng on public projects. The franchise was not returned
to the Chinese until many years later, in 1-947.
Initially, Canada received Chinese immigrants because
of t,he shortage of labourers in eritish Columbia (Li, 1988,
p. 24) . It was difficult to find white labourers in British
Columbia ín order to build the Canadían Pacific Railway and
to develop t,he local industries of míning, forestry, and
cannery. Chínese labourers, therefore, became an
alternative cheap and plentíful source of labour supply (p.
24). However, the completion of the Canadían Pacific
Railway made it easy to bríng labourers t.o British Columbia
from other parts of North America, and the demand for
Chinese labourers was reduced. The Chínese, even though
they had been indispensable at times of major construct.ion
and in the development, of pioneer industries, were then
perceived to be economically competit.ive and socíally and
culturally undesírable and non-assimilative due to their
many alleged social and cultural peculiarities (p. 24).
In 1886, immediately following the completion of the
Canadian Pacífic Railway, the federal government moved to
rest,rict, Chinese immigration by introducing a head tax upon
every Chinese entering Canada. Thís head tax was $10 in
1886, and was raised to $50 in 1896, to $100 ín L900, and
finally to $500 ín 1904 (Chan, 1983, p. l-1). The only
Chínese who were exempted from the head tax were diplomats,
3L

Canadians of Chinese descent, merchants and clergymen and

their families, tourists, scíentists, and students (p. 11).
To terminate further Chinese immigration to Canada and.
to control those already in the country, the federal_
government passed the Chínese Immigration Act in 1923, known
also as the Chinese Exclusion Act. Under this act, the head
tax was abolíshed, but the admissíon of Chínese into Canada
ráras restricted t,o university students, Canadians of Chinese
descent, diplomats, and merchants and theír families only
(Wickberg et â1., 1-982, p. 1-41). Uníversity students and
diplomats were allowed to stay but only for the period of
their study or duty in Canada. The merchant class,
excluding laundry and rest,aurant operat,ors and retail
product deaLers, were the only Chinese allowed to immigrate.
As for t.hose Chinese who were already in Canada, the Chinese
Immigrat.ion Act of 1,923 legalized theír ínferior st.atus by
requiring them to register wíth the goverrìment of Canada
within 12 months after the act, came into effect regardless
of their citizenship (I-,i, 1988, p. 31). ft was not until 24
years Iater, in 1947, that the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1923
was repealed.

The infamous Chinese Immigration Act of t923 had

profound demographic and other consequences for the Chinese
communities in Canada for many years to come. As a result

of thís act, the Chínese population in Canada dwindled in
the following decades and showed a peculíar, unbalanced sex
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ratio for many years.
In the first two decades after the repeal of t.he
Chinese Exclusion Act, both populatíon growth and the sex
ratío balancíng among the Chínese were slow. The racial
bias of the immigration policy at the time continued to
restrict Chinese and other Asian immigrat.íon to Canada. The
only new Chinese immigrants to Canada during the time rÀrere
spouses, unmarried children under eighteen years of age, and
elderly parents of Canadian citizens, all being family
members of the Chinese who were already in Canada.
In t962, the Canadian government removed count.ry of
origin as a major criterion for the admission of immigrants
to Canada. Immigrants i^rith educational and professional
skills r^rere then permitted to immigrate with immediate
families, irrespective of country of origín and racia*
background (Li, 1-988, p. 90) . However, these immigration
regulations were sti11 not wíthout racial bíases, sÍnce in
terms of sponsorship, only the closest relatíves were
permitted for Asians and Africans, whereas for others all
relatives could be sponsored. Nevertheless, Chínese who had
no relatives in Canada were then allowed, for the fírst time
in many years, to apply for immigratíon to Canada as
independent immigrants.

Further changes ín the immigration regulatíons made by
the Canadian government ín 1967 eIíminat.ed all t.he
discrimínatory elements that had prevíousIy existed,
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resulting ín a universal "point system't to be used as a
crit,erÍon to assess all prospective immígrants alike
(Wickberg et â1. , 1-982, p. 245) . Only f rom then on rÁtere the
Chinese immigrants on the egual foot to immígrants from
other ethnic backgrounds. Since the early 1960s, and even
more so sínce 1967, not only has the number of Chinese
immigrating to Canada been on a scale unprecedenLed in
Canadian history, but those who have immígrated are socioeconomícally,. regionally, and linguistically very different
from t.he Chinese immígrants who had come before them.
Because of t,he dífferent historical períods of immigration
and the different nature of the social treatment they have
received from the larger Canadian society and its dífferent
consequences, the different cohort groups within the Chinese
community also show different characterístics of network
Structures. In general, the networks are more open for the
rel-atively recent independent immigrants than for eíther the
oId-timer immigrants who had come earlier duríng the days of
díscriminatíon or for the Indo-Chinese immigrants who have
come as a result of mass dislocation.

THE EARI,Y

COMMT'NTTY

The record of the first

Chinese in V[innípeg goes back more

than a century ago. A Free Press report of a877 made a
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reference to three Chinese, two males and one female,

who

arrived in Vtinnipeg by stage coach from the U.S. on November
1,9 of that year (Baureiss & Kwong, L979, p. 13) .
By then, several thousand Chinese had already settled
ín Brítish Columbia. The fírst. census of Canada in 1871
counted L,548 Chinese in British Columbía, although the
actual fígure might be higher (V[íckberg et â]., t982, p.
1-4) . The Chínese in British Columbia then Ì^Iere people who
had migrated first from California in l-858 and then directly
from South China during the gold rush in the Fraser River
Valley. When the gold mines in British Columbia were
exhaust.ed by the mid 1860s, some Chinese left Canada, while
others stayed on in British Columbia to take on loca1
occupatíons as domestic servants, laundry hands, vegetable
gardeners, or fishery or cannery workers. As travelling
across Canada was stil1 difficult, most of Chínese remained
ín British Columbia.
These Chinese immigrants r^¡ere later j oined by large
numbers of Chínese who came, first, from San Francísco and
Portland. in the Uníted SLates and then increasingly from
Hong Kong and South China, through contractors duríng the
construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway in the early
part. of the 1880s. ft is reported that at. least, 15,000
Chinese had taboured on the railway construction during that
tíme (Chan, 1983, p. 63).
When the Canadian Pacifíc Railway was completed, many
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chínese in Britísh columbía found themselves jobless and at
the same time faced with intensifying racíal hostility.
They began to disperse. some left canada. others moved

eastward into the prairies or further to the east. British

columbia's share of the chinese population in canada began
to drop gradually, from 98? in 1891 to 86? at the turn of
the century and even lower in the decades that followed (I_,i,
1988, p. 51).
TÀBIrE

2.1

Chínese population in Winnipeg, 1BB1-1986

Year

Total

population
MaIe

Female

i.
2r.
1891_
L6*
19 0l_
119 *
L91-1
574
563
1lL92L
81-4
790
24
g9L
L93L
L,033
42
L94L
7L9
679
40
1951
738
636
t02
L96L
L,Lg4
815
379
L97L
2,535
L,425
1, 1_1_0
1981
6,195*
1986
9,295¿,
* No sex distribution available
(Source: Baureiss and Kwong, L979; Census of
Canada, 1986 by ethnic origin.)
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of the chínese

who migrated eastward from

British
corumbia passed through vüinnipeg on their way further east,
but a few stayed and settled down. The chinese settrement.
in Vüínnipeg grei^r slowly at first.
In 1891, the census
counted only 16 chinese in wínnipeg (cr. Baureíss and. Kwong,
Many
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1979). A rapid increase of the Chinese population ín
Tilinnipeg occurred in the first decade of the twentieth
century, from 119 in 1901 Lo 574 in 1911. Cont,inued arríval
of ChÍnese in lilinnipeg brought their number to 1,033 at the
beginning of the 1930s, before it experienced a sharp
declíne in the followíng decade (See Table 2.1).
The population decrease among the Chinese in Winnipeg
in the 1930s and 1940s was t,he di-rect result of severaldecades of dÍscrímínatory policy of the Canadian government
t.o excl-ude Chínese. At the beginning of Chinese immigrat.ion
t,o Canada, given the working condit.íons under which t.he
Chinese were permitted to enter Canada, only Chj-nese men
were able to come. A common practÍce among Chinese
immigrants at the time was that usually a single man would
When he had saved enough money, he would make a
come first.
journey back to China, where he would geL marríed, and would
then return to Canada. However, hê would not bring his
family wíth him, as he could not possibly afford to, buL
would send what money he had saved back to support the
family that had been left behind. When he became able to
support someone in Canada, he would usually sponsor another
male member or relative of the family, who most often would
be a teenage or grown-up son, oy, faíling that, a brother or
a nephew. As the heawy head tax made enteríng Canada
expensíve for the Chinese during the period when they were
stil-l allowed Lo enter, it was reasonable that they brought
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over those who were consídered most able to succeed first.
As a result, for many years, there were very few women
and few famílies among the Chinese in V{innipeg. In 1911,
the female populat,ion made up only less than two percent of

the total Chinese population in Ialinnipeg, which increased to
only 5.5 percent in l94l (see Table 2.1). According to some
otd-timer Chinese immígrants in WinniPeg, by the t,ime the
Second World Vüar ended, there were only twelve Chinese
famílies ín Vüinnipêg, íncludíng three míxed marriages. Some
Chinese men, although married, remained single wÍthout their
families around them for most of or even all their lives.
Only a few rích enough to make a smal1 fortune were able to
bring Lheir families from China to Canada. The result was a
"bachelor socíetytt (Chan, 1983, p. 74) for the Chinese ín
Canada, although many had t,heir wives and children in China.
The Chinese Exclusion Act of L923 brought the Chinese
immigration t.o Canada to a standstíll. Remaining a male
populat.ion, the Chinese in Winnipeg declined in number from
1,033 ín 1-931 to only 71-9 in 1941- (Tab1e 2.1-) due to deaths
and emigration and no increase in immigration or t,he
resource for self -reproduct,ion. Only after L947, when t.he
Chínese Exclusion Act of 1-923 was repealed, were Lhe family
members of the Chinese in !{innipeg allowed to enter Canada
and t,he Chinese population able Lo gror,'¡ and develop sex
ratio balance, though sIowIy.
Being excluded from the host society, the early Chinese
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immígrants confined theír 1íves largely to their own circles
and built around themselves a rather elaborate community.
Toward the end of the first. decade of this cenLury, along

with the establishment of Chinese businesses along Kíng
Street and Alexander Avenue, a Chinatown began to emerge in
the centre of Wínnipeg. By the 1,920s, Chinatown covered the
area between Logan Avenue on the north, Rupert Avenue on t.he
south, Main Street on the east, and Princess Street on the
west to include a small number of Chinese stores and
laundries, as well as cafes and restaurants. Shanghai Lou
restaurant, now standing at the corner of King Street and
Alexander Avenue, dates back to ]..909. With its
concentration of Chínese businesses and residents, Chínatown
became the meeting place for the Chinese for both formal and
ínformal activities as well as the birth place and residence
of many importanÈ Chinese organizations, such as the Chínese
Freemasons of Vüinnipeg, the Chinese NaLionalist l-reague
(KuomÍngtong) Ialinnipeg Branch, the Chínese Benevolent
Association, and the Chinese Dramatíc Society, all
established in the early part of t,he century.
Due to the racial hostility of the Canadían society,
the early Chinese immigrants r^rere left wíth very few
occupational choices. Two occupations ín which many Chinese
were known to be engaged were the laundry and restaurant
businesses. Baureiss and Kwong (1979) reported that by the
turn of the century, Chínese had monopolízed the laundry
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business in Ï¡Iínnípeg: of the 33 l-aundries listed in
Winnipeg in 1900, 29 were Chinese (p. 22). The number of
Chinese laundries in Winnipeg continued to rise Lo over

in t.he L920s (p.

150

. However, wit,h mechanization, the
hand-laundry businesses of the Chinese began to fade in the
1-930s, whereas the Chinese restaurants, catering to the
larger socíety, continued to thrive and stil1 prosper today.
The early Chinese community seemed quíte homogeneous ín
a number of aspects. The early Chinese ímmígrants all Lrace
their regional origin to the same rural district in the
province of Guangdong in South China, a district known as
Síyi, meaning 'four counties' in Chinese, which includes the
counties of Taishan, Kaiping, Xinhui, and ,Jianmen, with
Taíshan beíng the hometown of a majority of them. According
to the oId-timer Chinese in Winnipeg, Síyí, being a
hístorically emigrant source area in China, had the
tradition that, when a boy reached the age of about. fift.een,
he would go and make a living overseas, owing to the limited
cultivable land, overpopulatíon, and political instability
ín the area. Those Chinese who came to Winnipeg at the end
of the níneteenth century and the beginníng of the twentieth
century r¡rere part of larger mígration of Chinese from Siyi
t.o North America, a place then known to t.he Chínese
immígrants as the Gold Mountain for its economic
opportunities. The homogeneity of lilinnipeg's Chinese was
marked at one tíme by the domination of a few surnames
22)
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Lee, lilong and Mah (Chan, 1983, p. 69) . Many Chj-nese
came

who

afterwards were also part of the chain migrat,íon which

involved kin or other relationships from the same region.
Having left their home country at an early age and
being labourers all their Iives, the early Chinese
immigrants had 1íttle opportunity for education and were
generally not well educated. Some old-timers are still
illiterat,e everl today in bot,h Chinese and Eng1ish. Being
díscriminated against, the Chinese were forced to look
inward for support and surr¡ivaI, and kept only minimacontact. with the outside world. Because of their closed
net,work struct,ure and isolat.ion from the English speaking
world, some of them, mostly women, u/ere unable t,o develop
the kind of proficiency in English that would allow them to
deal with the outside world effectively.
With their regional origín all in the same rural
díst,rict ín South Chína, t,he early Chinese Ímmigrants spoke
some closely related Chinese dialects, belonging to a
subdialect group of Yue. The dominant dialect variety was
Taishanese. As people from Taíshan were predominantly in
t,he majorit,y, it was natural t,hat the speech of Taishan

vehicle of communícation in the early
Chínese community. Immigrants from other parts of Chína and
speakers of other dialects all had to learn to speak
Taishanese when they came to füinnipeg in order to be able to
participate in the community's life. Taishanese was then

became

the

common
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as rtthe Chinese language" spoken in Winnípeg's
Chinatown, as well as in many Chínese communit,ies across
North America. It was the language of home for many Chinese
immigrant families and the language of Chinatown for all,
the language commonly used among friends and for community
act ivities .
For many years after the repeal of the Chinese
Excl-usion Act in L947, Lhe demographic and linguistic
charact,erist,ics of the Chinese community in Winnipeg changed
lít.t,le. Unt,i1 t,he 1960s, nearly all new Chinese i-mmígrants
that had been admitted into Canada after the war were wives
and children of the Chinese who had come earlíer, and
therefore were of similar regional, culturaI, and linguistic
backgrounds. The social structure of the Chinese community
remained almost unchanged. The occupants of Chínatown r^/ere
still the vílIage people from rural South China.
known

THE CHTNESE COMMT'NITY SINCE THE 1960S

The 1-960s marked a turning point in the history for the
Chinese in I¡Iinnipeg as well as in the whole of Canada. For

the first, t,ime since 1923, changes in the immigration
regulations in L962 had made it, possible for the prospectj-ve
Chinese to come into Canada as índepend.ent immígrants, even
though there were still discriminatory restrictions
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regardíng the sponsorship of Chinese relatives.

Further

changes in 1967 eliminated the rest of the discriminatory

elements in the immigratíon regulations.

Ever since Lhen,

t.he Chinese population ín I¡Iinnipeg has increased rapidly.

I¡Iithin the first decade following the immígration policy
change, the Chínese population in VÍínnipeg more than
doubled, from L,L94 in L96L Lo 2,535 in L97I. An even more
rapid íncrease followed. By the middle of 1980s, there were
about 10,000 Chinese in Vtínnipeg (See Table 2.1) .

À new type of Chínese imnigrants

If t,he Chinese communit,y before the 1960s was more or less
the Chinese
homogeneous regíonaIly and linguistically,
A
communit,y sj-nce the 1960s has become very different.
large number of t.he new Chinese immigrants came from Hong
Kong, but there were also those who came from other
Southeast, Asian regions, such as Malaysia, t,he Philippínes,
Síngapore, and Taiwan. The arríval of the new immigrants
with different social and cultural experiences and. varied
professional skills from different regions of t.he worl-d
brought about changes in the socíal and cultural structures
of the community which it. had never experienced before. The
new Chinese ímmigrants were generally better educated than
their predecessors. Many possessed English language
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proficiency when they arrived because of the English
education t,hey had received before they came t,o Canada.
Unlike the old-timers who were countryfolk, with peasant
skills from the rural area of Siyí ín Guangdong, the new
immigrants were urbanit,es from large urban centres, such as
Hong Kong and Singapore, who had been exposed to the western
way of life even before they came to Canada. As independent
immigrants, they were admitted into Canada on the basis of
merit in professional skíIls. Theír general sophistication
made the task of adaptation to the Canadian society less
difficult for them than for their fellow countr)rmen who had
preceded them. As modern professionals, the new Chinese
immigrants rdere ready to be integrated into Canadian society
and to participat,e ín their professional and economic lives
with oLher Canadians upon theír arrival.

Doninant dialect shift
The arrival of new Chinese immigrants in Winnipeg with

varied regional and cultural backgrounds expanded the
linguistic repertoire of the Chinese community to a
multiplícity of Chinese dialects. Many Chinese immigrants
after the L960s were Cant,onese speakers from Hong Kong, but
there were also speakers of other southern Chínese dialects,
such as Min, Hakka, and Vitru, as well as speakers of Northern
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Chínese, known as Mandarin, from ot.her Southeast Asian

regions. Some are bi- or multiIingual, having come from t,he
multilíngual regions of Southeast Asia. Many knew Mandarin
as an additional Chinese díalect as a result of education.
A change that occurred in the linguistic repertoire of
the Chinese community as a result of the arrival of new
Chinese immigrant,s in che l-960s was the shift to Cantonese
from Taishanese as the dominant tongue in t.he Chínese
community. I¡lhereas before, most people in Chinatown spoke
Taishanese, now more and more people speak Cantonese.
Taishanese is stíIl

heard and spoken ín Lhe Chinatown, but

Ít has for the most part retreated to Lhe

home and

the

aged

group.

A number of factors led to this change. First,Iy,
Cantonese as it is spoken in t.he city of Canton is t.he

regional sLandard in the provinces of Guangdong and Guangxi
in South China, whereas Taishanese is only a Iocal dial-ect,
within the regíon. Being spoken in the culturally and
economically most influential centre of Canton in South
China, Cantonese enjoys much prest,ige not only among its own
nat,ive speakers, but also among native speakers of ot.her
Chinese dialect,s living in the same region. Although
Mandarin has been promoted as t,he nat.ional standard
throughout China, CanLonese has never lost íts prestige in
the regíon where it is spoken. In addition to beíng the
language of home and among friends, Cantonese ís the
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language of local busíness transactions and a good

proportion of regional mass medía, such as radio and
television. Cantonese is also spoken on the island of Hong
Kong, where it ís the language of both formal and ínformal
use. As speakers of Cant.onese mígrated, they brought with
them the prestige of Cant.onese, whích t.he overseas Chinese
who speak other 1ocal dialects would pursue.
Secondly, Taishanese and Cantonese are closely rel-ated
dialects. As the linguistic distance between the two is
small, for Taishanese speakers or Cantonese speakers Lo
learn to speak each other's tongue is not as diffícult. as it
would be to learn to speak a more dist,ant. Chinese dialecL,
such as Mandarín. However, it is oft,en t,he case t,hat.
speakers of Taishanese rather than Cantonese have learned
the others' dialect. While native Taishanese speakers
generally do not find it too difficult to learn to speak
Cantonese, Cantonese speakers often complain the díffícu1ty
they have to understand Taishanese.
Thirdly, the sheer number of Cantonese speakers present
in Vtinnipeg made the switch to Cantonese necessary. As t,he
Cantonese speaking populat,ion increased, the demand for
serr¡ices in Cantonese also íncreased. As a result, Chinese
businesses, especially those ethnically oríented, such as
the restaurants and the grocery stores located in Chinatown,
all had to use Cantonese as well in order to satisfy the
needs of their Cant.onese speaking cusLomers.
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Fourthly, contacts wíth the personal and busíness ties
ín the Cant,onese domínant, South China, also provided
opport,unÍties for using Cantonese and a motivation for
learning Cantonese for those who were not. native speakers of
Cantonese. These contacts further reinforced the use of
Cant.onese among the Chinese ín Winnípeg.

The Indo-Chína Chinese

In 1979 and 1980,

a Lotal of 60,049 fndoChinese refugees from VÍetnam, Cambodia, and Laos in
response Lo the refugee sit,uation in Southeast Asia (I-.,i,
1988, p. 9l-). Further intake of Tndo-Chína refugees has
contínued to date, but most of t,hose who have come in more
recenL years were t.he follow-up cases of family
reunification. A large number of Indo-Chinese refugees are
ethnic Chinese. Their settlement furt,her increased t.he
Chinese population and at the same time added more
complexíty to the social, cultura1, and linguistic
strucLures of t.he local ChÍnese communities in Canada,
including the Chinese community in Vtínnipeg.
The Chinese from fndo-China countríes had been
resídent,s t,here f or generations. They became dislocated as
a result of the political changes whích had occurred in
their home countries in the 1-970s" Regional ties and the
Canada accepted
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common

experience of migration to Nort,h America unified them

as one people sharing a common history. They regard
themselves as being sociaIly, historically, and culturally
distinct from the Chinese who had come to Canada earlier or
from elsewhere, even though they are admittedly also

culturally different from each oLher, having come from
different host cultures ín Southeast Asia.
The social and cultural distinctíveness of these
immigrants has been realized ín a whole set of social and
cultural institutions they have set up since their arrival
in Winnipeg. The Indo-China Chinese Assocíatj-on was
established ín 1983. In L991-, the association had a
membership of about 750, the largest of any Chinese
organization in Winnipeg. It owns its own location at 640
McGee Street. It is an umbrella organization for the entire
Tndo-China Chinese community, under which there are separate
associations for seniors and for women, and also an
association for mutual aid. Following their tradition in
Indo-China countries, the Indo-China Chinese Association
runs its own educational instítution, t,he Pei-ing School.
It publishes its own monthly newspaper, the Manitoba
fndoChina Chinese News, and once also had its own Iocal
radio broadcast stat.ion. In addition, the Indo-China
Chinese Association runs ESIJ (English as a Second Language)
cLasses with help from t,he Settlement I-ranguage Programme of
the Government of Manitoba, provides lessons for Chinese
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folk dance and marshal arts, and gives oríentation and
assístance to new ímmigrants. It also provides daycare
cenLre space for the Busy Bee Daycare for the neighbourhood
resídents. Since 1989, âs an expression of their
distinctíve culture, the Indo-China Chinese Association has
run its own Indo-China Chínese Pavílion during the
Folklorama FestívaI, an annual celebration of the various
ethnic groups in Winnipeg.
In the Indo-China countries of Vietnam, Cambodia, and
Laos, they were mostly well-to-do busíness people. Although
the adult populatíon all had a solid Chinese education, the
average educational level is not high among them. For
example, many of them do noL have a post-secondary
education. Since theír dislocation was caused by sudden
polítícal changes, they had not been prepared for settling
in an English speaking environment such as Canada, and
therefore had very littl-e English language fací1ít,y when
t,hey arrived. As a result., in Winnipeg, they mostly do
menial labour. Many women work as sewJ-ng machine operators
in the garment manufacturing industry, while meÌr. t.ake up
whatever jobs that are available to them whích do not.
ínvolve much communicatíon in English. A few have opened
their own businesses, such as restaurants, taílor shops, and
grocery stores. A small number of trwhíte collartt workers
among them are those who had come in time Lo gaín some
schooling in Winnipeg.
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Of all t.he Chinese populatíon in Winnipeg, the IndoChina Chínese are perhaps the most culturally and
linguistically diversifj-ed group, having come from the
multicultural and multilingual Southeast Asia. They speak
number of different Chinese dialects, Cantonese,
Chaozhounese, which is a Southern Min Chinese dialect,
Hakka, and Mandarin, âs well as the national languages of
their home counLríes in Indo-China, viz., Vietnamese,

a

or Laot,ian. Many of Lhem are bi- or
multidialectal in Chinese, but depending on theír country of
origin, one Chinese díalect dominates. Among those from
Vietnam, the dominant Chínese dialect is Cantonese, amongi
t.hose from Cambodía, it is Chaozhounese, and among t.hose
from Iraos, Mandarin. The adult population from Víet.nam and
Cambodia also speaks Mandarin as a result of the Chinese
education they received.
Multilingualism ís a feature that t,hey have brought,
over from Tndo-China. In their home countríes in IndoChina, they usually speak the nat.ive Chinese dialect of
their parents as their mother t.ongue, but as they grew up,
they would acquire the dominant loca1 Chinese dialect, if it
was different from their own mother tongue, and the Chínese
dialect,s of their fríends and neighbours. At school, Lhose
who spoke Chinese díalects other than Mandarin would learn
and evenLually use Mandarin as the language of education.
In addition, they would also learn the IocaI national
Cambodian,
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language, either Vietnamese, Laotían or Cambodian. If they

did not do so at school, they would learn these languages at
work. To be the successful business people they were in the
multilingual Indo-China countries, they had to be at least
bilingual, í.e., fluent speakers of the languages of loca1
busíness transactions, which in Viet.nam was Cantonese, in
Cambodia Chaozhounese, and ín l-,aos Mandarin, and the
respective Iocal national language. Nevertheless, they were
litt1e prepared for the linguistíc scene in Canada where
they had to learn basic English. Within their own community
in V[innípe9, the common Chinese díalect is Mandarin,
alt,hough most of them came from Vietnam and therefore are
Cantonese speaking. At formal community meetings, both
Mandarin and Cantonese may be used. In the Chinese language
school, however, only Mandarin is taught, following their
educational tradition in Southeast, Asia.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE CHINESE COMMUNITY

RESIDENTIAI, PATTERNS

The discussíon of the resident.ial patterns of the Chinese

population in lalinnipeg ís based on data from the L986
intercensus. According to Lhe L986 int,ercensus, Lhe Chínese
speaking population r,rtas scattered in nearly all parts of the
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city, even though it was more concentrated ín certain areas
of the city than in others. The great.est concentration of
Chinese speakers was found in an area located ímmediately
north of Portage Avenue and wesL of Main Street wíth l,ogan
Avenue on the north and Ingersoll Street on the west (Figure
2.a). There were altogether 1,880 Chinese (by home
language) living in this area in 1986, who made up 37? of
those who spoke Chinese as a home language in l¡trinnipeg at
the time. However, even in this area the percent.age of the
Chinese population compared wíth the total population was
relatively small. The ratio of Chínese residents to the
total population (by home language) within the area was
highest between Main Street on the east, Isabel Street on
the west, Logan Avenue on the north, and Not,re Dame Avenue
on the south (410:3570 or 0.11-?). Elsewhere in the same
area the percentages of the Chinese popuLation ranged from
0. 03? to O. 08? (by home language) . Fífty percent of the
Chinese speaking population in Winnipeg was located in
fifteen census tractss ín the city in 1986.
As expected, the centres of Chinese community
actívítíes are in the areas of greatest Chinese
concentration. Immediately west of Main Street between
Logan Avenue on the north and Notre Dame Avenue on the sout.h
are Chinatown and the tradítional Chinese residential area.
Some dist,ance west of Chinatown on McGee Street north of
Sargent Avenue is the community centre of the Indo-China
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Figure 2.1

PrÍnary Residential Areas of the Winnipeg
Chinese Comrunity (Based on 1986 íntercensus
data)
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Chínese, a new Chinese community centre in Vüinnipeg beside

the tradítional Chinatown. The surrounding area of t,his
Chinese community centre has been referred to recently as
the Indo-Chinese area, not only because of the fact t.hat, the
Indo-China Chinese Association ís located ín thaL area, buL
also because of the concentratíon of Indo-Chínese residences
in the area 1ivíng among many other ethnic groups, such as
people from the Philippínes.
This Chinese most heavily concentrated area in downtown
Winnipeg is part of the Vüinnipeg inner city, with its high
concentration of new immigrants and ethnic mother t,ongue
speakers. For example, 45 percent of t.he residents living
between Sherbrook Street on the east, Símco Street on the
west, Notre Dame Avenue on the north, and E11ice Avenue on
the south in the centre of this area had an ethnic language
as their mother tongue in 1986; this fact indicates a high
concenLration of t,he people who were foreign-born. In
!{innípeg, the inner city is known as being "economically
depressedrr and rtlnner city residency reflects the Iow level
of per capita íncomerr (Census of Canada, 7986) .
To some distance south of downtown T,rlínnipeg, between
Pembina Highway on the east, ütraverIey Street on the west,
McGilvery Boulevard on the north, and Bison Drive on the
south, there was another relatively high concentration of
Chinese speakers in Winnipeg, although t,heir ratio to the
total population in the area was relatively sma1l. Of 6,260
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people in this area 315, or less than five percent,

'r,ìrere

Chinese speakers by home language.
The study of residential concentration suggests that

residential segregation by ethnic mínorit,íes may be either
voluntary or involuntary (Balakrishnan and Kralt, t9B'1, p.
139). The model of voluntary segregation argues that
members of ethnj-c groups may choose to lj-ve in proximj-ty to
one another in order Lo maintain group nol:tns and values and
to promote group identity. Balakríshnan and Kralt. (1987)
suggest that as the needs for cultural proximíty lessen over
time, ethnic groups will assimilate ínto the cultural traíts
of the larger society, and residential segregation will
decrease as a result. In involuntary segregation, on t.he
other hand, ethnic minoritíes are forced to concentrate in
limited areas, d.ue to the denial of their access to socialinstitutions and serwices by the larger socíety as a result
of racial or et.hnic discrimination and social prejudice.
Studies on residential concentration show that fact.ors such
as social class difference, social dístance between ethnic
groups, ethnic group size, recency of immigration, and
official language facílity all may Ínfluence the residential
pattern of ethnic groups (p. 141).
Applying these theoretical considerations to the
analysis of the residential pattern of the Chinese in
füinnipeg, wê can see that residentíal concentrations of t.he
Chinese population in Vüinnipeg in the past and at, t,he
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present are affected by a variety of fact.ors. In t.he past.,

the concentration of Chínese in the Chinatown area and its
vÍcinity was largely the result of involuntary segregation
due to racía1 discrimination against the Chinese from the
larger socíety, but this is no longer the case as Canadian
socj-ety has become more tolerant. of ethnic and cultural
differences.
At present, the residentíal concentrat.ion of the
Chinese in Winnipeg seems to be influenced by a number of
different factors. Downt,own Winnipeg, especially t.he
section north of Port.age Avenue, is known for its low
economic and social status. Many resídents in this part of
Vüinnipeg have low íncomes and are recent immigrants (Census
of Canada, L9B6) . So are most of the Chinese living in the
area. In contrast, the Chinese of the professional class
have mostly chosen to settle in the suburban areas such as
Fort. Garry, St. Vita1, River Heíghts, or even Tuxedo an
e>çensive part, of the city. The Chinese who are not
professional-s but who have become more or less well
est,ablished have also chosen to live in areas away from
downtown, such as the Kildonans in t,he northern part, of the
city.
Even though Chínatown and its adjacent areas have the
híghest concentration of Chinese ín üIinnípeg, t.he majority
of Chinese do not líve in t,his area. To many new
immigrants, residence downtown is transitory. This means
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that they would first choose to líve close to chinatown for
it,s convenience for chinese serwices and proximity to felrow
chinese immigrants as well as for its row cost housing.
unless they are dependent on chinaLown for services due tro
physical or Englísh-language limitatíons, as the aged and
the newly arrived often are, immj-granLs usually move away as
they improve their socio-economic status and when t,hey
become more integrated into the larger society. Recency of
arrival in Canada, social class difference, and lack of
English language facility may all have an effect on the
present residential concentration of the chinese in the
inner city. Recency of arrival seems to stand out as one of
the most important factors, âs most of t.he chínese 1ívíng in
the apartment. block of I¡Iinnipeg chinaLown Non-profít Housing
are new ímmígrants, with little facilÍty in English. rn the
long run, both social class and English language facility
improves. rt may be predicted that as the chinese become
integrated into t,he maínstream society, their residential
concentraLion in Winnipeg will gradually reduce.
An ínteresting phenomenon found in the Chinese most
heavily concent.rated part of downtown Winnipeg is an
increase from chínese mother t,ongue speakers to chinese home
language speakers. The general trend, however, was a
decrease from ethnic mother tongue speakers to ethnic home
language speakers in winnipeg. whíle L,775 residents in the
chinese concentrated area in downtown wínnípeg reported
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chinese as their mother tongue in l-996, a larger number,

í.e., L,880, reported that t,hey used Chinese as a
language. The increase from the number of census

home

respondents who spoke chínese as a mother tongue to the
number of respondents who used chinese as a home language

indicates a shift t,o chinese i-n current, language use from
mot.her tongues ot,her than Chinese in the Chinese
concentrated area in I¡Iinnipeg. rn wínnipeg as a whoIe,
although 6,075 report.ed that t.heir mother Longue was chinese
in 1986, only 5,045 stil1 used chinese at home. Resídential
concenLration, t,hus, is shown to be related to the increased
use of Chinese in l¡Iinnipeg.

OCCUPÀTIONAI, DISTRIBUTION

A study by Millien et, al. (197]-) found that by 1_971, the two
most important occupational groups among the chinese in
Tilinnipeg were (1) the professíonal and technical group and
(2) t.he serwices and recreational group. Bet,ween the two
occupational groups, Millien et aI. noted a cohort
díf f erence. v0hí1e people in the service and recreational_
occupations mostly arrived before 1955, peopre who bel_onged

to the professional and technicar group began to appear j_n
increasingly large percentages in the second part of the
1960s, indícating a change that had occurred in the
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occupational dist,ríbution of the Chínese ín Winnípeg along

with the change in the immigratíon policy of the federal
goverrunent. Mi11íen et al. (t97L) identífíed two trends of
development in the occupational distríbution of the Chinese
in Winnipeg at the t.ime of their survey: an increase in the
professíonal and technical group and a decrease in the
serr¡ice and recreational (rest.aurant and laundry) group.
However, even today, the traditional occupation of running
restaurant business continues to be followed by the Chínese.
The Manitoba Chinese business teTephone direetory (1989)
lists 138 Chinese restaurants in Winnipeg. Nevertheless,
the Chínese are no longer restricted to a limited number of
occupations. They can be found in nearly all kinds of
occupations, even though they are st.Íll more concentrated in
some than in others.
Although there are no current statistics availabl-e on
the occupational distributíon among the Chinese in Winnipeg,
it can be assumed that the two occupatíonal groups shown to
be popular among the Chinese in the late 1960s, the
professional and technical group and t,he serr¡ices and
recreat,íonaI group, are sLill important among the Chinese
today. However, while no Chinese labourers were represented
ín Millien et aI.'s survey twenty years âgo, he would not
find the same sítuation in a curren.t. survey. Tt Ì^ras
observed in the field research of thís study that large
numbers of fndo-China Chinese refugees who settled in
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lilinnipeg aft,er L979 had gone ínto either the primary or the
serr¡ice indust.ries as menial labourers. Alt,hough the

majority of Chinese in Vüinnipeg are still engaged in bluecollar occupations, with an increasing number of
professionals among new Chinese ímmigrants and at the same
time wÍth the maturity of more and more Canadian-born
Chinese, a professionaL class has emerged within the
community. In Vüinnipeg today, there is a substantial number
of Chinese doctors, dentísts, professors, school teachers,
engineers, admínistrators, etc. The division between the
Lrltro occupational groups, Lhe professional and t.echnical
group and the servíces and recreational group among Lhe
Chínese in l¡IinniPeg, will be shown to have a bearing on t.he
pattern of language use in the Chinese community in V[innipeg
when data from the language use sun¡ey for this study are
analyzed in a later chapter.

SUBDIVISIONS WITIIIN THE

COMMT'NITY

Tt j-s noL surprisíng t,hat in a community of the size such as
that of the Chinese community in Winnípeg there should be
One
and linguistic.
many subdivisions, social, political,
way t,o obserr¡e t.he d.ifferences within the Chinese community
in Vüinnipeg ís by cohort groups: an old-timer group,
consisting mostly of those of Siyi origín, including t.he
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early immigrants and their families, who may have come to
Canada relatively more recently; an índependent immigrant
group, consisting of the independent immigrants having
arrived sínce the 1-960s; and an Indo-Chína Chinese group,
consist,íng of Chínese from Víetnam, Cambodia, and Laos, who
came after 1979.
Organizationally, there are perhaps fewer subdívísions
between the old-timer group and the independent immigrant
group than among the independent immígrants themselves.
ThaL is, while separate social organizations have been set
up by different groups of independent immigrants since they
arrived in Winnipeg, their participatíon in the traditional
organizatíons in the Chinese communíty, such as the Chinese
Benevolent Association of Manítoba and the Mah Societ.y, a
clan association of the Mah's family, is also present..
Since theír arrívaI, the independent immigrants,
especially those of a professional background, have taken an
acLive part, ín the development, of the Chinese community ín
Winnipeg. With their high socio-economic status in t,he
larger Canadian society, theír organízational skills and,
above all, their commitment and devotion to the community,
t,hey soon assumed the leadership role in 1ocal communit,y
affairs. One example ís the success in the revítalization
of I¡Iinnipeg's Chinatown Ín the 1980s, which was due much to
t,he effort,s and leadership role of a professíonal physician,
.Toseph Du, President of the Chinese Cu1t,ure and Community
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Centre in Winnípeg, as well as to the efforts and

contributions of the Vüinnipeg Chinatown Non-profit Housing
1ed by Ken Trtong of TaÍshan background, an entrepreneur and a
former Cít.y CouncíI1or. The situation in the Chinese
community of Ialinnipeg today is as what has been described by
Chan (1983) for the Chinese communíties elsewhere ín Canada,
in which the new professíonals have taken on the function of
t,he old merchant class as pillars of the communíty, while
the roles'and functions of the old community leaders have
become supportj,ve and secondary.

The social and political
Chinese community

subdivisions withín the
are reflected in the separate seLs of
the different sectors of the community set
there are four supplementary Chinese
Chinese ner^rspapers in Winnipeg. The

institutions that
up. For example,
schools and three
schools all have the same aim of promot,ing Chinese culture
through the teaching of Chinese. The three newspapers are
all published monthly and are given free circulation in
locations such as Chinese restaurants and grocery stores,
the Chinese Culture and Community Centre, and t,he
International Centre in downtown Winnipeg. In appearance,
the three newspapers are very símilar. For example, they
all carry news ranging from t,he international scene t.o t.hat.
of Lhe local communit,y, except that one uses simplified
Chinese characters and Lhe other tvro tradítíonaI Chinese
characters. Running an ethníc school or an ethnic newspaper
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is by no means a simple task and nearly all the work
involved is performed on a voluntary basis. To keep either
an ethníc school or an et,hnic newspaper going ínvolves
considerable devotion and support from the community.
The fact. t.hat there are four Chinese schools and three
newspapers in the local Chinese community is not an
accidenLal fact. No single organi-zaL. j-on seems to represent
Lhe interests of the community as a whole, and Lhe different
sectors of the community operate independently withÍn t.heir
own networks. Only on matters concerning the local Chinese
community as a whole or during times of China's national
crises do they come together in joínt actions. For example,
when the funds supporting the heritage-language programmes
was cut by the federal government a year âgo, all four
Chinese schools in ![innipeg together appealed against the
government decisÍon. In 1991, when eastern Chína suffered
from the worst. floods of the cenLury, the various Chinese
organizations in Vüinnipeg once agaj-n j oined ef f orts and seL
up a fund-raising commíttee for disaster relíef in China.
Though normally divíded, the Chinese community nevertheless
can show its unity ín times of crises and when mutual
support is needed to overcome cert.ain dif f iculties. Vüith
regard to language use, the subdivisions withín the Chinese
communÍty ín Wínnipeg also show their network specífíc
patterns, âs will be discussed in latter chapters.
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CONCLUSION

The Chinese began to settle in Winnipeg more than a century

ago. However, to date the Chinese population of Vüinnipeg is
st.íll made up mostly of immigrants, as a result. of large
scale Chinese immigrat.ion to Vüinnipeg j-n recent. decades.
The development of the Chinese community in Winnipeg
throughout its history has been influenced by the changing
policíes of the Canadían government toward the Chinese. A
discriminatory policy forced the Chinese to look inward for
support and to form closed socíal networks among themselves,
isolated from the larger society, while a democratic policy
fosters interactive dependency between the Chinese community
and the larger Canadian society. However, when language
maintenance and language shift are seen to be an effect of
social boundaries, Fishman (1991) points out: rrDemocratic
goverrunents accomplish the same, or even g:reaLer,
(p. 357) . While
destruct.j-on of minority boundaries ......'r
the j-n-group and out,-group distinction was cl-ear-cut in
times of discrimínatíon, t,hís distinction has become less
clear in a more democratic atmosphere.
The arrival of new kinds of immigrant,s since the l-960s
has introduced to the Chinese community a social, cult.ural
and 1ínguistic diversity which it had not wítnessed before.
The ínflux of large numbers of new Chinese ímmigrants in
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recent years has not, only brought vitality to t.he community
lífen but has also enriched the linguistic repertoire of the
local Chinese communíty and provided ít wíth a source of
native Chinese speakers. However, ít wíII be shown that ít

is still the social and ethnocultural boundaríes and the
characteríst.ics of social network structures that have
functioned prímarily in the maíntenance of Chinese in t,he
Chinese communíty ín Vfinnípeg.
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CHAPTER III

CHINESE''LANGUAGES'' AND''DIALECTS''

The name Chinese refers both to an ethnic group, the

'Han' people, named after the Han Dynasty (206 B.C. - 220
A.D.), who comprise over 93? of China's population (Chína's
Mínority Natj-onalities, 7-981-, p. 2) , and to the language
spoken by Lhem. Tt, is for this reason that their language
is known as hanyru'Han language' in ChÍna, in cont,rast to

the one hundred or so languages also spoken in China by
China's minority groups (cf. Sun, 1986). The Chinesespeaking area covers the east,ern half of China's territ,ory
that the Han people have traditionally inhabít,ed. To the
west are the traditional homelands of Chína's minoríty
groups. Except for the Huj-, t.he largest Muslim group in
China that also uses the same Chinese varieties as are used
by the Han people ín the various regions in which they
reside, all China's minority groups have their own
distÍnctive languages, for example, Tajik (Indo-European),
Uighur (rurkic) , Dagur (Mongoliail) , I¡o1o (Tibeto-Burman) ,
Tibetan, Zhuang (Tai), Míao, Yao, Benglong (Mon-Khmer), etc.
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(China's Minoríty ltationalitíes,

pp. 595-586) .
chinese constitutes a single branch of t.he síno-Tibetan
language family; this branch, in turn, consists of a number
of "Siniticrt languagês, which are, however, usually referred
to as dialects (Crystal , !987, p. 310) . The other branches
of the same family are called Tibeto-Burman and Miao-yao
(O'Grady and Dobrovolsky, 1987, p. 247) . Chinese has been
spoken alongside its geographic neighbours for cent.uries,
with the Altaic languages to the north, Tibetan and. Miao-yao
languages to the west and southwest, and the Austro-Tai and
Austro-Asiatic languages to the southwest and south. some
of these languages are also found in small pockets
interspersed amongst Chinese speakers.
19Bl_,

REGIONAL VARIETIES

Classifications of the regional Chinese varietíes vary, but
it is generally accepted that there are seven regional
z Northern Chinese (known as Mandarin in the West),
WrJ, Xiang, Gan, Min, Hakka, and Yue (I-,i and Thompson, l-g}t;
Ramsey, L987; Z}:an, 1985). Northern Chinese, or Mandarin,
on which Putonghua, the st,andard variety of Chinese, is
based, has by far the largest number of natíve speakers not
just of all the regional Chínese groups but also of all t.he
languages in the wor1d, although English may be the language
groups
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that has the largest number of second-language speakers in
the world. More than seventy percent of the 1,000 million
Chinese-speaking population are natíve speakers of NorLhern
Chinese (Ramsey, L987, p. 87) . Northern Chinese covers
three-fourths of the ChÍnese-speaking territory, which runs
from the northernmost reaches of Manchuría in China's
northeast, across northern and central China, to Yunnan and
the Thai border in the southwest. The Chinese spoken in the
minority regíons ín northern and nort.hwesLern China is al-so
one or another form of Northern Chinese. Speakers of t,he
other six regíonal groups of Chinese together make up less
than thirty percent of the Chínese-speaking population.
These regional groups are all concentrated j-n the southeast
quadrant of the Chinese-speaking terrítory, south of the
Yangt,ze River, t,he nat,ural nort.h-south dívision in China
(Figure 3.1).
An area immediately south of Mandarin, coverÍng the
southern part of JJ-angsu, the southeastern corner of .Anhui,
and most of Zhejiang in the Yangtze delta is where the Vùu
dialects are located. The speech of Shanghaí, the largest
cosmopolitan centre in China, is consídered the most
prestigious of modern I¡tru dialects and is often the choice
for communication among Vfu speakers who do not share t.he
same I¡Iu dialect.s. Southwest of the Wu-speaking region are
the Gan dialects, whose region includes most of the province
of ,Jiangxi, the southeast corner of Hubei and the eastern
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border regíon of Hunan adjacent to Hubei. Further west is
t,he Xiang-speaking region, whích covers the eastern and the
central parts of Hunan. Scatt.ered in southern China from
the inland province of Sichuan to the coastal provinces of
Fujían are the Hakka settlements. The largest
concentration of Hakka speakers is found in a border region
consisting of south ,Tiangxi, the southwest corner of Fujian
and the nort,heast corner of Guangdong. Meixian, a count.y
located in the province of Guangdong, is known for its large
concentratj-on of Hakka seLLlers. In the hilly coastal
provínce of Fujian south of the Vtu-speaking provÍnce of
Guangdong and

Zhejiang is where the various Min dialects are spoken.

The

Min-speakÍng region also stretches further south to the

northeast tip of Guangdong. Some Min dialects are spoken on
China's two largest íslands, Taiwan and Haínan, and also
other Southeast Asian countries. The entire Guangdong
province and a large part of Guangxí west of Guangdong are
Yue speaking. Cantonese, the speech of the city of

capital of the province of Guangdong, is the best
known and most highly esteemed Yue di-a1ect.
Overseas Chinese are mostly speakers of Min, Yue, or
Hakka. ft is estimated that there are more than two million
Yue speakers in Southeast Asia and at least another several
hundred thousand in North America (cf. Norman, 1988, p.
Guangzhou,

21,5). The Chinese ín the Hawaiían Islands speak Hakka and
the Yue díalect of Zhongshan (Chao, 1976, p. 25). Several
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millíon overseas Chinese ín Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore
and Indonesia are Min speakers (Norman, 1988, p. 233). Many
Chínese in the Amerícas have their origin in Siyi (Z};ran,
1985, p. L65), an area located within the Yue-speaking
region in China, 6O míIes southwest of the city of Guangzhou
(Canton). They speak the Siyi dialect,s of Yue (p. 165).
Until recently, Taishanese, a Siyi dialect, had been the
most important Chinese variety used in T¡Iinnípeg's Chinatown.
Most of the Min speakers ín VüínnÍpeg from fndo-China speak
the dialect of Chaozhou, which is a Southern Min dialect
(Zhan, 1-985, p. 184) .

TITE LANGUAGE VS DIALECT ISSUE

What is known as Chinese is thus a cover term for a number

of mutually non-int,elIigíbIe regJ-onal varíetíes, which are
linguistically related (see Figure 3.2) . Although these
regional varieties are usually referred Lo as dialects, in
the view of many linguists they are really distinct
languages. According to Leonard Bloomfield (1933, p. 44),
Chinese is not a single language but a language faniTf
consisting of mutually unínteIIigible languages. One of the
mosL emj-nent modern linguists who have studied t.his issue,
Yuen Ren Chao (L976), also noted the linguistic dísparity
beLween t,he various regíonal variet,ies of Chinese and
71,
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pointed out that, in practical terms, they should really be
considered different languages (pp. 24, 105). Lí and
Thompson (198L) refer to Chinese as the rrChínese language
fami1y". According to them, 'tCantonese and Mandarin dif f er
from each other roughly as the Romance 'languages,
Portuguese and Rumanían dott (p. 2). However, the view of

linguists ís rather different (cf. DeFrancis,
1967, pp. 138-145; Ttang, 1985, p. 2) . In this view, the
regional varj-et,íes of Chinese are dialects of a single
just
language and as such constitute an inseparable whole
like the people who speak them.
WTrether the regional varietíes are dialects of a single
language or separate languages is really a problem that.
fal1s into t,he realm of the classical questíon of what,
constitutes a language and what const,itutes a dialect.
(Haugen, 1"966) . By a purely linguistic criterion of mutual
intelligibility,
the various regional varíet,íes are
unquesLionably separate languages. A ttChinese speaker[ from
northern China who speaks Mandarin cannot communícate with a
many Chínese

ttChinese speakerrr from southern China who speaks Cantonese

if each of them speaks but his own díalect. In Nort,h
Ameríca, lack of mutual intelligibility
among t,he various
regional variet,íes of Chinese ís an important reason why
native speakers of different regional,Chinese varieties are
often forced to speak English among themselves when t.hey
meet. Differences within rrChinese" is also a cause of a
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practical concern for the supplementary Chínese language
schools ín Vüinnípeg as to which regional variety they should
choose to teach.
In the popular mind, however, the concept of language
covers more than just the linguistic aspect alone.
Underlying the notíon of the oneness of t'the Chinese
language[ is first of all a cultural continuíty in Chinese
hist,ory. Ever since Qinshihuang unífíed Chína for the first
tíme in 201 8.C., unity has always been an overwhelming and
mainstream force in Chínese history, alt.hough there have
been many times of disunity and reunificatíon. The language
sítuation of Chinese is often compared to the situatíon of
the Romance languages (e.9., Ramsey, 1987¡ Norman, 1-9BB).
However, unlíke the peoples who speak languages of the

family, the Chinese in China are not divided by
separate histories, cultures, ot language norms. Although
regionality has always existed, the regional boundaries in
Chína are noL political or national boundarj-es as are those
that have divided the Romance languages. As Ramsey (1987)
points out, the Chinese 'rfeel themselves to be part of the
same language community in hlays that the Romance peoples,
with their separate histories, cultures and language norms,
could never do" (p. a7). In the same way that the Romance
peoples of different nations speak different languages, the
Chinese, âs one people, bel-ieve t.hey speak one language.
The belief of the oneness of the Chínese language has

Romance
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also been reinforced by the writ,ten form of the language.
The importance of written Chinese to the unity and
continuity of the Chinese culture can never been
overestimated. Immediately aft.er Qínshihuang unífíed China
for the first time more than two thousand years âgo, he
pursued four unifícation policies for the reinforcement of
the political unification. One of Qínshihuang,s four
unification policies was the unification of the Chínese
script, the other three being the unificatíons of the
transportation routes, the measurement systems, and the
currency. Although t.here have been many drastic changes in
the centralized power throughout. Chinese hístory, the
Chinese script, âs it is developed t,o date, has never failed
to be passed on from generation to generation. A widespread saying among the Chinese about the Chinese writíng
system is tong wen tong zong 'common script, common
ancestor'. In other words, "if we wrÍte the same script, wê
are of one peoplerr. In addition, since the Chinese script
is not phonetic in nature and is used for all of the
languages Ín question alike, the "common language" in the
mind of many Chinese speakers is often really the trcommon
written languaget' that they possess ín common.
Moreover, Chinese has a long literary hístory and
highly developed literary norms, the 1íterary norms of
classíc Chinese and of modern vernacular literaLure. As
language use is in many ways guided and restri-cted by t,he
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written language, there ís no doubt that. t.he literary
conventíons of Chínese have exerted a profound ínfl-uence on
the unÍfication of linguístic norms for all the regional
variet,íes and at the same time have prevented the rise of
competitors withín Chinese.
In addition to the highly developed standard form of
written Chinese, from time to time throughout Chinese
hístory there has also been a commonly accepted standard
form of spoken Chinese, used among speakers of different
regional variet.ies (Norman, 1,988, pp. 186-l-87) . As early as
the Zhou Períod (1100 - 771, B.C.) for example, yayan,
Iíterally 'elegant speech', was one such commonly accepted
st,andard variety of Chinese. yayan was based on the speech
variety of Gaojing, the capital and the political,
commercÍal, and cultural centre of Zhou, located southwesL
of the present day Xi'an ín Shaanxi. Tt. was the officiallanguage of the Zlnou government and was used as a lingua
franca among officíals from the subject countries of Zhou
who spoke various mutually unint.elligible regional speech
forms. yayan was also the norm of speech among
int,eIlectuals, includíng Confucius and his contemporaríes,
for a long time even after Zhou. During Lhe Tang Dynasty
(6fg - 907 A.D.), the most prosperous of China's dynasties,
t.here was also a standard speech form of Chinese. This
standard variet,y of Chinese was based on the speech of
Chang'an, capital of the Tang Dynasty. It. is not certain
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exactly how widespread this standard speech form was during
that time, but it is known that it had been widely accepted
by Chinese int.ellectuals of the t,ime in both north and south
China and was even taught by some int,ellectuals t,o their own
children as a proper form of speech. The prestige of this
Tang dynasty standard speech can stilI be felt today, as
speakers of t.he more conservative regional varj-eties in
south China, Min and Yue, proudly point to the many feat,ures
of classical Chinese that are preserved in their speech
varieties and t,o t,he maintenance of differences between
colloquial and reading pronuncíations of many lexical items
in their regional varieties as well.
Today, the whole of Chína has a síngIe standard variet.y
of Chinese, known by a number of different rrames: putonghua
'common speech' ín mainland China, guop'national language'
in Taiwan, and Mandarin, in its naruow sense, in the Vüestern
wor1d. This standard variety of Chinese is based on the
lexicon of Northern Chinese, the grammatical conventions of
modern vernacular lit,eraLure, and t,he phonology of the
speech of Beijing. It is the single most important,
linguistic model in the whole of Chína and for all Chinese
speakers, flo matter how far removed their own regional
varieties may be from the standard. It is also recognized
by the Chínese communities overseas and has been used for
the formal- teaching of Chínese ín many Chínese communitíes,
especially t.hose located in SoutheasL Asia.
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In recognition of these social and poliLica1 facts,
many Western linguists (e.g., Norman 1988; Ramsey, I9B7) ,
have also adopted the Chinese idea of the oneness of the
Chinese language, even though at the same time maintaining
that, in practical and theoretical terms, the disparate
regional forms should be considered as separate languages.
For the same reason, in this dísserLat.Íon, the regional
varieties will also be referred to by their conventíonaI
terminology as diaTects of Chinese rather than as Tanguages,
even though in linguistic terms they should be treated as
separate languages.

DIALECT VARTATIONS

wir,hín the vast Mandarin-speaking region, differences in

not generally pose a barrier to communication
between speakers coming from anywhere. In the souLh,
however, "sharply dívergent forms of speech are often
separat,ed by only a few miles" (Ramsey, 1-987, p. 2t) , and
speech do

may arise even between
lack of mutual inteIlígibility
neighbouríng villages (Z}rran, L985, p. 1,2). The linguistic
scene in Chinese is characterised by Ramsey (1987 ) as rra
unífied North and a fragmented South" (p. 22) .

Corresponding to the difference between a

linguistically

more or less unified north and a fragmented
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south is a geographic difference between the two parts of

Chína. fn the north lie China' s vast plains, €. g. , t.he
Nort,hern China P1ain, the Loess Plateau, and the Nort,heast
Plain, whereas ín the south are many of China's rivers,
lakes, hi1ls and mountains. Wat,erways may create either
barriers or pat.hways to communication. Examples inctude t,he
separatíon of Wu from Mandarin by the Yangtze Rj-ver and the
Yue spoken in Guangxi carried over by the West River from
t.he Yue speaking province of Guangdong in the east. The Min
speaking Fujían forms t.he linguistically most diversified
Chinese-speakíng region, owing to its many mountains and
hílls that separate people and speech varieties. There,
linguistic differences are large enough to result in mutual
unintelligibility
between Northern Min, Southern Min, and
East.ern Min (Zlnan, 1985, p. 1,79) .
History has also played a part in the linguistic
difference beLween the north and t,he south (Ramsey, l9B7) .
All regional groups of Chinese today come from the same
ancestral language that was once spoken in the Ye1low River
Val1ey in the north. In the south there used to be the
various Tai languages, known as Zhuang-Dong Ianguages in
Chína (Z]nan, l-985, pp. 163, 180) . The Tai languages are
sti1l spoken by many minority nationalítíes in southern
China today, such as Zhuang, Dai, Li, and Buyi, to name a
few (Ramsey, 7-987, p. 232-248). hlhen Chinese spread from
the north to what is now the Chinese speaking south, alongi
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wit.h the expansíon of the Chinese empire, and replaced the
indigenous Tai languages once spoken in the south, the
indígenous TaÍ languages of the south disappeared, but.

certain features of those languages have remained and become
part of the loca1 Chínese dialects. The subst,ratum
influence from the non-sinitic languages once spoken in the
south accounts for much of the mutual unintelligibility
between the regional Chinese variet,ies today (Zlnan, 1995,
pp. 7-37 , 1-63 ) .
Moreover, separate waves of Han immigration from

t.he

north to the south ever since the Qin Dynasty (221 - 207
B.C.) have also resulted ín different strata in the Chinese
spoken in the south (Egerod, L967; Zlrran, 1985), exhibited
through such a phenomenon as the existence of systematic
variation between two different phonologícal forms of the
same lexical items ín Min and Yue. Thís phenomenon is known
t.o be especially widespread ín Min (Egerod, L967) .
The two southernmost regional groups, Mín and yue,
which many Chinese in Winnípeg speak, are bot,h
geographically and Iínguistically mosL distant. from
Mandarin. In both Min and Yue, a substratum of Tai is very
noticeable (Egerod, 1967) . According to Zhan (1985), as
much as 70z. of the sound systems of either Min or yue is
different from that of MandarÍn, whereas within Mandarín no
more than 20å of the sounds are different between the
subdj-alects (p. 23) . In the lexicon, Loo, bot,h Min and yue
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possess many lexical items for whÍch no cognates can be

found elsewhere in Chinese, but whose origins can
nevertheless be traced to Taí (Egerod, tg67). Even ín
syntax, Min and Yue reflect influence from Tai in certaín
word order patterns.

Although variatíon can be found vírtually

in every
aspect of the linguístic structure between Chinese dialects,
as Yuen Ren chao (]-969) once pointed out, chínese dialects
vary primarily in phonology, secondarily in the lexícon and
least importantly ín synt,ax (p. 3). In the following, the
dialect variat,ion in chinese will be discussed in the order
of phonology, morphology and syntax. partícular attent,ion
will be given to the dialect.s whose speakers are found in
more or less sizable numbers ín füínnipeg. These incl-ude
Northern chinese, represented by Putonghua, üIu, represent,ed.
by the speech of Shanghai, and the dialects of the three
southernmost groups, Hakka, Min, and yue, represented
respectively by the speech of Meixian, Chaozhou, and
Guangzhou (Canton).

Moreover, not only ís there mutual unint.elligibilít.y
between the major regional varieties of chinese, but within

each of them there are also many subdialects. As crystal
(]-987) pointed out, "it musL also be recognized that each

variety consists of a large number of dialects, many of
which may themselves be referred to as languages" (p. 31_2) .
Thus, the regional varieties of chinese are reaIly groups of
ðI

dialects that are more closely related to each ot,her than to
those belonging to different groups.

PHONOI,OGICAJ, VARTATI ONS

The following discussion focuses on some systematic

variations in the sound systems of the Chinese diaIectslo.
These variations are considered to be t.he results of
historical sound changes in Chinese, especially since the
time of Míddle Chínesell (Z]nan, 1985, p. 23).

Tonal variations
Chinese is a tonal language. This means that in t,he

phonological sysLem of Chinese, tones are phonemic and are

as ímport.ant as vowels and consonanLs. Each syllable in
Chínese has a specific pitch paLLern, which can be either
1eve1 or contour, although the physical pítch value of any
sy11ab1e may vary f rom dialect, t,o dialect.
Northern Chínese, ot Mandarin, has the simplest tonal
system of all Chinese dialect.s. Most Northern dialects have
four tones, which are developed from but are no longer the
same as the four tones in Mídd1e Chinese, traditionally
referred Lo as the ping tone, the shang tone, the qu t,one
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and the ru tone (Zl:ran, 1985, p. 44) .

In most Nort.hern
dialects, the Míddle Chinese ru tone has merged with other
tones, and the Middle Chinese ping tone has split into t,wo
tones, yin and yang, ot upper and lower register. The
disappearance of ru tone in Northern Chinese ís one of the
features that have separated Nort,hern Chinese from all other
regíona1 groups, and ís believed to have come along with the
loss of the Middle Chinese sylIable-finaI stops *-p, ¡-t,
and *-k in Nort,hern Chinesel2. l{here the ru tone is
preserved, as in nearly all the regional groups south of the
Yangtze river, the syIlabIe-final stops have also been
preser-ved in one way or another.
The four tones in Putonghua are referred to as yinping,
yangping, shangsheng, and qusheng, respect.íve1y. The tonal
values of the four tones are 'leve1' (55) for yinping,
'rising' (45) for yangping, 'dipping/fal1ing and risíng'
(213) for shangsheng, and 'fallíng' (52) for qusheng. The
phonological contrast of the four tones can be shown by the
minimal sets:

f

anss

f anas
f arll3
f ans2

'sail'
'bored'
'reverse'
'mea1'

moss
mo4s
mo2r3
mos2

to touch'
t,o grind'
to wipe'
ink'
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ehuanss

chuarfs
chuarfß
chuans2

'va1ley'
'boat'
'to gasp'
'to jump'

A general tendency ín the tonal systems of Chínese ís

that, the further south the díalects, the more tones t.he
dialect.s have. The dialects to the sout,h of Mandarin all
have síx or more tones: the Hakka dialect of Meixian has
six t,ones, t,he Wu dialect of Shanghaí has five t,ones (which
is not typical of lüu díalects, since the Wu díalects as a
whole have an average of eight tones), the Min dialect of
Chaozhou has eight tones, and the Yue dialect.s of Canton and
Taishan each have níne tones (Zhan, 1985) . lilhat has
happened in t.he tonal development in Chinese is that while
in Mandarin tone split has occurred only with one of the
Middle Chinese tones, the ping tone, in dialects with eight
or more tones today tone split has invol-ved aJ.-7. four Middle
Chinese tones. In the níne-t.one Yue dialect,s, such as
Cantonese and the Taishan dialect, one of the Middle Chinese
t.ones, the ru tone, has split into three tones. In
contrast, in a few isolated cases, some Mandarin dialect,s
spoken in the northwest only have three t.ones, for example
t,he dialect. of Yinchuan in Ningxia Hui Nat,íonalit,y
Autonomous Region (Zhran, 1985, p. 45). The reduced tones j-n
these dialects are consídered the result of influence from
t,he non-tonal Altaic languages locat.ed north of the
Mandarin- speaking region.
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Consonant

varíations

The sy11able structure in Chínese is (C) V (C), where

C

stands for a consonant, V a vowel, and the parentheses
índicat,e optional occurrence. Only single consonants exist

ín modern Chinese, although consonant clusters might
existed in Old Chinese (ct. Norman, 1988, p. 45).

have

Fina1 consonants

All the consonanLs in Chinese may occur sy11ab1e initially,
although their occurrences vary depending on the dialecLs,
but only nasals and stops are found syllable final1y. fn
Northern Chinese, the only sy1lab1e-final consonanLs are the
nasals t-nl and [-tg]. In the southern díalect groups, both
nasals and stops may be found sylIable fina11y. The two
types of syllab1e-final consonants are considered to reflect
Middle Chínese *-p, *-t, a-k, ¡-fltr a-fir and *-ng (Zl:ran,
1985, p. 42) .

fn general, nasals are better preserwed than stops in
the sy11ab1e-fina1 position in modern Chinese. Nort.hern
Chínese as a whole has lost all Middl-e Chinese stops in t.he
sy1lab1e-final position. In Wu dialects, while *-p, *-L,
and *-k have all disappeared, a glottal stop has remained in
Lheir p1ace. Tn the Min dialect of Chaozhou, where t-pl and
l-kl are st,ilI present, they no longer occur with all the
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lexical it.ems that originally had them. There, t.he glottal
stop has replaced a1I the *-t's and some *-p,s and *-k,s
(cf . Z}:an, 1985, p. 43) . In yue and Hakka dialects as well_
as a few southern Min díalects in the far south, such as the
dialect of Xiamen, all t,hree stops as well as t,heir nasal
counterparLs have been maj_ntained in the sylIab1e-finaI
position (Zhan, 1-985, p. 42) .
While the final nasals are better preserved than final
stops, t,he occurrences of the final nasals in the various
dialect.s are more complicated than the fínal stops. All
Chinese dialects still have t-rgl, but the occurrence of tml is only a feature of the three souLhernmost, dialect
groups, Yue, Hakka, and Min (cf . Zhan, i_985, p. 3g). Tn
many Chinese dialects, fusion of [-n] and [-rg] has
occurred. In the Mandarin díaIect,s spoken ín the northwest
and the southwest and certain Northern Min díaIect.s, for
example, fusion of [-n] and [-rg] has taken place under
conditíon of certaín vowel environments (cf . Zlnan, 1_985, p.
39). In other dialects, most noticeably the V[u dialects ín
general and also the Mín dialect of Chaozhou, [-n] has
merged with [-rg].
The following are some lexical ítems
from a few dialects t.hat had originally been dístinct from
each other by three dífferent nasal endings.
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t

Cantonese Yue
Chaozhou Min
Xiamen Min
Meixian Hakka

Shanghai

Putonghua
(Source

z

Wu

-ml

[ -m]

'sword'

'woods'

lkiml

[1am]

tkil

lkiaml
lkiaml

ttçil

ltçianl

Zhan, 198s)

[1im]
ldíml

[1in]
[1íng]

tlinl

[-n]
year'

ninl
nil

[

-tg]

light'
kuongl
k<rlngJ

dianl
nianl

kuangl

nianl

kuangl

nil

kuongJ
kuangJ

.

Palatal vs velar initials
The presence of the palatal initials
[tç] , [Uç, ] , and tçl is
anot,her feature t,hat divides the Chinese dialect groups.
The palatals are produced with the blade of the tongue
against the front of the hard palate. Tn díalects that have
the paIatals, i.ê., Mandarin, Gan, Xiang, and Wu, t,he
palatals are in complementary distribution with t.he velars
lk-l and [k'-] , and th-l . In these dialects, the palat.als
always occur before hígh front vowels, ê.g., til or [ü] ,
with which t,he velar series never occur. In the t,hree
southernmost dialect groups Hakka, Mín, and Yue, where the
palatals are absent, the velars occur regardless of the
tongue height of t,he f ollowing vowels. The f oll-owing 1íst.
shows examples of the variations in a number of dialects
with regard to the occurrences of palatals and velars.
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'to see' 'strange' 'hope' 'street'
Cant.onese Yue
kinl Ik'ei] Iheí] lka: il
Chaozhou Min
kil
[k, i]
thil lkoÍl
Meíxían Hakka kianl [k'i]
thil lkiail
Shanghai Wu
rçiJ tdçil Içi] Ika]
Putonghua
tçianl [tç'í] Içi] ltçiel
(Source z Z}:an, 198s).

home'

'shoe'

ka

lha:

ke

ka
ka

toil

il

lhail
lhal

tçiaJ ¡çie1

Proposals that the palatals are allophones of the

apical sibíIants or they are allophones of the velars have
both been made (e.9., Hockett, L947; Zhan, L985), but
according to Chao (1968), the lat.t.er analysis is closest to
the 'rfeeling of the native't (p. 21-) . In thís analysis, the
occurrence of palatals in Chinese today is considered to be
t.he result of the process of palatalization of velars in the
environment of high front vowels. This process is most
complete in Mandarin; it is stil1 incompleL.e in the dialect.
groups located in central China, including Itu, Gan, and
Xiang, and has not occurred aL all in the t.hree southernmost
dialects, Hakka, Min, and Yue (Z};ran, 1985, p. 25). Some
dialects, especíal1y the Mandarin spoken in northern and
northeastern China, however, have gone further and have
spilled palatalízation onto lexical items whose vowels
origínaIly were not necessarily hígh, for example *a and the
diphthong *aí, and in doing so have palat,alized these vowels
with the high front, vowel [i], as in 'street,,, ,home' and
'shoe' in the examples above. The same thíng has al-so
occurred to a certain extent in the Mandarin dialects spoken
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in the southwest, for example the Mandarin dialect of
Chengdu in Sichuan and t,he Mandarin díalect of Hankou in
Hubei, and in some Wu, Gan, and Xiang dialect,s, but there
the process is not as complete as in northern and
northeastern Mandarin (p. 25). Thus, w€ find both the
variations across dialects, âs illustrated by the examples
j-n the above, and the variants of paIat,a1s and velars for
certain lexical ítems within certain díalects, such as
ltçiangl
lkang] 'river' ín the Wu dialect of Shanghai and
in the Mandarin díalect of Chengdu, [tçiai] - [kaí] 'to
solve' in the Mandarin dialect of Chengdu, and [tçía]
[ka]
'to solve' in the T¡Iu díalect of Shanghai.
Retroflex obstruents
Retroflex obstruents in Chínese exist only in t.he Mandarin
dialects spoken in northern and nort.hwestern China. They
are produced with the típ of the tongue tilted toward the
back of the alveolar ridge. In these Mandarin dialects, the
retroflex affricates ttçl and [Lç'] and the retroflex
fricative tçl contrast with t.heír apical counterparLs Itsl ,
[ts'], and [s], which are produced i^rith the tip of t,he
tongue against the back of the front teeth, as shown in
these minimal paírs:

ttçïl
ltç' i1
tçil

'to know'
'to eat'
'Iion'

ts¿l
t.s'

:
:
:

¿

s¿l
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]

'capital'
'to protrude'
'silk'

very few exceptions in all the ot.her Chínese
dialects, the two words in each above pair are pronounced.
identically with the apical obstruents on1y. The retroflex
obst.ruents j-n Mandarin are consj-dered a development during
Middle Chinese, because in Old Chinese, 11o retroflex
obstruent,s existed (Z}:an, 1985, p. 30). Some examples wíth
retroflex obstruents as a variable that distinguishes
northern and northeast Mandarin from the other Chinese
dialects are as follows:
Wit,h

know'

Cantonese Yue
Chaozhou Min

Meixian Hakka
Shanghai

Putonghua
(Source

z

Wu

'capi taI' 'tea' 'wipe' 'lose'

' sil-k'

rËil ItrSl-l
tsail Itsí]

lté'al [ts'at] [sat] IÉi]
lt'el
[ts' i]
lts' i] tsil
ríl t t,s¿l lts' il [ts' í] [s ]
s¿l
ts¿l Its¿] fdz'oJ Its'eq] [seq1 [s¿]
tçiJ lts¿l ltç'al Its'a]
tçil
ls¿l
¿

Zhart, 19Bs).

Aside from a variation between the retroflex obstruents

in Mandarin and the apical sibilants in many other dialects,
a correspondence can be found between the apical stops ltl
and [t'] ín some Hakka díalects and the Yue díalect of
Taishan and the sibíIants in t.he other dialects. The stops
in these Mín and Yue dialects that correspond to eíther the
sibilants or the retroflexes in t.he other dialects are
vestiges from Old Chínese, a most conser-vative feature of
these Mín and Yue dialects (Z}:ran, 1985, p. 30) .
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Voiced obstruents

Voicing is not a distÍnctive feature of obstruents in
Chinese, except for in the TiIu dialects and some Xiang
dialects (Z]:ran, 1985, p. 26). Voiced obstruents did,
however, exist in Middle Chínese (p. 26). Devoicing of the
obst.ruents in Chinese is consi-dered t,o have arísen alonq
with the split of tones ínto yin anð, yang, or upper and
lower register, in various Chínese dialects since the time
when Middle Chinese was spoken (ct. Norman, 1988, pp. 1-94,
201,). The majority of Chinese dialects today do not have
voiced obstruents. Wu díalects are exceptional ín this

respect, for they have most completely preserved the Míddle
Chínese voiced obstruents. Unvoiced obstruents in Wu
dialects, aspirated or unaspirated, continuant or
discontinuant, all have their corresponding voiced sounds,
which include [b], [d], [g], ldzl , lzl , [dç], [v], and thl
(p. 200) . In Wu d.ialects, tone split, the very condit.ion
t,hat, had given rise to obst.ruent, devoicing in t,he other
dialects, also occurred, buL while the results of tone split
are stíll present, the voíced obstruents kept intact.
Voíced obstruents in Wu dialects all occur in t,he yín
or lower registered tone (Zhan, L985, p. Ll4), but their
correspondíng forms in Mandarin differ bot.h by way of
aspiration and by tone values. For example, in the Vüu
dialect of Shanghai, the two lexícal items [du] 'on foot'
and [du] 'degree' both have a voiced initial td-l and the
9t

lower registered tone, but their correspondíng forms in
Putonghua differ.
The first., 'on foot', has an aspirated.
stop [t'-] and a lower registered ping tone and the second,
'degree', exhibits an unaspj-rated inítiaI stop It-l and a
falling tone.
In some dialects, including the Mín dialect, of Chaozhou
and Hakka dialects in general, Middle Chinese voiced
obstruents have all become voíceless aspirates; in Xiang,
same

t,hey have all become unaspirat,ed buU with voicing presenred

to varying degrees (Norman, 1988, p. 198). The following
shows some corresponding forms of voíced stops in the Vüu
dialect of Shanghai and the unvoiced stops in the Hakka
dialect of Meixian and Putonghua:
'younger

broLher' 'fl-ag'
'Ievel' 'white' 'Iift'
Mej-xian Hakka [p'in]
[t'i]
[k'i]
[p'at] [t'i]
Shanghai wu
tdil
tdçil
lbing] tbeql tdil
Putonghua
[tç' i]
[p' ing] [pail [t' í]
ttil
(Source: the Meixian Hakka data are from Ramsey,
111).

'together'
lk'iungl
lgongJ

lkongl

L987, p.

I-,abiodental fricatíve
The labiodent.al frícatÍve

tfl first developed ín NorLhern
Chinese during the Middle Chinese period (Norman, 1-988, p.
2tt) . All modern Chinese dialects have [f], except for the
Min dialecL group (Zhan, 1985, p. 27) . Min dialects still
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retain [h], with its bilabial variant lpl for elevated,
literary speech, where labiodentals have occurred in the
other dialects. For example, Í.or putonghua [fen] ,to
dívide', Chaozhou Min has its corresponding form lhungJ
lpungl and for Putonghua [fu] 'happiness' the Min dialect of
Chaozhou has [ho]
tpol. The lack of tfl separates Min
dialect,s from all other chinese d.ialects, includíng diarects
of two ot,her southern groups, Hakka and yue, and thus also
the Min speakers of chaozhou who have settled in winnipeg
from speakers of other Chinese dialects in Winnipeg.

Vowel variations
The hÍgh front rounded vowel

Most Chinese dialects, including Mandarin, Wü, Gan, Xiang,
and Yue, have two high front, vowels, ârr unrounded til and. a

rounded Iü1. But in many Hakka and Min dialects, only the
unrounded high front vowel j-s at,test,ed (Zhan, 1985, p. 33).
rn dialects t,hat do not have t.he rounded hígh f ront vowel,

either i or [u] occurs corresponding to the tül in t.he other
dialects, toy example:
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rain'

'cloud'

'to dwell' 'fish'

Cantonese Yue
Chaozhou Mín

ül

houl

lwunl
Ihung]

IköYl

tül

Ik<o]

lhcol

Shanghai

ül
ül

lüng1

ttçül
ttçül

Itg]

Meíxian Hakka
Putonghua
(Source

z

I,tIu

il

liunl
[ün]

tül

Zhan, 1985, p. ??ì

The absence of the high front rounded vowel separat.es the

the Min díalects not only from the dialects spoken
in nort,hern and cent,ral China but also Yue in the sout,h.

Hakka and

Monophthonqization vs diphthonqization
Monophthongization of the diphthongs is one of the t,wo most

saLient phonologícal phenomena in Vüu diaLects, t.he oLher
being the preservation of the Middle Chínese voíced
obst,ruents discussed in the above. A number of Vüu dialects,
including that of Shanghai, do not have the diphthongs of

the ascending type [ai1 , [ei1 , [ou] , and [ao] , which are
found in most ot.her Chinese dialect,s (Norman, 1988, p. 20]-) .
For [k'aí] 'open' and [mao] 'appearance' in Putonghua for
example, Shanghai Wu dialect has [k'el and lmoqJ
respectívely. As a result of monophthongization, Vüu
dialects now have a very rich vowel ínvent,ory. Putonghua
has six phonemic vowels, [i], [ü], [@], [u], [o], and [a],
but the vowels in Shanghai Wu dialect are double in number
(cf . Norman, 1988, p. 207) .
In the opposite direction of development in Chinese is
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the diphthongizaEion of the monopht,hongs. This phenomenon
is most promínent with the high vowels [i] , [ü] , and [u] in
Yue and Min dialects (Zhran, 1985, p. 36). Note the
following variations: Putonghua [mi] 'riddle' - Cantonese
lmail; Putonghua Its'u] 'vinegar' - Cant,onese ItÉ'ou] and
Chaozhou Mín [ts'oul; and Putonghua ttçü] 'get togeLher' Cantonese ttË6y1 (p. 37) .

Sumnary

In summary, some of the phonological features of the Chinese
dialects in question discussed in the above are presented in
the following matrix to show their function in
distinguíshing the dialects from one another.
I -pl
It

Cantonese Yue
Chaozhou Mín

Meixian Hakka
Shanghai

Putonghua

Wu

-ml

++

[

-n]

tl ttçl tçl
l-kl / [tç'] tç' l
t

++

+
+
+

--

l

+

-ql

tcl

çl

b
d
g

tfl

++

l
+
+
+

tül tail
-1

-+
+

I

++

The preserr¡ation of the Middle Chinese final stops *-p, *-t,

and *-k and the Middle Chinese final nasal *-m separates
Hakka, Min, and Yue, t,he t,hree southernmost regional groups

of Chinese, from t.he groups north of t.hem. Mandarin
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dialects are unique for the presence of ret,roflex obstruents
and the lack of any of the final stops. The preservation of
the Middle Chinese voíced obstruents and the lack of
díphthongs along wíth a rich vowel inventory are
characteristics of the Wu dialects" The lack of the
labiodent.al fricative tf -l separates Min from all other
regíonaI groups, including the two other southernmost
groups, Hakka and Yue, while at the same time Min agrees
with Hakka but differs from Yue and the other regionagroups in lacking the high front rounded vowel tü1.

LEXICAL AIID MORPIIOIJOGICAIT VARIATIONS

The majority of the vocabulary in Chinese ís shared by all

Chinese dialects, such that for nearly all words in
Putonghua, the 'standard Chinese' , equívalents can be found

in other dialects, owíng mostly to the ínfluence of the
wrítten but also to the spoken norms of Chinese. However,
every Chinese dialect also has it,s own lexical j-t,ems for
which no equivalent can be found in other diaLect,s. In
everyday Iife, it is these forms that normally are used, and
the common vocabulary of standard Chinese is only used for
elevated and formal speech. Some lexical- and morphological
varíations in Chinese are díscussed ín the following.
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PrononínaL variations

All Mandarin dialects share the same set of personal
pronouns, [wo] 'f', [ni] ,yov,, and [t,a] ,lne/she/LL,,
alt,hough alternative forms of the first-person pronoun can
be found ín some d.ialects , for example, the lngan] in the
Mandarin dialect spoken in Shandong. In dialect groups
other than Mandarín, although the firsL- and second-person
pronouns are mostly cognate to those of Mandarin, the t,hirdperson pronoun takes on different fôrms. Compare the
followíng pronomÍnal systems in Chinese díalects:
Pronouns

1st. person

2nd person

Cant,onese Yue

ngol

Inei]

Chaozhou Min
Meixían Hakka

qual

[1co]

Taishan Yue
Shanghai

Wu

Putonghua

(Sources:

ngoíl

ngail
ngul
wol

No rman,

tnil

[nsi]

[n]

InongJ

lníl

1988, pp. 220, 227;

comesponding to [t'a]

3rd person
t'öyJ

k'uil
il
kil
vil
t'a]

Zh,an, 1-985,

p. 59).

in Mandarin, t,he third person pronoun
in the Wu dialect of Shanghai is [yi], in the Hakka díalect
of Meixian is [ki], in the Min dialect of Chaozhou is [i],
ín Cantonese and t.he Yue dialect of Taishan [k'öy] and
lk'uil respectively. The third person pronoun forms in the
various dialects are considered to have been d.erived from
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different sources. The tyil in the Wu dialect of Shanghai,
the lil in the Min dialect of chaozhou, and the tkil ín the
Hakka dialect of Meixian reflect. the Middle chÍnese *qi
(Norman, L988, p. 203) and the tköyl of Cantonese and the
lkuil of the Yue dialect of Taishan can be related. to the
Middle Chinese *gjwo (p. 2t9).
Variations in the pronomínaI forms in Chinese thus
divide the chínese speakers in !\Iinnipeg ínto t,hose who use
[wol for the fírst person pronoun, í.e., Mandarin speakers,
and those whose first person pronoun forms begin with the
velar nasal [ng- ] or t,he gIot,tal stop [q- ] , j_. e. , speakers
of all the other dialects. Furthermore, varíat,ions in the
third person pronouns not only separate speakers of
Mandarin, who use the third person pronoun [L,a], from
speakers of the other dialects, but also divíde speakers of
dialects other than Mandarin into those whose third person
pronouns are [yi] , tkil or [i] , derived from the Midd.le
Chínese *gi, i.e., Wu, Hakka, and Min speakers, and those
whose the third person pronouns are [k,öy] or [k'ui],
derived from the Middle Chinese *gjwo, i.e., yue speakers.

PIuraI suffíxes
of t,he few suffixes that Chinese has is the p1ura1
suffix. In Mandarin, plurat ís marked by [-men], for

One
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example lwomenl 'we' , [nimen] 'you (pIuraI),,

It,amen]

'they', and lkongr@nm@n] 'workers,. For speakers of other
Chinese dialects, [-men] occurs as a pIural marker only in
elevated speech. For everyday use, different forms are
employed. The pIura1 suffix in Cantonese ís [-tei]:
[ngotei] 'we' , [neitei] 'you, pluraI' and [k, öytei] , they, .
In the Min dialect of Chaozhou, it can be identifíed as tngl. There, the p1ura1 form of the first person pronoun ís
[ng], the plural form of the second-person pronoun is
[ning], and the pluraI form of the third person pronoun is
ting1. In the Wu dialect of Shanghai, the plural suffix can
be identified as [-1a] as in lqata] 'we' and [i1a] ,Lhey,.
The second-person plura1 form in the Shanghai dialect is a
fusion of the second-person síngular form and. the plural
suf f ix, i. e. , [nal
Xíngning in Meixian, the pronominal plurals are expressed by
[-ts'eka]: [ngai ts'eka] 'we', [ní ts,eka] 'you (plural),,
and ti ts'ekal 'they'. fn the Yue dialect of Taíshan,
however, plural forms are formed by tonal changes rather
than by affixation (Norman, 1988, p. 219). The following
List shor¡¡s t,he plural suffixes in t,he Chinese dialects
díscussed above:

Plura1 Suffíxes
Cantonese Yue
Chaozhou Min

Xingníng Hakka
Shanghai

Putonghua

Wu

tei]
-tg]
ts'eka]

[[
[-

[-1a]
[

-mon]
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Possessive and modifier markers
Possession in Mandarin is indicated by t-d@1, for example

'my' and lwom@nde] ,our,. The same form, with a
varÍant in [di], is also used t.o íntroduce modífiers, both
verbal and nominal. However, t-d@l is only found in
Mandarin. In a number of other dialect groups, the
corresponding forms occur wíth the velars inst.ead. For
example, for t-d@l in Put,onghua, the Wu dialect of Shanghai
has t-geql and the Hakka dialect of Meixian has t-k@1.
In Yue dialects, possession is eq)ressed by specífic
measure words for nouns. The following examples are from
[wod@J

Cant.onese:

lngo kei
I

SUJ

measure-word

'my book'

lnei pa
you measure-word
'your chair'
tÉi
lk'öy
he

measure-word

'his pen'

Perfectual

book

vil

chair

patJ
pen

norphemes

In Mandarin, the perfectual aspect is expressed by two
separat,e morphemes, [kuo] f or the af f irmative and [meiyou]
1_00

for the negative; the latter morpheme also expresses
possession as well as the existential meaning in the
negative in the language. The affírmative form [kuo] occurs
after the main verb, and lmeiyou] occurs before the main
verb; for example:
lt'a Iai kuol

he come perfectual (affirmative)

'He has been here.'

[wo meiyou k'antçyan t'a]
I perfectual (negative) see him
'I didn't see him. '

fmeiyoul is bimorphemic, i.ê., consisLing of two morphemes,
with lmei] indicating negation and [you] affirmat,íon. To
express the perfectual aspect in the negatJ-ve, often only an
abbreviated form of lmeiyou], [mei], is used as a spoken
form, as in lwo meí k'antçyan t'a] '1 didn't see hím'.

In

some Yue and

Min dialects, the same morpheme that

expresses possession and the existential meaning, [you],

with negative in [meíyouJ, is used to express the perfectual
aspect. Compare the f oll-owing paírs in Put,onghua and
Cantonese:

Cantonese Yue

Putonghua

[ngo you höyl
I [you]

go

'I have been there.
lwo tç'ü kuol
I go [kuo]

'f have been there.
Cant.onese Yue

[ngo you t,sao k'öy]
I [you] look-for him
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Putonghua

'f have visíted him.'
[wo t,çao kuo t'a]
I look-for [kuo] him
'I have visíted him.'

bidialectal speakers of Yue or Min switch to Mandarin,
the use of the pre-verbal [you] for the affirmative
perfectual aspect is one of the syntactj-c features from
their native dialects that most often is transferred into
their Mandarin, for example:

When

Mandarin as a second dialect

[ni you tç'ü k'an] ?
you [youJ go see,/watch
'Have you been there and watched (tne

show) ?'

Putonghua

lní tç'ü k'an kuo mal ?

you go see,/watch [kuo] interrogative marker

'Have you been t.here and wat.ched (the show)?'
Mandarín as a second dialect
[wo you tç'ü w@n]
r [you] go ask

'I have asked (about it) .'
Put.onghua

lwo t,ç'ü wen kuo]
I go ask [kuo]
'I have asked (about it) .'

Lexical variations
All Chinese dialects contain theír
]-02

own

dialect specific

of these forms reflect Iocal
conventions in lexical choice. For example, for 'to have a
bath', Putonghua has xizao tçÍ + tsaol 'wash + bathe' and
Cantonese has the form ltÉ'onglyang] 'rinse + cool'; and for
'kerosene', Putonghua has meiyou lmei + you] 'coal + oil-'
and Cantonese has the form [hosöy] 'fire + water' .
Some lexical ítems that are colloquial in some dÍalects
occur as literary counterparts in other dialects, but are
obsolete in everyday speech. Examples are [k'ei] 'to stand'
and [sIt] ' to eat' in Yue, [t' e] ' to crY' in Min, and [t' ai]
'to see' j-n both Min and Yue. These regional colloquial
vocabulary items were once colloquial in the other Chinese
d.ialect,s as well, but t,here their function in daily speech
was gradually t,aken over by new colloquial forms and they
thus remain only as líterary forms existing only in literary

vocabulary it,ems.

Some

writings.
Moreover, there are also certain dialect-specific

, for which no equivalent can be found
elsewhere in Chínese. Such lexical ítems are more numerous
in the dialects located in the souLh than those in the
north. Examples from Yue are [ye] 'Lhing', [nga:m] 'righL' ,
[Iek] 'capable' , [nam] 'to think carefully' , [kam] 'to
grasp' , and [teng] 'to Lhrow' (Zhan, 1985) . This colloquial
vocabulary reflects the linguistic substratum in the south.
lexical

it,ems
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SYNTACTIC VARIÀTTONS

of all aspects of chinese, syntax is the most consist,ent for
all dialects. The syntactic variations that do exist. among
Chinese díalect,s do not generally interfere with
comprehensíon.

Dírect and indirect object, orderíng
rn most Mandarin dialects, the indirect object occurs before
the direct object. In most other dialect.s, including the
Mandarin spoken in southwest china, such as the Mandarin of
Wuhan in Hubei, and Wu, Gan, Mín, Hakka, and. yue dial-ects,
the opposite order occurs. Compare the following:
lpei yat pun Éy (DO) ngo (ID) l
give one measure-word book me
'give me a book'
Shanghai I,rIu lpeq pen s¿ (DO) ngo (ID) ]
give measure-word book me
'give me a book'
Putonghua
gei wo (rO¡ 'yi ben shu (DO)
give me one measure-word book
'give me a book.'
Wuhan Mandarin lkei tç, ian (DO) wo (fO¡
Cantonese Yue

1

gl_ve money

'gíve
In these examples,
indirect object.

me

me money'

DO

stands for direct object. and ID
1,04

Posítion of verbal nodífíers
Mandarin dialects t.end t,o place verbal mod.ifiers before the

verb, but ín many southern dialects, verbal modifiers follow
the verb; for example,
Yue fnei hang (V) hian (Adv) ]
you walk first
'You go first.'
Chaozhou Min
ltsia (V) ke (Adv) kao pungJ
eat more some rice
'Have some more rice.'
Meixian Hakka ltsok (V) Lu (Adv) k, iam sam]
vrear more measure-word shirt
'Put on one more shirt,.'
Shanghai Wu
[tç'Iq (V) tu (Adv) nge ve]
eat more some rice
'Have some more rice.'
Put.onghua Ni xian (Adv) zou (V) .
you first walk
'You gio f irst. '
Duo (Adv) chi (v) dianr fan.
more eat bit, rice
'Have some more rice.'
In t.hese examples, V st,ands for verbs and Adv adverbs.
Cantonese

Posít,ion of nonÍnal modifiers

nearly all cases, modifíers occur before the head nouns
in the nominal phrases in Chinese. However, in bot,h yue and
Tn

10s

Min dialects, there is a limited number of bimorphemic nouns
in which the head occurs before their modifiers. Compare

the following pairs from Putonghua and Cantonese.
Yue
Put,onghua
Cantonese Yue
Putonghua
Cantonese Yue
Putonghua
Cant,onese

IniukuJ (cattle + masculine) 'buII'
gongnÍu (masculíne + cattle) 'bu11'
lning k'e] (people + guest) 'guest'
(guest + people) 'guest,
keren
lts'öykan] (vegetable + dry) 'dry vegetable'
gancai (dry + veget,able) 'dry veget,able,

Thís word order in Yue and Mín is consídered to reflect the
substrat,um of the Tai, oÍ Zhuang-Doflg, languages once spoken

in the current Yue and Min regions (Zh,an, 1985, p. 1-64) .
Modifiers occur following the head nouns in Tai languages,
but such a feature exists in no Chinese dialects other than
Min and Yue.

SPECIMENS OF CHINESE DIALECTS SPOKEN IN WINNIPEG

To íI1ust,rate both the correspondence and the varíat,ion
between the dialects of Chinese speakers in Winnipeg,
specimens of a number of Chinese dialect.s based on a similar

text are presented ín the followíng. They were províded by
native speakers of these díalects in Wínnipeg. The text.
selected for the comparison, yan er dao 7ing, meaning 'cover
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the ears to steal a door be11', is a modern vernacular
version of a popularly known proverb story from Lüshi Chun
Qiu, a 26-volume collectíon of prior Qin (221, - 207 B.C.)
proses edited by I-,ü Buweí (e - 235 B. C. ) et al . The
informanLs were asked to teII the story with reference to

the

written text in ways that their native dialect.s
were spoken, i.e., in sounds and expressions of t.heir
same

díaIect.s.
The written text of the story Íras select,ed from one of

the many collections of classical Chinese poems and proses
with paral1e1 texts and e>çIanations provided in modern
vernacular Chinese for modern readers. Since it is written
ín standard Chinese, which is based on colloquial Mandarin,
it can be taken for granted that t,here is lit,t.Ie deviat,ion
between the way t.he story is written and the way in which a
Putonghua speaker actually speaks, even though differences
between the spoken and the written forms of language and
between speakers can always be expected. For speakers of
other díalects, however, rtthe spoken language is definitely
different from the wrítten languagett, since ilYou d.on,t use
the same words as those used in books in native speech,,.
The following are phonet,ic transcriptions of the story
told by native speakers of Cantonese, Taíshan (yue),
Chaozhou (Mín) , .Iiaolíng (Hakka), and putonghua
respectíveIy. The slightly modífied IPA symbols (see
Appendíx A) are used for the t.ranscript.íon.
1,07

yi tou lIngl (Cantonese Yue)
(To1d by a Cantonese speakíng male in his forties,
has been in Winnipeg for fourteen years.)
lyam

who

lkoutËi yo yatko yâfl, t'aíkin yanka tay

mun Ëöng
old-time there-is one people, see other big door on

kuatËuo yatko lIngtong, Ëöng pa t'a t,ou
hanging one beII, think (pacient) it steal away.

tsou.

t'a mlngmlng tËitou, nako llngtong téiyo yong Ëou yat p,ufrg,

he clearly know, that bell only use hand one touch

tðou huí höng hilöy, pei yan fatko,

then can sound start,

(passive) people discover

hoËi t'a Éöng, höngÉeng yo yituo tË,öy n@ng
but he think, sound use ear only can hear

tlngkin

ükuo pa yítuo yam hi1öy, p@ði tÉou tlng p@ kin 1yu ma
if (patient) ear cover (complete), no then listen no hear (possibility)
(obvíousness)

t'a yamtÉü tËikei tei yituo, ðen Éou höy t,ou nako llngtong
he cover self (poss.) ear, reach hand go steal that beII
Ëei tÉi Éou kong pongtou lIngt,ong, tËyu pei yan fatko ljuJ
just, touch beIl, then (passive) people discover (change-

who know hand
sÈate)

lyam

yi ou lÏngJ (Taishan

Yue)

(Told by a Taishan día1ect. speaking male, who has
ín Vtinnipeg for fourteen years. )
lkyuÉí yo yatko ngin, haikin nginka ay mun Éöng
o1d-time there-is one people, see other big door on

kuatËe yatko lIngang, lyang pa ha hao tsou.

hanging one beII, think (patient) it steal

away

ha mfngmlng eítuei, nlngkuai llngang tÉiyo yong Éiu yat

he clearly know, that bell only use hand
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one

been

p'ong tyu wei hyang hiIöy, tyu wei ey ngin fatko

touch then can sound start, then can (passive) people discover

huoËi ha hyang, hyangËIng yo ngiquo
but he think, sound use ear only can hear

t'öy nöng hlngkin

ngöyko pa ngíquo yam hí1öy, p@Ëi tyu hlng p@ kin Iyu ma
if (patient) ear cover (complete) no then Iísten no hear (possibility)
(obviousness)

ha yamtËí tukeí ey ngiquo, Ëen Ëyu höy hou nako llngang
he cover self (poss.) ear, stretch hand go steal that beII
Ëui tËi Éyu ngam p'ong qou llngâDg, tyu eí ngin fatko Iyaol
just touch beII then (passíve) people discover (change-

who know hand

state)

[yã tsi tau leng] (Chaozhou Min)
(Told by a nat,ive Chaozhou dialect speaking male in his
seventies, who came from Víetnam in 1978.)

lyitsai tsitk€ næng, t'öykí

nængke to munk'o
before one person, see other big doorway

k'uats@ tsitks lengtang, síã pa t'a t'ou tsou

hanging one belI, thínk (patient) it steal

away

L'a meng tsai nak¿ lengtang tsiyo nglng siu
he clearly know that belI only use hand one touch

tsit p'ung

pi næng huako
(passive) people díscover

tsyu wei hyang k'ilai,

then can sound start,

k'osi t'a syã, hyãsyã hí ts'ai nlng t'ikiã

but

he think

sound ear

only can

tsukuo pa hi atyao, pusí tsyu t'i

hear

pu kiã lyao

ma

if (patient) ear cover, no then listen no hear (possibility)
(obviousness)

yi atyao yike hí, slng syu hí t'ao hokai lengtang,
he cover his ear, stretch hand go steal that be11,

Ëui tsaj- syu kang p'ongtao lengtang, tsyu pí
lyaol .

who know hand

state)

næng huako

just touch be1I, then (passive) people discover (change-
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lqem

ni tou Iyangl (iliaoLing Hakka)

(To1d by a Hakka speaking male from Indo-China
sixties, who has been ín Winnipeg for sÍx years.)

in his

tyité'yan yo yike nin, k'antou nin wuka mun hang
before Èhere-ís one people, see people

home

door on

kua yike lÏnglyang, éyang t'ou tsou

hang one be1I, think steal away

ki m ti koko lInglyang ts L yo Ëu motao,
he not know that beII only use hand touch
tÉyu wei Éyang hilai, pi nin k'antao.
then can sound start, (passive) people see

tsonghei ki min, Éyangseng q@ng nikong tsang
but he thínk, sound use ear only hear (result)

t'ang titao

pukuo nikong qem hiIai, me tÉyu t'ang m tao ma
however ear cover (complete), no then listen no (resuLt) (obviousness)

ki ts'¿ka nikong qsm hilaí, tð'un Éu hi t'ou koko lInglang,
he self ear cover (complete), stretch hand go steal that beII
pu tsr., tutu ts'ongtao koko lInglang tËyu pi nin ti lyaoJ

çu
however, just touch that bell then (passive) people know (change-state)
lyan @r tao lrngJ (Putonghua)

[ts'ongtç'yan yo yike ren, k'antçian rentçia La m@n çang
before there-is one people, see

other big door

on

kuatçe yike lIngtang, Çyang pa t'a L'ou tsou.
hanging one beIl, think (patient) it steal away.

L'a mlngmlng tçTtao

he clearly know that

nak@

beII

tçyu hui çyang tç'ilai,

lIngt.ang tçiyao yong tçou yi peng,
only

use hand one touch

pei ren fatçü{. k'eçÏ. L'a

then can sound start (passive) people discover but he think

Çyang,

ts'ai n@ng t'Ingtçj-an, rukuo pa @rtuo
if (patient) ear
can hear.
only
puçT tçyu t'Ing pu tçian 1@ ma.

çyangç@ng yong @rLuo

sound

use ear

yan t.ç'ilai,

cover (complete) no then lísten no hear (possíbíIity) (obviousness).
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t'a yantçu ts¿tçi t@ @rtuo, ç@n çou tç'ü t'ou nak@ lIngtang,
he cover self (possession) ear stretch hand go steal Èhat bell
kang p@ngtao lIngtang, tçyu pei r@n fatçüó 1@1.
çui tçi çou just
touch bell then (passive) people found (change-state)

who know hand

Englísh transLation:
A long time âgo, a man saw a bell hanging on someone else's
door and wanted to steal ít,. Although he knew t,hat,, âs soon
as he touched it, the bell would start to make a sound and
he would be known, hê thought: rrSound can only be heard by
ears. If the ears are covered, t.hey iÁrouId not be abl-e t,o
hear. " He covered his own ears and reached out his hand t,o
steal- the bell. However, as soon as he touched the beII, hê
was noticed.

Connents

of the presence of the written t.ext, the various
versíons of the story told ín the several dialects by their
native speakers in litrinnipeg presented ín the above are
undoubtly influenced by the written Chinese to some extent.
Even so, these specimens of the dialects spoken ín Vüinnipeg
show enough variations between t.he dialects.
Similar to the English expressJ-on "Once upon a time"
that conventionally marks the beginning of a story,
fts'ongtç'ian] 'in the past' ís often used t.o begin story
teIlíng in Mandarín. Tn the Yue díalects of Taishan and
Cantonese, however, the same function is performed by
fkyusr.l and [kouÉ¿] 'oId + time' instead. In the Min
dialect of Chaozhou, the convention is to use tyitç'ianl ,
Because
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which in Mandarin oft.en índicates a definite past, meaning

'prevJ-ously'. A few other lexical variat.ions shown by
different dialect speakers telling the same story are as
foIlows.

Cantonese Yue
Taishan Yue
Chaozhou Min

Jiaoling

Putonghua

Hakka

'eart

'just'

'think'

' know'

lyítsail
lyítsail

tÉönsl

ltÉit.oul

lukk'eíl
leitueil
ltsail
lke]
Iríl
lwukal
Itçïtao] lLçiaJ

Ingaml

thil

Ikang]

[@rtuo]

lkangl

Inikongl

Itutu]

I

lyangl

thyãl

fminl

[çyang]

'home'

Exceptions are ItuLu] ' just, in ,Jiaoling Hakka, [ngam]
'just' ín Taishan Yue, and [eítuei] ,know, in Taíshan yue as

to the forms with the same meanings in the other
dialects. The [min] 'think' f ound in ,Jiao1ing Hakka exists
only as a Iíterary form, i.e., in literary writings, in
opposed

Mandarín.

In addition t.o lexical variations, the different
versions of the story also show systematic sound variations
across the dialecLs. one of the features that dist.inguish
the Putonghua versíon of the story from those of the other
dialect,s is the occurrence of the paIataIs. The following
lists the Putonghua forms with the palatals and their
corresponding forms without the palatals in t.he other
dialects.

LL2

Cantonese Yue

Taíshan

Yue

Chaozhou Min
,Jiaoling Hakka
Putonghua

' see'

'sound'

lkínl
lkinl

lhönsl
Ihyangl
thyãl
ItBangl

tkil

ltçianl

[çiangl

rise'
híl

nel
k, il

híl

tç'il

go'
höYl
höy1

hil
hil

tç'üJ

Putonghua [tç] , [tç'] , and tçl correspond to lkl , [k'] , and

lhl in the other dialects, with t.he exceptíon of the
occurrence of an alveolar affricate ttÉl in [tðangl in
'Jiaoling

Hakka.

Another diagnostic feature of Putonghua is the presence

of retroflexes. The following sets show the correspondence
bet.ween the retroflexes in Putonqhua and their counLerþarts
ín the oLher dialects:

Cantonese Yue

Taishan

Yue

'on'

stretch'

only if'

people'

tËöngl
lËönsl

Ëenl

tÉiyoJ
téíyo1

yínl

Chaozhou Min
Hakka Ihang]
'Jiaoling
Putonghua
[çangJ

srngl
singl

tÉ'unl
ç@nl

tsiyoJ
ts¿l
tçiyaoJ

nginl
nængl
nìn'l
r¿ân'l

The different versions of the story show that the Hakka

díalect of ,Jiaoling, the Min dialect of Chaozhou, the Yue
dialects of Taishan and Cantonese, all located in southern
China, share more features among them than any of them does
wíth Putonghua. Another feature that these dialects share
but Putonghua lacks is the occurrences of t,he final [-tl and
[-m], as the following forms illustrate:
l_1_3

Cantonese Yue

Taishan

Yue

Chaozhou Min
iliaoling Hakka
Putonghua

one'

'cover'

yatJ

lyaml
lyaml

yltl
tsitl

vil
vil

tyãl

¡qemJ

IyanJ

'díscover'
lfat kol
lfat kol
lhua kol

lfa tçüól

A most noticeable feature of the Min díalect of

is the nasalization of the oríginaI1y pre-nasa1
vowels. A number of examples can be taken from the Chaozhou
díalect version of the story: [t'ikiã] 'hear' lt'Ingtçíanl in Put.onghua - [t'aíkin] in Cantonese, and
lhyãsyãi 'sound' lhöngÉrng] in Cantonese. The exisLence
of two variants for the same word 'see' was pointed out by
the informants: tkil
tkiãl , of which t.he f irst is
colloquial and the second literary.
One of the most striking features of the Taishan
dialect ís the presence of a lateral frícative, found in
flyang] 'Lhink'. Only in some other Yue dialecLs, t,his
l-ateral fricatíve is also attested, but it does not occur
elsewhere in Chinese (Z]nan, 1985, p. 167). This laLeral
fricative is believed to have its orígin in the non-Sinítíc
languages once spoken in Guangdong, and it is found in I-,i, a
Tai, or Zhuang-Dong, language (Ouyang and Zheng, 1-980) and
even some Yao languages (Mao et â1., 1-982).
Another important feature that distinguishes Lhe
Taishan dialect from the others is the zero and [h-l
initíals ín Taishan that corresponds to either tt-l or [t'-]
Chaozhou
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in the other dialects.
big'
Cantonese Yue

Taishan

Yue

Chaozhou Min
Hakka
Put.onghua

,Jiaoling

tayl

ay

to
L4

ta

Example are

steal'
t'ou]

haol

t.'ou]

t'ou]
t'ou]

listen'
t' IngJ
hIngJ
t' Íl
t'angl

[t' rngl

reach'

toul

oul

taol
toul
taol

The variation here ís considered to be the result of the

loss of Old Chinese alveolar stops *t- and *L'- in the
Taishan dialect (Zl:an, 1985, p. t67) .
Although based on limited dat,a, this comparison of t.he
Chinese dialects spoken by the Chinese in füinnípeg shows a
number of diagnostic features t.hat distínguísh the dialects
in question. The presence of the palatals and the
retroflexes separates Putonghua from the other dialects,
while the absence of these sounds, along with the presence
of the final t-tl and [-m], shows a closer relationship
among these other dialects than between any of them and
Putonghua. WhíIe there is no double that Cantonese and the
Taishan dialect, are closely related (Norman, 1988; Zlnan,
1-985), they are dístínguished from each other by a number of
features, such as the presence of the lateral fricative and
the loss of Old Chinese alveolar stops, âs well as variation
in their lexicons.

IIf,

DIGLOSSIA, DIALECT SHIFT AND STYLE SHIFT IN CHINESE

Except for the native speakers of Put.onghua, Chinese
speakers living in the Chinese-speakÍng regíons of China
Loday are nearly all at least bidialectal in their own

native Chinese dialects and Putonghua. Even in rural- areas
in China's far south, where Hakka, Min, and yue are spoken
nat,ively, the knowledge of Putonghua is also widespread,
owing to the compulsory Putonghua education in school-s
throughout the country since the second half of the i_950s
and the wídespread availability of Putonghua mass media such
as radio and televísíon. As a result, recent immigrants to
VüÍnnipeg from these parts of China, including several
informants from rural- areas of the province of Guangdong
involved. in thís study, also know Putonghua, ín contrast to
their predecessors from the same region who speak only 1ocal
dialect,s. The inf luence of Putonghua is also f elt in t.he
overseas Chinese communíties. The adult immigrants from
Southeast Asia are all able to speak Putonghua as an
additional Chinese díalect, and the knowledge of Putonghua
among the Chinese in Winnipeg is also on the increase.
However, ín everyday speech, it is the use of the Ioca1
dialects t,hat is the norm of speaking, and Putonghua ís only
used when j-t is necessary, mainly as a lingua franca and for
symbolic functíons. Among speakers who do not speak the
same 1ocal dialects but share t,he same regional varj-ety, it
1-1-6

is the regional standard, rather than putonghua, that is
normally used. These regional standard varieties are, in
the Yue-speaking region, Cantonese, in the Wu-speaking
region, the speech of Shanghaí, and, among Southern Min
speakers, eíther the speech of chaozhou or xíamen, known as
Hokien in southeast Asían countries. For nearly all social
functions withín local dialect communit,ies, only Iocal
diarects are used. The linguistic situation in chinese is
characterist.ic of a stable diglossia. whil-e the knowled.ge
of Putonghua has become nearly unj-versal and the regional
standard varieties are ínfluential, local diarects have
cont,inued Lo thríve.
UntíI the vigorous promotion of putonghua, which
started in the mid 1950s, the local díalects did not imply
the socio-economic status of t.heir speakers as t,hey d.o
today. The vast majority of chinese speakers speaks some
form of local diaLects. Many infIuent,ial politicar figures
in china had always been or still are d.ialect, speakers. For
example, Mao Tze-tung was known for his typical Xiang
accent, zhou Enlai always spoke with a combination of wu and
Tianjín Mandarin accenLs, and Deng xiaoping stilr speaks t,he
southwestern Mandarín dialect. of sichuan. However, with the
promot,ion of Putonghua since the míd 1950s, the abilit,y to
speak Putonghua ín formal situations has become a marker of
the educational Ievel of a speaker in chÍna. For example,
anyone who is young enough to have been influenced by t.he
11,7

promotion of Putonghua sínce the 1950s but who does not
speak Putonghua in a public address would be judged as
under-educated by listeners.

the Chinese ín Winnípeg,
however, no such status differentiation is implíed by
Putonghua. Nor does Putonghua carry the same social meaning
for them as it does for the Chinese speakers in China, even
though nearly all those who know Putonghua in Vüinnipeg are
relat,ively recent ímmigrant.s or people of professional
background. In fact, to the Chinese in Winnipeg, no
additional Chinese dialect, including Putonghua, is more
important to them than is English.
Notrdithst.anding the phonological features that mark the
dialectal boundaries, t.radit.iona11y, the choice of Iexícal
items is suggestive of stylistic dífferences wit,hin
dialect.s. Because of the availability of a coÍìmon
vocabulary provided by a supradialectal written Chinese,
dialect. speakers can shift style within dialects at
dífferent levels of formalit,y by their choj-ce between
lexical items from Iíterary Chinese and the local dialects.
This is especially the case where social and geographic
mobílity is low and the influence of either a superimposed
national varíety or the regional standard is little felt.
However, since only the literate have the access to literary
Chinese, they are the only ones who are able to shift to the
literary style of speech, whereas the under-educated do not
usually have such a choice. In Winnipeg, among the North
Among
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Amerj-can-born chínese, who acquired chinese within limited

social contexts and who do not generally achieve literacy in
Chinese, the range of styles wíthin theír Chinese is even
more limited. Nevertheless, traditionally it was the
stylistic variations within dialects rather than t,he
phonological variatj-ons between dialect,s that, was more
ímportant ín the signallíng of the socio-economic status of
the speakers in Chínese. As the standard vs. dialect
diglossia in chínese becomes widespread with the promot.ion
of Putonghua, dialect variation between putonghua and the
local dialects has also come to mark the socio-economic
status of speakers as well as the levels of formality in
speech ín China, but sti1l much less so for t.he Chinese
speakers in WÍnnÍpeg.
I¡lhi1e the knowledge of Put,onghua has become more and
more widespread among Chínese speakers, many who speak it as

a second dialect use it with different degrees of
approximation. To generalíze, one of the most salient
phonological features that distinguishes non-native speakers
from natj-ve speakers of Putonghua is the use of retroflex
sounds [tç] , [tç'] , and tçl . Although the retroflexes occur
in Putonghua, most non-native speakers of putonghua,
incl-uding the many speakers of Mandarin as a second or an
additíonal dialect from Sout,heast Asia in Winnipeg, do not
usually have the retroflexes ín their speech, owing to t.he
linguístic int,erference from their natíve dialects.
tt9

Accent ín Mandarin is always tolerable as long as the
speech is int.elligible

and even most Mandarin speakers do

not speak with a standard Putonghua accent, whereas the
syntax is more consistent" However, among those who came
from Southeast Asian countríes who speak Mandarin as a
second or an additional dialect ín Vtinnípêg, one of the
features in their Mandarin that is most readily noticed. by
native speakers is the use of you instead of guo as the
affirmative perfectual aspect morpheme. In standard
Mandarín, or Putonghua, the affirmative perfectual aspect, is
expressed by guo fo1-1-owing t,he main verb, but nat,ive
speakers of Mín or Yue who speak Mandarin as a second or an
additional dialect often express the same meaníng in
Mandarin with you precedíng the verb, the same morpheme t,hat
expresses possession and the existential meaning. The use
of t,he pre-verbal you ratrher than the post-verbal guo for
the affírmative perfectual aspect by Min or Yue speakers
from the Southeast Asian regions when they speak Mandarin
results from the dialect contact situation in the regions
where they came from; it is a result of linguistíc
interference from Min and Yue.
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CHAPTER TV

CHINESE LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE

AND SHIFT

This chapt,er is concerned with the degree of chinese
language maíntenance and shíft in the chinese community ín
winnípeg. Data collected through a language use sun/ey
carried out $ríth 122 individuals in the chinese communit.y
will be analyzed, and results presented and discussed. An
attempt wíll be made to show the Ievels of competence of the
informant,s in the various linguisLic variet,ies contaíned in
their linguistic repertoires, the extent to which these
linguistic varieties are used in the relevant domains of
language use, and t.he attitud.es of the informants toward
these linguistic varieties.

1-2]'

METHOD

THE

PROCEDURE

Fierdwork for this study was carried out from september

1989

to september t991-. As neither the size of t.he community nor
time constraints allowed for community-wíde observation, it
was necessary to focus on smaller groups and on accessible
group activíties within the Chinese communíty in VtínnÍpeg.
As it is already known from a background st,udy of the
communit.y descríbed in a previous chapter that there are
three subdivÍsíons within the community as a result of three
separate waves of Chinese immigration t.o Winnipeg, t,hree
institutíonal locations, representing respectively the three
subgroups within the community, were selected as the
fieldwork locations. These included a Chinese language
school and two ethnic Chinese churches.
The school, whích ís part of the Manitoba Academy of
chínese studies, was established by a group of professj-onal-s
ín Vüinnipeg in 1974 (Doherty, 1-98'1 , p. t4) , therefore
representing a professíonal group ín the community. The two
ethnic chínese churches provided access to the two other
subgroups ín the community. The tüinnipeg Chinese Uníted
church, which was the chinese Presbyterian church before the
union, has a hístory of 75 years and is st.ill att,ended by a
sizable number of oId-timer chinese and their familíes. The
1,22

of the Winnipeg Mennonite Brethren Church is
attended mostly by Chinese from the most recent immigrant
group, the Indo-China Chj-nese.
These three instítutional groups by no means represent
the totality of social networks of the community. They are
merely clusters (Mílroy, 1980, p. 50) of communÍty networks,
each characterized by relationships of Iíke content, either
cultural or relÍgious. Milroy (1980) pointed out Lwo
properties of clusters of social networks: their relatively
high density and like cont,ent. According to her
obserrration, most network studíes, including Labov,s New
York studies as well as her own st,udy of three Belfast
working class communities, deal with clusters or groups of
clusters rather than entire networks. lTust because t.he
t'relationships within the cluster are denser than those
existing externalIy", t'density of key sectors or clusters is
i-n fact a more important norm enforcement mechanism than
overall- densit,y" (p. 50) .
Hua En Chapel

Data on which t,he analysis in this chapter is based
were collected t.hrough a language use sun/ey involving
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Chinese indíviduals ín Wínnipeg. They therefore consist of

self-reports of the informants. Most of the informants lvere
from the three institutional groups where the field research
r^ras carried ouL. In addit,ion, the survey also involved a
smaII number of Chinatown business people and residents and
eíght student,s from the Chinese Public School, another one
423

of the four Chinese language schools in Winnipeg. The
degree of Chinese language maíntenance among the ínformants
will be measured by their leve1 of competence in Chinese and
the extent t.o which Chinese is currently used by them in the
various Chinese relevanL domains of language use.
As the problems with self-reporLs are inherent and
hardly avoídable, i.e., people may 1íe or their responses
may be infl-uenced by personal or contextual factors, data
from self-reports, therefore, cannot always be taken for
granted as beíng re1iable. Wíth these problems ín mind, on
varíous occasions duríng the fíeldwork, observation was also
made of the actual language behaviour of the informants who
part,icipated in the survey. Since the data from the
obserr¡ation showed a high degree of consj-stency wÍth the
findings from the sun/ey, some data from the observatíon are
used to complement the data from the survey in the following
di-scussion.

THE INSTRT'MENT

The questionnaire for the language use sun¡ey contains

several sect.íons. fn addítion to a sectíon designed for
obtaíning the background ínformation of the informants,
there are sections on their indivídual linguistic
repertoires; theír choice of linguistíc varieties in the
124

domains of the home, friendship, religíon, and ethnically

orient.ed social and cultural activíties

and business

transactions; their use of the written media; and t,heir
language attitudes (Appendix B).
Two versions of the questionnaire ü¡ere prepared, one in
Chinese and the oLher in English" Each indívídual was gj-ven
a choice of which version of t,he questionnaíre to use for
the survey. The choice between the t,wo versions of the
questionnaire itself reflected an informant preference for
the language to be used for the very sun/ey. As it turned
out, 59 of the 1"22 informants chose the Chínese version of
the questionnaire and 63 chose the English version.

THE TNFOR¡IA}ITS

Of t.he

1"22

informants who part.icipated in the survey,

59

females. Their ages ranged between 13 and
85. In terms of group af f iliations , 47 of t,he inf ormants
had affiliations with the ol-d-timer group, 44 with the
professíonal group, and 31 wíth the Indo-Chína Chinese
urere males and 63

group.

A total of 2'7 informants were born in the English
speakíng countries: 25 in Canada, one ín t.he United Stat.es,
and one ín England. Two of the Canadian-born informant,s
were senior cit,izens.

Six of t.he Canadian-born ínf ormant,s
L¿5

had one parent born in Canada and two had one grandparent

born in Canada.
All the ot,her informants (95) came from countries or
regions in South East Asia, includíng China, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, and

the three Tndo-China countries of CambodÍa, Iraos, and
Vietnam, except for one who came from Mauritius via England.
Of these 29 came from Indo-China countries and another 38
had príor Hong Kong experj-ence before comíng to Canada.
The immigrant group in the sample represents the recent
arrívaI of immigrants in Canada. Only two informants who
immígrated to Canada came before 1950. Both of them arrived
before the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1-923, one in 19i-B and
the other ín 1,921,. A majority of t.he informants (74) came
t,o Canada f rom South EasL Asia between 1,970 and l-989. They
include 29 Indo-China Chínese, all of whom came between L97B
and 1989. Twent,y-one informant,s came to Canada between i-950
and 1970.
As to the educational backgrounds of t.he inf ormant,s,

66, or 54.6?, have educat,ional attainmenLs above t.he
secondary 1evel, of whom 25 have educat,ional attai-nments
beyond the uníversíty IeveI. Two informants have no formal
educat,ion. A majority of the ínformants (84) have received
at. least some education in North America, eíther ín Canada
or the Uníted States, or both, while close to half that
number (41) also received their initial educat,ion in Nort,h
1,26

America.

The differences in language use between t.hose who were

canadian-born and those who r^¡ere born elsewhere and between
t,hose who have received educat,ion in North America and those

not will
the following.

who have

become apparent

ín the daLa analysis in

THE LINGUISTIC REPERTOIRE

The data from t,he language use sun¡ey show that t.he Chinese

in VÍinnipeg possess a rich linguistíc repertoíre, which
includes many language and dialect variet.ies. Of the
various Chinese dialects spoken by the Chinese in Wínnipeg,
three are found to be more ímportant than others:
Cantonese, Taishanese, and Mandarin. The importance of
t,hese Chinese díalect varíeties to the group of Chinese
informants in füinnipeg does not 1ie so much in t,he fact that
they are spoken as mother tongues by large numbers of
informants, since Mandarin is only the mother Longue of a
relatively small number of Chinese in Vüinnípeg (6) , as in
the fact that they are accepted by large numbers of Chinese
in the sample as second or additional Chinese d.ialects, âs
íllustrated in Table 4.1 in the following. Based on the
survey data on the individual 1ínguistíc repertoires, Table
4.1 presents t,he dialect and language varíeties spoken by
L27

the informants either as mot,her t,ongues or as second or
additíona1 dialect or language varieties.
According to Table 4.!, Cantonese is the domínant
chinese variety among the ínformants involved in t,his study.
As the chinese variet.y that appears st.atistically as one of
the leading mother tongue groups in recent international
immígration to Manitoba (Manitoba immigrant information
bulletin, L986-1989) , Cant.onese has the largest number of
mother speakers among the informants involved in t,he currentr
st,udy. Almost half of the t22 informants (55) claimed
Cantonese as their mother tongue, and nearly as many (51)
claimed to speak Cantonese either as a second. or an
additional language, indicating that t.he knowledge of
Cantonese is almost universal in the group.

TÀBIJE

4.1

Iranguages and Díalects of the Inforrlants

Dialects/

Languages

Cantonese Yue
Taishanese Yue

Chaozhou Min
Other Min
Hakka
Shanghai I{u
Mandarin

English

Other

Total

Number of Speakers
Mother Tongues
2nd/Additionat Tongues
55

5L

24

Ið

9

5

4

0

5

7

2

t

6

60

L6

1_00

L

23

L22

265
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Moreover, Tabre 4.2 shows that, speakers

of cantonese as
a second language or chinese diarect can be found virtualry
in all mother tongue groups:

T.àBI,E 4 .2

Nr¡nbers of Second/.àdditional Dial-ect/Language Speakers
from Mother Tongue Groups
Mother
tongues

Second/Additíonal dialects/languages

Cantonese Yue
Taishanese Yue
Chaozhou Min

Other Min
Hakka

Shanghai
Mandarin

English

Other

Total
Legend:

lüu

CTCM
L45

HST{M
3
1
L92
27

20
e

30

3

3

4

5

z

2

3

1_0

L
4

s
1

l_

55

r_8

5

7t60L

EO
5 58
L
88
+3
2
63
1L
00

23

C=Cantonese, T=Taishanese, CM=Chaozhou Min, H=Hakka,
Sw=Shanghai Wu, E=Eng1ish, O=Other.

Although Taishanese was once the most important. chinese
dialect in the winnipeg chinese community, since nearly aIr

early chinese ímmigrants in winnipeg were of Taíshan origin,
it has been replaced by cantonese as the dominant chinese
variety ín the community ever since large numbers of
cantonese speaking chinese immigrants began to arrive in

winnipeg in t.he 1960s. Nonetheless, Taishanese is still the
most, important and often t.he only chinese varíet.y used among

the old-timer chinese immigrant.s and their descendants.
Although onry 24 in the sample, ot less than half the number
1-29

of those to

the mother tongue, claimed
Taishanese as the mother tongue, a sizable number of
informants (18) had learned Taishanese as a second or an
addit.ional language, âs indicat,ed in Table 4.2. The fact
t.hat all those who learned Taishanese as a second or an
additional language come from the Cantonese or English
mother tongue group, the mother tongues relevant to the oldwhom Cantonese was

timer group in addition to Taishanese, indicat,es that.
Taíshanese is an j-n-group language of the old-tj-mer chinese.
Even though Cantonese has replaced Taishanese as the

dominant t,ongue of t.he community, Taishanese continues to be

influential within certain sectors of the community, as nine
out of the Lg informants for whom Taishanese was a second or
an addit,ional language indicated that they had learned
Taíshanese outside their ímmediate families, from peers or
relatives.
Native Mandarin speakers are among the most recent,
arrivals in Canada (LaÍ, 1971-, pp. 1-20-L23) . While theír
number is relatively sma11 in lVinnipeg, the number of
speakers of Mandarin as an additional chinese dialect, in the
community is on the íncrease, probably owing to the
increasing influence among overseas Chinese of Mandarin as
the standard varíet.y of chinese and the nat.ional language in
China. The above tables show that alt,hough only six
informants spoke Mandarin as the mother t.ongue, a much
larger number (60) said they knew Mandarin. ,Just like those
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i^Iho speak

cantonese as a second chínese dialect or languâgê,

speakers of Mandarin as a second chinese díalect or language

are found in all mother t,ongue groups. Unlike Cantonese,
which many acqui-red informally, many who learned Mandarin
reported t,hat they learned it in formal situations, for
example in schools.
Table 4.1 shows that only 16 informant,s claimed English
as their mother tongue, even though 27 were born ín the
English speaking countries. The actual number of the peopre
to whom the mother tongue is in fact Englísh may have been
even smaller, as the families in which t.he home language is
exclusively English are few índeed. Only six ínformants
have a parent born in Canada and none has both parents born
in Canada. With immigrant parents from non-English speaking
countries, many of those who were born in Canada and claímed
English as their mother tongue may in fact have been exposed
to, or even have learned, some Chinese early in life, but
may have lost the Chinese facility as they grew up.
Nearly all those whose mother tongue is one or another
Chínese dialect. learned English as a second language.
However, six Ínformants reported that they did not speak
English at all. These rdere either elderly people or
recently arrived immigrants.
Haugen brought ínto our attention the phenomenon of
dialect IeveI1ing ín the immigrant groups in North Ameríca
(Haugen, L956, p. 27). He point,ed out t,hat in t,he Norwegian
13

t_

communities as well as many other Nort.h American immigrant.
communitíes, although "adults do not readily abandon their
childhood speechtt, the prevailing dialect of the younger

generation 'ris not necessarily determined by their early
infl-uencesrr and most often the younger generation rtadopted
as their own that dialect. which was most, generally used in
t.he community" (Haugen, 1,969, p. 350). Dialect levelling
can also be observed among the group of informants involved

in this study. Although these informants spoke different
dialects as their mother tongues, many of them nevertheless
also acquired the linguístic varieties of wider use in the
community, for example Cantonese and increasingly also
Mandarin, and the official language of the dominanL society,
English.

LEVELS OF COMPETENCE

No formal language test was administered to evaluate the

level of competence of the informants in either English or
Chinese. The informants were asked, however, to rate t.heir
own competence in the language and dialect varieties they
use in five categories: rrvery fluenLtt, "fairly fluentr',
rrnot so fluentrt, ttvery poorrt, and ttnot at aI1tt. It rÂ¡as
found that on the whoIe, mother tongue competence remained
high among t,he inf ormant,s, as j-ndicated by the high
1,32

percentages of informants from all mother tongue groups who
were eít,her rrvery fluent" or "faírly fluent' in theír mother

tongues, âs illustraLed in Table 4.3.

TÀBIJE 4 .3

Self-perceived Levels of Competence
ín Speakíng the Mother Tongues

Mother
tongues

Self-perceíved levels of competence in speaking
L
2
3
45
Cant,onese Yue
85.1-9&
9.26
3 70
.85
0 .00
Taishanese Yue
83.33
8.33
I
0.00
0.00
Chaozhou Min
7L.43
28.57
0 00
0.00
0.00
Hakka
60.00
20.00
20 00
0.00
0.00
Shanghai ÍIu
L00 .00
0 .00
0 nô
0.00
0.00
Mandarin
83 .33
0 .00
L6 67
0.00
0.00
English
100.00
0.00
0 00
0.00
0.00
Other
80.00
20.00
0 00
0.00
0.00
T,egend: l=vêry fluent, 2=f.aírLy fluent. 3=not so f luent, =vêTt!
poor, S=not at all.
1_

REIJATED FACTORS

Place of birth
Perhaps the most important difference in the overall_

in Chinese and English among the informant.s is
between those who were born ín the Englísh speaking
countries of Canada, Lhe United States and England, on the
competence

one hand and those who immigrated from China and other

Southeast Asian regions on t,he other.

In Table 4.4, the

informants are divided into North American-born and non133

North American-born groups, and their percentages aL each
Ieve1 of competence in speaking, listening, reading and

writing ín the two languages are presented. Included in the
North American-born group (N.A,. ) is also an informant who
was born in England but immigrated to Canada at age two.
The ttOther't category includes all those whose birth places
were elsewhere.

TÀBLE

4.4

Self-perceived LevelE of Language
and Place of Bírth

Birth

Places

N.A.
Other

CS

N.A.
Other
N.A.
Other

L234
13 .043
91.40
L7 .39
9L.40
0.00
6'7 .44
0.00
59 .30
96.L5
5L . L6
96.30
55 .29
96.30
54.95

f,evels of

Competence

Competence
5

.48
6.45
60 .87
6.45
0.00
L2 .79
0.00
1_8 .60
3 .8s
27 .9L
3.70
25 .88
43

.l_3
1.08
13.04
1.08
4.55
I . L4

40.9L
5 .81

54 .55

.09

4s.4s

45.45
5 .8L

39

4 .35

1.08

0
0

8.70
L.08

0

.00
.00

.00
0.00

5.81

N.A.
Other

cw

N.A.
Other

ES

N.A.
Other

ETJ

N.A.
Other

0.00
0.00
0 .00
'7 .69
9.89
3 .30
ET{
96 .30
3 .70
0 .00
0 .00
0.00
51. L1
27 .',78
7 .78
L0.00
3.33
C=Chi.nese, E=Eng1ish, S=speaking, L-listening, R=reading,
w=writ,ing.
l=vê:t:f fluent, )=fairLy fluent, 3=not so fluent, A=very
poor, S=riot, at all.

N.A.
Other
Legend:

ER

3.70
24.8L
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9

I . L4

0.00
.95
0.00
LL.76
13

I .14

0.00
5

0.00
7

0

.00

.8L
.06

0.00
0.00

Table 4.4 shows that, t,hose who were born in North
America and those who were born elsewhere are divided in

their self -perceived leveIs of competence in the t,wo
languages. Those who were born elsewhere as a whole
perceíved themselves to be more competent ín Chinese than in
English, while those who were born in North Ameríca
perceived themselves to be more competent in Englísh than in
Chinese. Of those who were born outside Nort.h America,
91-.402 perceived themselves to be very fluent, speakers and
listeners of Chinese, whereas only 1-3.042 and 17 .39+
respectively of those who were born Ín North America
perceived themselves as being so in these two Chinese
language skills.
Wit.h respecL t,o reading and writing skills
in Chinese, 67.44+ of the informants born elsewhere
perceíved themselves as beíng very fluent in readíng and
59.30? very fluent ín wrít,ing, but no North American-born
informants perceived themselves to be even fairly fluent in
the two written language skills in Chinese.
Tn contrast, all North American-born informants
perceived themselves to be at least, faírIy fluent in all t,he
Englísh language ski1ls, but approximately 20? of the
informanLs born elsewhere perceived themselves as having no
fluency in any English language skiIl. Place of birth in
North America is thus a factor related to the self-perceíved
levels of competence in Chínese and English among the
ínformants.
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Education

For the purpose of t,his analysis, Lhe educational at.tainment
of the ínformants is divided into three l-eveLs, low, mid,
and hígh. The low level includes all levels of schooling up
to and including t.he complet.ion of senior high school, the
mid level the post-secondary education, and the high level
includes education beyond the post-secondary 1eve1.
According to thís categorizalion, 54 informants had a low
level of educat,ional attaínment, 4t a mid level of
educational attainment, and 25 a high level of educational
attainment. Two had no formal schooling at all.
Table 4.5 shows that the levels of competence in both
Chinese and English are related Lo the levels of educat.ional
attaínment, wit,h the levels of compet,ence ín Chinese being
inverseLy related to t.he levels of educational att,aínment,.
That. is, the higher the level of educatj-onaI attainment, the
less 1ikeIy the informants would perceíve themselves to be
fluent j-n Chinese, whereas the lower the 1evel of
educat,ional attaínment, the more Iikely the informants

would.

perceive themselves to be fluent in Chinese. The reverse is
true wit,h regard to competence ín English. Here, more
informants wíth a higher leveI of educational at,taínment,
than those with a lower level of educational attainment
perceived themselves to be fluent.
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SeLf-perceived Levels of language Conpetence
and Educatíonal- .Attainnent

Levels of
Education

low
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24.39
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2
0
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0
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There is, moreover,

a

.00

.00

0.00
.00

0

5.77
0.00
0.00

L=listening, R=readinçf
l-very fluent, 2=f.airLy fluent, 3-not so fluent, A='fê,t.'!
poor, 5=ilot at all.
C=Chinese, E=Eng1ish, S=speaking
Irl=writ,íng.

.00
.00
.00

62

.88
.00

4

.00
.00
0.00

,

clear relationship between places

of education and levels of language competence. Places of
education are divided into two general categories, those in
L37

North America and those elsewhere. Table 4.6 shows the
percentages of North American-educat,ed informants and
elsewhere-educated informants at each leveI of competence ín
Chinese and English.
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Self-perceived LevelE of Language
and Plaqe of Education
Place of
EducationL234

N.A.
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20
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0
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3.80
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0
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.00
.00

.00
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0 . 00

23 -94
0 .00

23.94
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2L.L3
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.00
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L6 .67

3 .33

0-00
20.69

0
0

.00
.00

0.00
20.00

0

.00

0.00
25.71

0.00
I .57

0
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For each of the Chinese language ski11s, the informants

all their education elsewhere are shov¡n to be
more fluent than the North American-educated. For the
Englísh language skil-Is, however, while all North Americanwho received

1_3 B

educated informants are eit.her very fluent or fairly

fluent
in Chinese, fewer than 50? of those who received all their
education elsewhere have been found to be so.
The fact that both the leveIs of educat,ional att.ainment,
and the places of education are related to the levels of
competence in the two languag'es is not surprising, as t,he
two variables are t.hemselves clearly related, as shown in
Table 4.7

.
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Levels and Places of Educatíon
Levels of

Education
Low

Mid
High

Places of Education

N.A.

Other

48.2L%

5L.'79
L4.63
I .00

85 .37

92.00

That is, nearly all those with a high leve1 of educational_
aLLairunent, have received at least some education in North
America, but fewer than 50? of those with a lour level of

educational attainment have done so. A confounding factor
may be the place of bírth, since all those who were born in
North America are North American-educaLed, whereas a
maj ority of those with a low level of educat j-onal at.t.ainment
were born and educated outside North America.
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Occupation

Related t,o educational att.aínment, and places of educat,ion is
the occupational pattern of t,he group. Most, inf ormants who

held administrative, managerial, professional, or skilled
occupatíons not only had university degrees but also had
received at. least some educat.ion ín North America, whereas
most informants engaged in manual work had neither
universit,y education nor educational experience in North
America. Tab1e 4.8 shows the percentages of ínformant.s from
various occupational categories at different. levels of
educational aLtainment and Table 4.9 the percentages of
informant,s from the various occupatíonaI categories and
their coruesponding places of education. Twent.y-three
informants who were fulI time students at t,he time of the
sun/ey are excluded f rom t,he two tables.
As wit.h educational attaÍnment and places of educatJ_on,
the occupational pattern of the group is related to the
dífferences in the self-perceived levels of language
compet.ence. So far as the language skills in English are
concerned, 752 of t.hose engaged in the admínistrative,
managerial, professional and skilled occupaLíons (categories
1 to 9), the occupations whích require communication ski11s,
perceived themselves to be very fluent. Tn contrast, a much
smaller number of t,hose who were engaged in manual work or
]-40

small businesses thought of t.hemselves as being very fluent.
in English, especially as far as speakíng is concerned. It
is possible that. those who perceíved themselves as being not
so fluent in English, especially with regard to speaking,
were more likeIy to find job opportunities in occupations
which did not. demand high communication skiIls in English.
The opposite seems to be true with regard to Chinese
language ski11s. Here, Lhose engaged in manual work
perceíved themselves as beíng more fluent than those in the
admínistrat,ive, manageríal, professional, and skilled

occupations. More than 90? of those engaged in manual work
perceived themselves to be very fluent in both oral and
aural skills in Chinese, whereas a relatively small number
of those who hetd administratíve, managierial, professional,
and skilled occupations perceived t.hemsel-ves as being
proficient in oral Chinese.
As far as the self-perceived fluency in written Chinese
is concerned, both occupational groups rated themselves
lower than they did for spoken Chinese. Such a result can
be attributed to Chinese being essentially an ethnic
community language in T¡trinnipeg, with its primary function
beíng that of a spoken raLher than a written language in the
community.

t4a
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Percentages of fnforslants ín Occupational Categories
Based ori IJeveIE of Educat,íona1 Àttair¡¡rent
OccupaÈíonal

Categories
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3
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4
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66.67
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40.00
20.00
I
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20.00
1_0.00
l_
t3 -3.5
26.67
0.00
L2
90.00
i.0 .00
0 .00
13
37 .50
62 .50
0 .00
L=administrator/manager, 2=physician, 3=lawyer, 4=professor,
S=teacher, 6=financial consultant/accounÈant,, 7=office
c1erk, 8=salesperson, 9=technician, 10=sma11 business
person, ll-service worker, l2=industrial worker,
13 =retired/not employed.
1

z

0
0

.003
.00

l_

Legend:
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Persentages of fnfornants in Occupational Categoríes
BaEed on Pl-aceE of Education
Occupation
Categories
1

.00

75 .00

4

100.00
100.00

U 00
25 00

5

1_00.00

Ã

L00.00
70 .00
81 .82
100 .00
40.00
46.67
10 .00
25.00
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z
3

a

9
1_0
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Legend:

Places of EducaÈion
North America
Elsewhere
1_00

0 00

30 00
60
53

90
75

L8
00
00
33
00
00

1=adminÍstrator/manager, 2=physician, 3=lawyer, 4=professor,
S=Èeacher, 6=financial consulÈant/accountant, 7=office
c1erk, 8=salesperson, 9=technícian, 10=smal1 brisiness
person, ll=service worker, l2=i¡¿us¡rial worker,
13 =reÈired/not employed.
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In Table 4.1.0, the various occupational categories
shown ín Tables 4.8 and 4.9 are collapsed ínto two general
categories A and B. In A are the occupations included in
categories 1 to 9 in the two previous tables, the
admínístrative, managerial, professional and skilled
occupatíons, and in B are the occupatíons included in
categories 10 to t2 in the two prevíous tables, the
occupations in the primary and servíces industries and small
businesses. These two occupatíonaI cat.egories coíncide
roughly with the two major occupatj-onal groups, the
professional and technical group and the serr¡ices and
recreational group, defined by Míl1ien et aI. (L971") in
t.heir study of the Wínnipeg Chinese in the early 1970s.
Tab1e 4.L0 shows the percent.ages of inf ormants f rom the two
occupational categoríes who are rrvery f luenttt in each
language ski11 in English and Chinese.
TÀBIJE
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rver1r Fluentr InforcnantE and Corresponding OccupaÈional Categories
Occupation
Percentages of Informant.s rrvery Fluent"
Categories
ín Chinese and English Skills

cs
A
B

62.75*
.L4

97

ES

cL

cR

cw

64.71
.14

46.94
.L4

42.86

97

77

65 -7L

EL

ER

EW

A

78.43

80.77

78 .85

B

29.O3

33 .33

39 .39

l,egend:

74.5t

36.36

L-9 in Tables 8 and 9,
B=Occupational categories L0-12 in Tables I and 9.
C=Chinese, E=Eng1ish, S=speaking, L=listening, R=reading,
W=wríting.

A=OccupaÈiona1 categories
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The analysis above seems to suggest that those with a

higher educational attaínment, educational experience in
North America, and administrative, managerial, professional,
and skilled occupations tend to be less fluent, ín Chinese

but more fluent in English than t,hose with a lower level of
educational attaínment, educational experience elsewhere and
manual occupations. However, the actual fluency ín Chj-nese
of t,hose with a high educational attainment, educational
experience in North America, and occupatíonal positions that
demand communicational skí1ls in English may not. have been
lower than that of the ot.hers, especially with respect to
the fluency in spoken Chínese. Those who have a high leve1
of educational aLLainment, who were educated in North
America, and who were engaged in occupations that demand
communicatíonaI skills in English may have a higher
expectatíon for language competence and may be more
conscious of t.heir use of the two languages. As they used
English in formal set,t,ings for education and work related
high functíons and Chinese only ín informal settings, they
may have been conscious of their Chinese being only the
language of ínformal contexts and low functions and,
consequently, might have perceíved themselves as being less
competent in Chj-nese than t,hey were in English. However, so
long as they continue to use Chínese in informal sett,ings
with family members and f riends, their act,ual f luency in
]-44

Chinese, especíally ín spoken Chinese, may ín fact not

be

Less than the fluency of t.hose with different educatj_onal
and occupational backgrounds. The low rating of their
Chinese competence may have been the effect of self-

monitoring in or different standards for language use. Such
an interpretation was indicated as beíng agreeable by some

of the community engaged in the professíonal
technícal occupat.ions.

members

and

LANGUAGE USE IN THE RELEVANT DOMAINS

THE F.âIÍIIJY DOMAIN

The choice of which language or dialect variety Lo use

family

amongl

in bíIingual and bidialectal Chinese homes
depends mainly on the role-relationship bet,ween the speaker
and t.he interlocutor. Our data on language use within the
family domain suggest that one may have a choíce of
different language or dj-alect variet,ies at home depending on
whether the interlocutor is a father, a mother, a
grandparent, a spouse, âo older síbIing, ot a younger
sibling. Generally speaking, the amount of Chinese used at.
home decreases in the descending order of generations. That
is, Chinese is used most wíth the grandparent generation,
less so but sti1l substantially with the parent. generation,
members
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less wíth one's or^rn generation, and stíll less \^rith the
descending generation. Quantítative differences exíst in
the use of chinese at home between those who were born in
the English speaking count,ríes of canada, t,he united states,
and England and those who ímmigrated from elsewhere.
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ME
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25.93
37 .50
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40.00
50.00

AE
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33 .33
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Gp=grandparent, Mo=mother, Fa=father, Os=older sibling,
Ys-younger sibting, Sp=spouse, Oc=o1der or only child,
Yc=younger child.
AC=Chinese all the time, MC=Chinese most of the time,
CE=Chinese and English equal amount, of time, ME=E¡glish most
of the time, AE=English all the time.
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Table 4.ll present,s the percentages of informants

who

chose to use either Chinese or English with dífferent,

interlocutor types at home. The Canadian-born and t.he nonCanadian-born informants are shown separately in parts A and
B. From left, to right are categoríes indicat,ing the extent
to which each language was reportedly used, i.e., whether
AC, rtChinese all the time"; MC, ttChinese most of t.he time";
CE, rrChinese and English more or less equal amount of the
time"; ME, "Eng1J-sh most of the timerr; or AE, 'rEng:lish all
the timet'. On the left axis are interlocutor types. The
ttyoungier child" interlocutor type category ís missing in
part B of Table 4.LL, because no Canadian-born informant had
more than one child at the time of the survey.
Vtith the grandparent, generation, Chinese is much used
by both Lhe non-Canadian-born and the Canadian-born
informants. Nearly all non-Canadían-born informants
(98.042) used Chínese with the grandparent all the time.
Even among the Canadian-born informants, a majority (63.642)
still continued to use Chinese with t,heir grandparents all
the tíme. The presence of a Chinese speaking grandparent at,
home is thus an important factor in the use of Chinese in
Chinese homes.
However, with the other interlocutors at home, the non-

Canadian-born Ínformants contínued to use more Chinese than

English, but the Canadian-born informants used more English
than Chinese. With the parent generation, a difference is
L47

found between the choice of language wíth father and that

with mother. Both the Canadian-born and the non-Canadianborn informants used more Chinese with mothers than with
fathers and more English with fathers than wíth mothers.
Wíth one's own generation, there is also a difference
between language use with elder siblings and language use
with younger siblings. Both t,he Canadian-born and the nonCanadian-born informants used more Chinese with elder
siblings and more English with younger siblings.
One's spouse is of the same generat.j-on as one's own, so
that language choice with spouse is expected to follow the
The sun/ey data
same pattern as that with uhe siblings.
show that both the Canadían-born and the non-Canadian-born
ínformants used more Chinese wíth their Spouses Lhan t.hey
did with either the elder siblings or the younger siblings.
Among the non-Canadian-born informants, more than 85? used
at least more Chinese than English with theír spouses, while
close to 85? used more Chinese t,han Englísh wíth their elder
síbIings, and close to 75? used more Chinese than Englísh
with theír younger siblings. Among the Canadian-born
informants, whÍle all used more English than Chinese with
theír síblings, not all of them did so with their spouses.
The difference in language choice between siblings and
spouses ís probably due to the fact Lhat while habitual
tanguage use with siblings usually becomes established in
early childhood, that $/ith the spouse becomes established
]-48

later in 1ife.
Differentiation in role-relationship is id.ent.ified t.o
be an important factor in speech variations (Fishman , L976,
p. 232) . According Lo Fishman, 'even sma1I and total
socíeties are likeIy t,o differentiate between men and. women,
bet,ween minors and adults, between children and parents,
bet.ween leaders and follourers....Thus, even smaII, total
societies reveal functionally dífferentíated. linguistic
repertoires (and, not infrequently, int.ra-group bilingualism
as well) based upon behaviorally differentiated int.eraction
networksrr. so are rteven smaller family networks, friendship
networks, interest networks, or occupational networks" (p.
232). In the tradit.íonal Chinese socíety, too, role
differentiation is strictly kept within the family. chan
(1983) noted the authoritarian control of the erdest male
adult and the inferior posítion of women t,o theír fathers,
husbands, and sons in t,radit,ional Chinese families (p. 106).
Role differentíation implies the differentíation ín
behaviour, including language behaviour. Thus, one finds
the variation in speech between spouses, between fathers and
sons, between friends, between strangers, and so forLh. As
famíIy members and kin are usually from the same regíon and
thus speak the same loca1 chinese dialect, funct.ional
differentiatíon in speech as a result of social role
differentiatíons within the family is usuarly realized in
the stylistic dífferences within dialects in traditional
149

Chinese societ.y.
Such role differentiation

also surr¡ives in the Chinese
immigrant families in Canada (,Johnson, 1979, p. 369). In
Vancouver, for example, lTohnson found that the cultural
tradit.ions such as respect for and support, t,o parents are
still expected among the Chinese. Almost a quarter of
.Johnson's sample of Chinese immigrants in Vancouver had
their parents living in the same households. ,Johnson noted
t.he part.icular role of grandmothers in those Chinese
families. According to him, rtthe grandmothers of those
Chinese households were noL. only crucíaI to chíld-rearíng
but also had an important influence on the cultural
knowledge, and especially language skilIs, whích young
Chínese-Canadians possessrt (p. 369) .
informants invol-ved in this study, including also
some who were Canadian-born, stílI live wíth extended
families, i.e., families made up of more than two
generations. In these Chinese famílies, grandparents play
an ímportant role in caring for the grandchild generat,ion,
while the parents are preoccupied with their own careers.
Some

of the socialization during the early years of t.he
grandchild generation in these families, especially when
both parents work, takes place with the grandparents, many
of whom habítuaI1y speak Chinese and very 1íttle English.
It is through socialization wít.h the grandparent,s that many
young Chínese are exposed to Chinese and that the roleMuch
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relationship between grandparents and grandchildren is
established in chinese. As the grandparents often speak
lit.tIe English, the grandchíldren may need to cont,inue using
Chinese with the grandparents even as they grow up. In
fact, many canadian-born ínformants admitted that the only
people they ever had to use Chinese with were their
grandparents.

a function of role different.iation
is also one of the fact.ors in the varíation in language
choice with different, parents and síblings. Typically, t,he
father in a traditional chínese immigrant family is usually
the one who came to Canada first, long before all the
others, including the mother, and who often is t.he chief or
soLe breadearner of the family. Since the fat,her has been
in Canada longer and uses English outsíde the home more
often than the mot,her, he is also usually more competenL in
English than the mother. The mot,her, on the other hand, as
a result. of spending more time inside rather than outside
home, is usually less competent ín English than the other
members of the family. Therefore, it is often the case that,
a child may be able to communicate with the father in
English but may need to speak to the mother ín Chinese.
A difference can also be observed ín language choj_ce
with siblíngs and with children. In both cases, more
Chinese is used with the elder than with the younger. As
siblings or children of the same family are of different age
Language choice as
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groups, they may dif f er in t.he age of ímmigration and
possibly also place of birth. Thus, those who immigrated at
an older age have a more established pattern of habitual
language use in Chinese, whereas those who immigrated at, a
younger age or those who were born in Canada have a less

establ-ished pattern of habitual language use in Chinese, or
none at all.

As a result, in many immigrant families, while

the elder siblings or children who already spoke Chinese
before immigratíon have to pick up English after t.hey arrive
in Canada, the younger siblings or children may be exposed
to English at very early ages of their lives.
Even with 'children who were all Canadían-born, the
parents may find t.hat their use of language can be dífferent
with different children. With the elder chíId stil1 beíng
t.he only child at home, if the parents persist, Chínese may
still be the only language of home. Wíth more chíIdren t.o
come, however, the effort on the part of the parent.s to
maintaín Chinese as the only home language may not, be as
successful. Thís is because, while ít is possíble that
Chínese ís the only language of the first child of Chinese
immigrant parents, the language a younger child may be
exposed to from birth may not be Chínese onIy. The younger
child may be talked to by an elder sibling in English as
soon as he was born, âs the elder sibling acquires English.
Thus, while the parents are able to bríng up the first child
in an all Chínese home environment at least Lo a cert,ain
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point. Ín time, the all Chinese home environment may not be
mai-ntaíned for a younger child even from Lhe very beginning,
as the younger child acquires Chínese from the parents and
Englísh from an elder sibling both at the same tíme.
The few known successful cases of home Chinese language

in t,he Canadian-born generation in more recent
immigrant families involve either the eldest or the only
chíld of these families. A father of one of t.he only child
famílies shared his experience: ttI find ít easier to keep
Chinese at home with only one child. Tf there are more
children, they'd talk in English among themselves. rr His

maj-ntenance

only daughter, now a third year law student in Ottawa, was
born in Canada but has been using Cant,onese only at. home
with both parents. The persistent use of Chínese by this
Canadian-born daughter with her parent,s is not due to the
incompetence in English eíther of her own or on the part of
the father, since the father has been a high school
mathematics teacher in füinnipeg for more than thirty years
and is a fluent speaker of English.
Thus, while in general it is f ound t,hat. more Chinese is
used wíth the elder sibling or the elder child at home than
with the younger siblíng or younger chí1d, the presence of
an elder sibling or an eLder child, províded that the elder
sibling or child ís competent in English, may not always be
favourable for t,he maintenance of Chinese among those who
are younger. Peer pressure thus may be transparent and
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influentía1 in language choice
same generation as well.

among

family

members

of

t.he

THE FRIEIITDSIIIP DOI,fAIN

A majority of the informants (77) reported that they had
more Chínese fríends than non-Chinese friends.

Of t.he resL,

24 said they had about the same number of Chinese and nonChínese friends and 2l said they had more non-Chinese

friends than Chinese fríends. lühen asked to ídentífy the
et,hnic identity of five closest fríends, 62 of the 122
informants said that all their five closest friends were
Chj-nese, and six said that none of their five closest
f riends was Chinese. For the rest of t.he inf ormant.s, the
fíve closest friends included both Chinese and non-Chi-nese.
Chínese is still used by a vast majorit.y of the
informants (86) either as the only language or at least one
of t,he languages of communication with Chínese friends. A
considerable number of the informants (49 or 40.162)
indícated that they used only Chínese wíth their close
Chinese friends, 37 or 30.33? eíther used Chinese with some
of their close Chínese friends buL English with others, ot
both Chinese and English with the same Chinese friends; the
rest used no Chinese at all with their close Chinese
fríends. Table 4.L2 shows the language and dialect
1,54

varietíes used by the informants with their close chinese
friends. Both the number and the percentage of responses
for each language and dialect variety are presented in the
table, with the number of responses íncluded in brackets.
I-,anguage use by t.he informants with friends who were not
ethnic Chinese i-s not included in the Lab1e.
TÀBIJE 4 .12

Dialect Varieties Used by Infornants
wíth Five CloEest Chinese Friends

Iranguage and

Languages/

Friends

Dialects

A

Cantonese Yue

Taishanese

Yue

c

B

50 .5r.?
(s0 )

I .08
(8)

Chaozhou Min

1_

Hakka

2.02

.01_

(1)

46.32
(44)

48.75

L0 .89
111ì

.37
(7)
¿-Lr
(2)

3.75
(1)

(1)

L.05

.00
(0)
0 .00
(0)
L2.50

0.00

2.97
(3)

(1)

Mandarin

7.07

9.90

English

2L.2L
(2L)
L.01

19 .80

(2)

Other

English/
Chinese

Total

Wu

1 .0r-

(7)

(1)

8.08
(8)

1_00

.00

(ee

)

E

44 .55
(4s )

.98
(2)
0 .00
(0)

Shanghai

D

L

(10)

(20)
.00

7

(1)

.00
(0)
11 .58
( 11)
21 .05
(20)
0

(3e

)

(3)

L.25
0

(10

(34 )
4 .05

l?)

(1)
(0)

10 .8r_

)

(8)

)

24.32
(18)

22.50
(18

45.95

0

I.U5

2.50
(2)

(2)

.90
(10)

9

.47
(e)

8.'75

9

1_00.00
(es )

100 .00

(0)

9

100.00
(10L)

(1)

(7)

(80)

.46

(7)

r.00 .00

(74)

As Table 4.1-2 shows, the various Chinese dialects t.hat

the Chinese immígrants brought with t.hem to Winnipeg are
sLill in use not, only among family members but also between
friends outside the family domain. The most important of
all dialect and language varieties used by the informant,s
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with close Chinese friends is Cantonese; half of the
ínformants reported to use Cantonese with at least. one of
their five closest, friends. Of secondary importance as the
language of communícation with close friends is English; ít
was used by one-fifth or so of the informants as the only
language between them and their five closest friends. The
other Chinese díalect.s of which the informant.s reported
their knowledge were also being used among close Chinese
friends, but Mandarin and Taishanese were shown Lo be used
more by their speakers wíth their close frÍends than the
remaíníng dialects. The use of the remaining dialects ís
limited. On the whoIe, the use of the various Chínese
dialects with ethnic fríends shows a patLern of dístributj-on
simíIar to that of the knowledge of these Chinese dialect.s
among the informants.
TÀBTJE

4.13

Use of Mother Tongues by Infornants wíËh Close Chinese Friends

Mother tongues

Chinese Friends
A

c

B

D

Cantonese Yue

69 .77e6

Taíshanese Yue

38.10
(8)

(2e)
36 -36
(8)

Chaozhou Min

1_1 .1_1_

33 .33

¿2.¿¿

Hakka

40.00

20.00

Shanghai

(30)

(1)
(2)

Wu

50.00
(1)

Mandarin

ìJ5 - 55

English

90.00

(s)
(e)

65.91

62.50
(2s)
L2.50

58 .33

0

.00

L6.67

20.00

0

.00

33 .33

.00

0.00

0

.00

0

83 .33

1_00.00

100 .00

66.67

87 .50

75 .00

80 .00

(3)
(1)

0

(s)
87 .50
(7)

1,56

65.9L
(2e)
30.00

E

(6)

(2)
(1)

(3)
(7)

(2)

(3)
(3)

(2t)

L2.50
(2)
(1)
(1)

.00

(2)
(4)

A comparison of the mother tongue backgrounds of the
informants and their choíce of linguistic varietíes with
close Chínese friends shows that often a Chinese dialect

other Lhan mother tongue or English was used between Lhe
ínformants and theír close Chinese friends. Table 4.L3
shows this comparison. The only mother tongue groups thaL
still used most.ly their own mother tongues as the vehicle of
communication with et.hnic friends are the Cantonese,
Mandarin, and English. The majority of the other mother
tongue speakers in the sample shifted from their mother
tongues when they communicated with their Chínese friends.
Such a shift has occurred either to another Chinese dialecL
or Eng1ish, but the shift to a second Chínese dialect. is
found to be greater than the shift to Englísh among ethníc
Chinese friends. For example, with fríend A, 42.89e" of
Taishanese moLher tongue speakers shífted to use Cantonese,
but only 19.05* of this mother tongue group shifted to
Englísh. The same phenomenon is found in the other Chinese
mother tongue groups as weLl. Such a finding reflects the
multidialectal nature of the Chinese community in Winnipeg
and t.hat Chinese speakers are often functional ín more than
one Chinese dialect. Moreover, the finding that. noL all
English mother t.ongue speakers used only English with al-ltheir closest Chinese fríends suggests the use of Chinese ín
the friendship domain by those who spoke English as their
1-57

mother tongue as well.

Having an ethnic mother tongue

speakíng friend, thus, is ínfluential
t.ongues among the Chinese

to the use of ethnic

in Winnipeg.
Language choice among Chínese friends is predictable to
some degree by such personal characteristics as t,he place of
birth, age of immigration, and length of stay in Canada.
Although Chinese is still used either all the time or at,
least some of the time by a majority of L.he j-nformanLs with
their close friends who were Chinese, such use is
nonetheless confined mostly to the non-Canadian-born group.
The use of Chinese with Chinese frj-ends by those who were
born ín Canada is limited. Only five of t}:e 27 ínformant,s
who were born in Canada or ot,her Englísh speaking countries
report.ed any use of Chinese wíth their close Chínese
friends. For the other informants born in Canada or other
English speakíng countries, only English was used beLween
them and their close Chinese friends. No informant born in
Canada or other English speaking countries reported to have
used only Chinese with close Chínese friends. The
difference between Canadian-born (including two who were
born ín the United States and England) and non-Canadian-born
informants in their choice of language with fríends is
presented in Table 4.L4 in the following.
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TÀBI,E 4.14

Variation in Language Chofce with Close FrÍends
bet'ween canadian-born and Non-canadian-born rnfornantE
Birth

Places

OÈher
Canada

Chinese only

Number *
(49) si. . s8

TotaI

Among

(o)

o. oo

(49)

40.L6

Chinese/Bnglish

Nu¡nber
(32)
(s)
(37)

3

33 .68
18 . s2
30 .33

English only
Nu¡nber
t
(14)
14.74
(22)
Ii. .4s
(36)
2e.sL

immigrants, most of those who used English only

with all their five closest friends either came to canada at
very early ages or had been in canada for relatívely long
períods of time. Those who had come to canada at more
advanced ages and more recently tended to use only chj_nese
with their friend.s
However, there are exceptions. several non-canadian-

born informants who came to canada between the ages of 22
and 44 report,ed that, they had more non-chinese friends than
chinese friends and, therefore, also used more English than
chinese in the friendship domain. Among these ínformancs
were a doctor, a computer expert, a social worker, and a

professor. That English has become the dominant language of
the friendship domain for these informants reflects the
characteristics of the personal networks that these
ínformant.s have formed..
The sun¡ey questionnaire was designed in such a way
that the informants were able to report the choice of
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dialects and languages with each fríend separately as well
as t,o report. t,he choice of more than one dialect or language
varíety with the same friend. The data from the sun/ey show
that a majority of the informants (66) code switch between
Chínese and English or between two or more Chínese dialects
with their close friends. Such code switching among friends
is shown to be either interpersonal, i.e., code switching as
ínitiated by a change ín the interlocutor, or intrapersonal,
í.e., code switching that occurred without a change ín the
interlocutor, âs the informants reported the use of
different linguistíc varietíes with different friends as
well as the use of different, linguistic varieties with the
same fríends. Only 20 ínformants reported that they used
Cantonese only i^¡ith all fíve closest fríends, and 36 spoke
only English wit.h their close f riends.

THE DOIIAIN OF ETHNICAIJI'Y ORIENTED
BUSINESS TRÀÀISACTIONS

Chinatown businesses, for example the grocery stores,

restaurants, and travel agencies, are usually, although not
exclusivêly, orient.ed toward Chinese customers. Many
transactions between Chinatown busi-nesses and their Chínese
customers are conducted in Chinese. Alt.hough not all the
Chínese in Winnipeg use all or only the serr¡ices provided by
Chinatown businesses, some ethnícal1y oriented businesses
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are frequented more by the Chinese population than others.
A majority of the informants shopped regularly in Chinese
grocery stores, dined out more often in Chinese restaurants
than elsewhere, had Chinese family doctors, and had their
hair done by Chinese hairdressers. Many also used the
serwices provided by Chinese reaL estate agents, financialcounsellors, travel agents, and social workers, but these
people were more concentrated in certain age groups or
social sectors than in others. For example, those who used
travel or real estate agencies were usually the adults and
t.hose who request,ed the assisLance of Chínese social workers
tended not to be competent in English.
The informants who used Chinese for Chinatown business
transactíons were mostly the non-Canadian-born. The use of
Chinese for ethnícaI1y oríented business transact,ions by
those who were Canadian-born was limited, as few of t.he
Canadían-born Chinese would ever use Chínese to any extent
other than with their immediate familíes. However, for
certain business transactions, which were more heavily
embedded in the ethnic culture, for example those pertaining
to Chinese food and eaLing habit, âs in the Chinese grocery
stores and Chinese restaurants, Chinese was used by many
f rom the Canadian-born group as well-. Table 4.L5 shows t,he
numbers and percentages of the responses by the informants
who answered to have used rtChinese onIy", "boLh Chinese and
English" or rrEnglish onlyrr in a number of Chinese oriented
t6L

services.
Only ínformants who reporLedly had Chinese family

doctors, who went to Chinese hair dressers, who shopped ín
Chinese grocery stores and who ate ín Chinese restaurants
are included Ín the analysis. I¡lhile a maj ority of the nonCanadian-born informants chose to use Chínese only with
their Chinese family doctors, Chinese hair dressers, Chinese
gorgers and waiters or wait.resses ín the Chinese
restauranLs, very few Canadian-born informants chose to use
Chínese with their Chinese famí1y doctors, and few Canadianborn informants chose to use Chinese with Chinese hair
dressers. However, the use of Chinese by Canadian-born
informants increased when interlocutors were Chinese grocers
and waiters or waitresses in Chinese grocery stores and
Chinese restaurant,s.

explanation for the increased switching to Chínese
with Chinese grocers and waiters or waitresses in the
Chínese restaurants is that while interlocutors such as
Chinese doctors are competent speakers of English, Chinese
grocers and waiters or waitresses in the Chínese restaurants
may be perceived by those who were born in Canada and grew
up in English t,o be not, as competent ín English. Thus, the
linguistic compeLence of t,he int,erlocutor is a factor
related to the switchíng to Chinese in these instances. In
addition, increased switching to Chinese in the Chinese
grocery stores and Chinese restaurants may have also been
One
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brought about by changes in topics. A reason frequent.ly
given for code switchíng in these instances is that there

are simply no English equivalent,s for certain culLurally
bound food items.

TÀBI,E 4.15

by Infornants with InterlocutorE
in Chinese Oríented Business TransacËions

IJar¡guage Choice

Interlocutors

birth

Places of

Chínese

Doctors

Other

70.89å (s6)

Canada

Total

Hair dressers

Grocers

I^Iaiters/
waÍtresses

Other

Chinese/

only

s.s6
s8.76
82 .00

Canada

15 .38

TotaI

68.25

Other
Canada

78.02
40.00

Total

69 .83

Other

86 -67

Canada

40.74

Total

76.07

English

English
only
21.52 (t7)

7 .5e
s.s6
7.22

(6)
(1)
(7)

88.89
34.02

(41) 16.00
(2) 23.08
(43) L7 -46

(8)
(3)

2 .00
6L.54

(1)
(8)

(11)

L4 -29

(e)

(1)

(s7)

(16)

(33)

(7!) L4 -29 (L3)
(10) L2.OO (3)
(81) L3.79 (16)

7 -69 (7)
48.00 (tz'¡

(78)
(11)
(89)

6.67 (6)
40.74 (11)
L4.s3 (L7)

6.67
. s2
9.40

18

(6)

(s)
(11)

l_6.38

(19)

THE DOMAIN OF ETHNICATI,Y ORIENTED
SOCIAT. AITD CUI.TURjAT ACTIVITIES

Ethníca11y oriented social and cultural act,ívities refer to

those activities

organized and parLicipated in by

Lhe

Chinese. Presumably, these activities originat.e in the
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milieu Ín which Chinese is used. While such had been the
case in the earlíer community and in older times, it is no
longer true for all community activities today. Of the 63
informants who reported affiliations with eLhnic social and
cultural groups, more than half (33) report.ed t.he use of one
or more Chinese díalects as well as English for their group
actívíties. Of t.he rest, two thirds reported Cant,onese as
the only Iínguistic variety used by their groups, and the
remaíníng informants report.ed. the use of Mandarín,
Taishanese or English as the only línguistíc variety for
their socj-al groups.
These findings reflect the heterogenous nature of t.he
social and cult,uraI groups within the communíty. Because of
the heterogeneity of t.he linguistic backgrounds of the
members of the various social and cultural groups, often
more than one linguistic variety has to be used for group
Only where t.he 1ínguistíc backgrounds of the
activities.
participants are more or less homogeneous, the use of only
one línguístic variety ís found. The obsen¡at,ions of t.he
socíal and cultural activities in the Chinese communit.y
conform to findings from the sun/ey.

THE DOMAIN OF RETJIGION

Not all informants reported a religious affiliation.
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Of

did, 51 were Christians, one was Muslim, 25 were
Buddhists, and one was Taoíst,. The Chinese in V[innipeg have
several religious instítutions, all being Christian
churches. Those with relígíous denomínatíons other than
Christíanity either practised in the privacy of the home or,
in the case of Buddhism, at the Buddhist Temple on Burrow
Street, Lhe language of whích is Vietnamese.
Perhaps some background information of the religious
institutions within the Chinese community, gathered during
the fÍeIdwork, is in place here. The Vfinnípeg Chinese
United Church, formerly t,he Chinese Presbyterian Church
before the union, is the oldest Chinese church in Winnipeg.
It is located in Chinatown and has traditionally been
at,tended by Lhe o1d-timer Chinese and their families. The
Wínnipeg Chinese ALliance Church, located on Colony Street
close to downt,own Winnipeg, was established in t,he early
1970s, âs a result of separatíon from the Chinese United
Church. The Winnipeg Chínese Mennonite Church was also
esLablished in the 1970s. l¡ocated in Fort Garry, the church
ís at.tended by a large number of visa uníversít,y students
from Southeast Asia. The Hua En Chapel of the Winnipeg
Mennonite Brethren Church, at,Lended mostly by recent
ímmigrant,s of Chínese origin from t,he Indo-China countries
of Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos, ís one of the most recently
established Chinese churches ín Winnipeg. Two other
recently established churches are the Chinese l-,utheran
t,hose who
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Church, established in 19BB and located in Fort Garry, and

the Chinese Calvary Temple, located ín downLown Ialinnipeg.
Wíth the exceptíon of the Winnipeg Chínese Mennoníte
Church, which was st,arted as a Mandarin-only church, all the
Chinese churches in Vüinnipeg tradítíonaIly provided their
services in Cantonese, âs their members were tradítionaIly
of Cantonese origin. At presenL, t.he only Chinese churches
that use Cantonese exclusively for church serr¡ices are t.he
Hua En Chapel of the Wj-nnipeg Mennonite Brethren Church and
the Chinese Calvary Temple, even though prayers at the Hua
En Chapel are someLimes led also in Mandarin by Mandarin
speaking church members, âs most of the members of the Hua
En Chapel know Mandarín eíther as a first or an additional
Chinese dialect, havÍng come from multilingual Indo-Chína.
In a number of these Chinese churches, including the
WinnÍpeg Chinese Mennonite Church, the Winnipeg Chinese
Alliance Church, and t,he Chínese Lutheran Church, both
Cantonese and Mandarin are used for formal church serr¡ices.
At these churches, sermons are usually first. gíven ín one of
the díalects and then repeated sentence by sentence in t.he
other. Initially, they were also monolingual churches, âs
one starLed as a Mandarin church and the other two as
Cantonese churches. Having bí1ingua1 serr¡íces can be seen
as an att.empt on the part of these churches to appeal to the
congregation. These churches now all have a congregation
with heterogenous linguistic backgrounds. That, Cantonese is
L66

used for formal services at these churches is due most,ly to

the fact that ít is wíde1y understood by the congregaLion.
The selection of Mandarin for formal services at these
churches is, however, not only due to Mandarin being the
native dialect of some speakers in the congregatíon at
church serr¡ices, buL, more import,ant,ly, Lo its at,tract,ion t.o
those who aspire to acquiring it as a high variety of
Chinese and the national language of China.
was also a
The Chinese United Church initially
Cantonese only church. After going through a stage of using
both Cantonese and Englísh for formal church services,
however, in ,January of 1.991-, t,he church began to have two
separate sessíons of services every Sunday, one in Cantonese
and the other in English. Except for the mont.hly holy
communion, when a single bilingual service is held for all,
most of the young and the Canadian-born members now attend
the early Sunday serr¡ices conducted in English, while those
who come for the Cantonese services after the English
session are mostly the elder1y.
Wit,h the Chinese United Church being the oldest Chinese
church in Winnipeg, the changes t,hat have taken place ín
church language use at the Uníted Church, from
monolíngualism to bilíngualism to two separate
monolíngualisms at present, may be seen as indicating a
símíIar pattern of development for the other Chinese
churches in Winnipeg in the future as well-. The initial
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present ín the Hua En Chapel and t.he
Chínese Calvary Temple, two newest Chinese churches in
Winnipeg attended by most, recent, Chínese immigrant,s, may
thus be considered as a reflection of the beginning stage of
this development. Even at the Hua En Chapel, the Sunday
school for children is already being held ín English.
Four variables of language use by informant.s in t.he
monolingualism, stíll

domain of religion were examined. They are the linguistic

varíeties used for praying, for religious studies, for
communication with members of the same religious
denomination, and for communication with the ministers. As
far as t.he language or díaIect varieties for prayíng and for
religious studies are concerned, all those who belonged to
the English mot.her tongue group and a majority of those who
belonged to the Cant.onese mother tongue group (i.e., 26 or
70.27t and 20 or 7t.432, respectively) reported the use of
Lheir mother t.ongues for prayíng and religious studies.
Among the rest of the informant,s, however, many did not use
their mother tongues either for praying or for religious
studies. Of the t2 informants whose mother tongue was
Taishanese, only two still used Taishanese for praying and
reIígious studies, while five reported t,hat, t.hey used
English and the rest. used Cantonese for prayíng and
religious studies. A shift to English for religious
practice can be found in the Cantonese mother tongue group
as well, âs more than 25? of the Cantonese mother tongue
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informanLs with religious affiliations

reported that they
used either English only or at least. some English both for
praying and f or religíous st,udies.
The data on the use of language or dialect variet,ies by

the informants with other believers from the same relígious
institutions as weII as with the ministers show a somewhat.
different pattern from the data on the use of language or
dialect varíeties for praying and relígious studies. A
greater shift from the mother tongue can be observed ín all
mother tongue groups when the informants communícated with
others of their own religion than when t.hey were praying or
participating in religious studies. An íncreasing number of
informants from various moLher tongue groups reported t,hat
they used English in addítíon to their own mother tongues
and possibly also other Chínese díalects when they
communicated with others from their own religíous
institutions. Thus, the choice of a single language from
t.he available linguístic resources decreased and code
switching increased as t.he informants moved from talking t.o
the religious deity and about topics focusing on relígíon to
less formal and less rigid situations, such as when t.hey
engaged ín casual conversations with their co-believers.
Such a finding ín part reflects the línguistic heterogeneÍty
of the varíous religious groups within the Chinese
community. In part, ít also supports the finding in Gal
(1,979) that habitual language use in inner speech, such as
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the one used in praying, is more resisLant to change t.han
outer speech, which is used for conversing with others.
The roLe of religious institutions in the maintenance
of Chínese ín thís communit,y can be seen as two-fo1d. In
the long run, the various religious institutions in thís
community stríve for linguistic conformity rather than
linguÍstic diversity, since the principal functíon of
religious institutions is, after all, religious advocacy
rather than language maíntenance. In t,he short t,erm, the
various et.hnic religious institutions also have a role t.o
play in providíng the Iínguistic envíronment for the ethnic
tongues, especía1ly as these religious institutions provid.e
opportunities for ínformal social ínteraction among ethnic
group members ín addition to formal religious services.
As most informal social interaction among adu1t. church
members takes place ín Chínese, they provide opportunit,ies
for the young members who are present to be exposed. to
chinese. rt is through such informar social interaction
among church members as well as language use in formal
church services that the acquísitíon of such a dominant
community tongue as cant,onese has taken place among some
church-goers. one Taishanese-speakíng informant from the
chinese uníted church acquired cantonese ín hís early 5os
just after he started going t,o the church regularly a few
years ago. He immigrat,ed to Canada from Taishan in the
early 1950s and, until he start.ed to attend the church, had
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been speaking Taishanese as hís only Chinese variety.

A

of Chaozhounese-speaking parents at the Hua En Chapel
also comment.ed on the ease wít,h which Lheír chiLdren had
picked up Cantonese from Cantonese-speaking chíldren at
t,heir church.
Thus, onr the one hand, effíciency for religious
advocacy requires linguistic conformity; on t.he other hand,
outsíde formal religious practice, these ethnic community
churches also provide a setting for informal socialinteraction among ethníc members, which fosters the informal
use of the ethnic mother t,ongues. However, as generations
change, L.he ethnic Chinese churches can be expected
eventually to abandon the use of Chinese and shift to
English for relígious practíce, âs t,he oldest Chinese church
in Vüinnipeg has already chosen to keep each language for its
number

own generation.

LANGUAGE USE IN TI{E WRITTEN MEDIA

To measure the use of the written language, three variables

were taken into consíderation: the version of the religious

texts used, readíng of Chinese newspapers, and the language
of correspondence with friends and relatives. It was found
that nearly all those who reported the use of the Chinese
version of the religious texts, such as the Bíb1e, who read
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Chinese newspapers, and who corresponded with relatives and

friends in Chinese

born outsíde Canada. The only two
Canadian-born informants who report.ed that they subscríbed
r^¡ere

to Chínese newspapers said t,hat they only read t.hese papers
for advertísemenLs in Englísh. The only CanadÍan-born
informant. who reported to have corresponded with friends and
relatives in Chinese used wrítten Chinese only for such
purposes as signing cards to friends and relatives on
occasions of traditional Chinese holidays.
Among the non-Canadían-born Chínese, the use of written
Chinese ís relat.ed to the level of fluency in written
Chinese. The majority of those who read the Chinese version
of the religious text.s, who read Chinese newspapers, and who
corresponded with friends and relatives in Chinese r^rere also
very fluent, in written Chinese, either in reading or
writing. The majority of those who read t.he English
versions of the religíous t,exts only, who did not read
Chinese newspapers, and who corresponded wit,h friends or
relatives only in English were either not so fluent in
writ.ten Chinese or had no fluency at all. On t.he who1e,
wherever Chinese is used among the Canadj-an-born Chinese in
Winnipeg, it is ín the form of spoken Chínese rather than
written Chinese.
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LANGUAGE ATTITUDES

While many variat,ions exist in the linguíst,ic repertoire of

the Chinese communit,y in Winnipeg, bot.h ín t,erms of the
linguistic varieties and the choice among them, the
attitudes toward the varíous Chinese dialects and English
appear to be more consístent among the Chinese in Vüinnipeg,
so that they reflect the sociolinguistic norms of the
community. To measure the attitudes of the informants
toward the optíons in their community's 1ínguistic
reperLoire, the informants were asked to name the díalect or
language that sounded more comfortable than others to them.
Notwithstanding the actual use of the various linguístíc
varíeties, nearly all responses to the question fa1I into
three categories: Cantonese, Mandarin and English. These
responses neither all correspond to the mother tongues nor
t.o t.he linguistic varietíes preferred for use by the
informants. That is, speakers may actually prefer the use
of one Iínguistic variety but express their Iikíng for a
different one. Although only six informants spoke Mandarín
as the mother tongue and eight. preferred to use Mandarin at.
home, a much larger number, i.e., 24, chose Mandarin to be
t.he linguistic varíety t.hat. sounded more comfortable to them
t,han the other language or dialect varieties.
Sími1ar1y,
while only 16 informants reported EnglÍsh as t,heir mother
t.ongue, 44 preferred to use English at home; to a sLill
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larger number of ínformants (50), English sounded more
comfortable than any other linguisLj-c variety.
I¡lhen data from the ínformants on the linguistic
varieties preferred for use with t,he famíly members at home
and ín public are compared, it was found that more switching
to EnglÍsh from all Chinese dialects occurred in public
places among family members than if conversations wíth the
family members u¡ere taking place at home. A difference
between t.he linguist.ic environment of public places and that
of home is that in t,he public places it is líkeIy that t.here
is presence of English speaking outsiders, but at home there
is no presence of English-speaking out.siders. The switching
toward the majority language in public locations can be
interpret,ed as a deliberate effort on the part of bilingual
speakers to conform to the linguistíc norms of the larger
society.
People must first, show an awareness of norms before
t,hey can obserr¡e t,hose norms. According Lo one of t,he
informants, a bilingual CanLonese and English speaking high
school graduate, this is how her choíce of language
varíetíes was made: t'It depends which language I choose to
use. If I'm at home, I 1íke to speak Chinese with my family
members. If f'm outside, on a bus for example, I like to
speak English, because I don't want to sound different,.
I/ilith my Chinese friends, I sometimes speak Chinese, buL
whenever t,here is a Canadian ín t,he group, I,11 speak
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English and never speak chinese. rn fact, r very serdom
speak chinese wíth my chinese friends.', At the time of the

intenriew, this informant was working at a sunÌmer job as an
office clerk in a garment factory in winnipeg whí1e waiting
to enter the universíty ín the fall. she came from vietnam
when she was very young. As a resul-t, she had acquired her
English along with the norms of language use from the larger
society as she was attending school in vüinnipeg, and would
observe t.hese norms of linguistic behaviour whenever she
perceived herself to be in the milieu of the larger societ,y.
Her swítch t.o English with bilíngua1 friends outsj-de the
home was by no means due to her incompet,ence ín cant,onese
but was brought about by her awareness of the larger
socÍetal norms. For example, when she was entertaining an
older family fríend at her own home whom the famí1y had
known since they were in Vietnam and who did not, speak
English as weII, she only used Cantonese. In doing so, she
followed t.he norm of linguístic behavíour that characterized
the long established friendshíp between her family and. this
family friend.
Perhaps t,he true feelíng toward language or language
loyalty can best be inferred from actual language use,
especially in the ínformaI, private, and intimate sett,ings.
The informants bot,h preferred and actually used the various
Chinese mot.her t,ongues more in private settíngs, such as
that, of the home, than in public. The fact that the chinese
1-75

dialects spoken by only a very limited number of speakers in
Winnipeg, for example the Wu dialect of Shanghai and Hakka,
are sLil1 being used among their native speakers
demonstrates the in-group value of these dialects; they are
valued by theír speakers precisely for their symbolization
of the relatíonship between those who speak them. It is
through theír use ín the informal and intimate relationships
characterized by them Lhat. these dialects are actually being
maintaíned. This also explains how Taishanese, although no
longer the dominant Chinese varíety in the Chinese communit.y
that it used to be, is still well presen/ed to a
consíderable extent among people of Taishanese origin in
Wínnipeg, even in the Canadian-born generatíons. I was told
from the beginníng of my fieldwork that if I really want.ed
to find out whether Chinese was indeed being maintained by
the Chinese in Winnip.gl I should make obsen¡ations among
the Taishanese in Winnipêg, because they were a particular
Chinese group known for having maíntained their mother
tongue ín Canada for generations. Indeed, some knowledge,
though a limited one, of Taíshanese was even attested in a
f

ourt,h generation Canadian-born inf ormant.
A dístincLion can be made bet,ween t,he overt presLige

and the covert prestige of línguistic varieties.
languages and día1ect,s may be overt,ly prestigíous,

Vihile
f

some

or

others the prestige may be coverL, âs speakers may not. be
consciously aware of, ot openly admit, the prestige of t.hese
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languages and dialects.

of the informant,s, a Taishanese
professional, father of two Canadian-born children at.tending
universíties, told me that both hís children knew Taishanese
and used Taishanese with their grandparenLs at home, even
though they may not have admit,ted t,o me their knowledge of
Taishanese. That was in fact the response T had received
from his two children: the response that they spoke only
One

English.
While most Chínese in Winnipeg agree on t.he socíaI

prestige of Cant.onese, Mandarin, and English, the three
linguist.íc varíeties are each valued by the Chinese in
Wínnipeg for different reasons. Cant.onese is valued not
only for the regional tie that it holds for a large number
of Chinese ín Winnípeg who came from the Cantonese-speaking
part of southern China, but also for its association with
t.he wealt,h and sophistication of recent ímmigrants from
places such as Hong Kong. Mandarin is valued for being the
standardized variety of Chinese and the national language of
the ancestral country. The prest,íge of English comes from
íts being the dominant language of the larger Canadian
society, of which the Chinese in lilínnípeg are also a part..
Of the three linguistic varietíes, Cantonese and Mandarin,
as t.he in-group varieties, are used only among the Chinese
and for in-group functions, whíIe Englísh is used bot.h with
the non-Chinese and among the Chinese as wel1, and for all
the high functions associated with the larger socíety.
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of its associaLion with the larger society, English
is in fact generally perceived by the Chinese in lVinnipeg to
be more prestígíous Lhan any dialect varíety of Chinese.
Its high prestige ís demonstrated by its replacement of
Chinese as an in-group language in the Canadian-born
generation of Chinese in Vüinnipeg.
The relative levels of prest,íge that the various
Chinese dialects and English hold for the Chínese in
Vüinnipeg are also displayed by the code-switching practíce
of bilingual speakers of Chinese and English. For example,
while formal speech requires English, proverbs may be cited
in Mandarin and jokes can be told by swítchíng Lo Cantonese.
Because

SUMMARY

The analysis of the language use survey data in thís chapt,er

has shown that Chinese, âs an ethníc community language, is

still well maintaíned by the Chínese in Winnipeg. A high
level of competence and the use of Chinese, t,hough mostly in
the spoken form, have boLh been retained among a majority of
the informants who partÍcÍpat,ed in the sun¡ey. However,
both the knowledge and the use of Chinese are concentrated
mostly in the immígrant populat,ion. Among the Canadian-born
Chínese, the knowledge and t.he use of Chinese are límited.
The use of Chinese in the Winnípeg Chinese community is
l.78

located most notíceably in the family and the friendship
domains, in communication wit,h the grandparent, generation,
and in t.he areas of life where the ethníc culture is heavily
embedded.

IL is of particular interest to note that both the
knowledge and t,he choice of the linguistic varieties
available in the linguistic repertoíre of the chinese
community in vÍinnípeg co-vary with t,he differences found
among both speakers and interlocutors in t,erms of place of
birth, education, occupation, and social role relationship,
reflect,ing the structural characteristics of the community
netr^/orks. Both interpersonal and intrapersonal types of
code-switching are found to occur among bilingual and
bídialectal Chinese speakers. That is, the speakers may
choose to use dífferent linguístic varieties with dífferent,
interlocuLors, or they may code-switch with the same
int,erlocutor.
In conclusion, data on language choice from t.he
language use survey involving the L22 informants are
summarized in Table 4.16. These data are organized ín such
a way that both speaker and interlocutor differences wil-l
appear in t.he same matrix as in an implícational scale.
rmplícational scares, ot Guttman scales, !ìrere first used to
arrange línguistic data in j-958 (DeCamp , ]-gTt) and have
proven useful in t.he presentat,íon of sociolinguístic d.ata on
language variation and variation ín language choice (eg.
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Fasold, L984; Gal, 1979) . A special advantage of
ímplicational scales lies ín t.he binary feat.ure of the
scales, which allows for the incorporation of contextual
data ínto data on linguístic variation, t,hus avoiding
cj-rcular arguments (DeCamp, 1971-, p. 37) .
In Table 4.16, the informants are shown on the vertical
axis and the interLocutor types on the horizontal axís.
Speaker dífferences are índicated by ages and years of
arrival in Canada, and interlocutor differences are shown by
interlocutor types, such as grandparent, father, Chinese
family doctor, etc. The ages of arrival of the informants
appear on the second left, column of the t,abIe, Lhe years of

arrival of the informants on the far right, and the
interlocutor differences are ordered by types across t.he top
of the table. Zero age and year of arrival represent
informants who were born in Canada. Each let,ter in the
cells of the t,able represents a language, with C
representing Chinese, E English, and CE both Chinese and
Englísh. Where an asterisk occurs beside the letter
indícatíng a language, the response shown in that cell fails
to fit into the scale. Empty cells indicate no response or
where the choice is not applicable. One informant is
excluded from the table because of incomplete data. As it
turns out, those informants who used Chinese only i4rith al-I
interlocutor types appear t.oward the top of the scale, and
t.hose who used English only toward t.he bot,t,om, wíth those
180

who used both languages

with the interlocutor t)æes

shown

at

the centre.
This table presents the language choice by the group of
informants involved in this study Ín such a way that gÍven
the language choice by a certain informant vrith a particular
int.erlocuLor type, both the language choice of the informant
immediately above him or her in the table and his or her. own
language choice with the interlocutor type to the left of
the interlocutor type witn whom t.he language choíce is known
are predictable to some extent. Take informant 111 for
example. Since we know that hís language choíce with the
interlocutor Lype father involved Chinese as one of the
languages, we can predict that his language choice wit.h the
interlocutor type mother to the left of fat.her would also
ínvolve Chinese at, least as one of the languages and that
the language choíce by the informant above him, informant.
110, wíth father would involve Chinese as well. However, we
cannot predíct with the same certainty the language choice
by the same informant with the interlocutor type t,o the
right of father, i.e., waíters or waitresses in the Chinese
resLauranLs, or t,he language choice with father by the
Ínformant below him in the same tab1e, i.e., Ínformant, tt2.
In many cases, language choices by the Chinese in Vüinnipeg
wíth their interlocuLors present,ed ín the table involve both
Enqlish and Chinese.
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The Pattern of IJanguage Choice

ID Age
L37
2L9
357
436
533
6 38
732
8L2
915
L0 23
11 L2
L2 60
L3 26
14 14
15 1-2
t6 26
t7 L7
1_8 20
L9 52
20 34
2L 56
22 3s
23 22
24 33
25 29
26 24
2'7 20
28 L9
29 29
30 L9
31 34
32 52
33 25
34 t2
?E

1?

5t'

¿L

379
38 29
39 L6
40 43
4L 28
42 6t
43 22
44 56
45 31
46 L8
47 L4
48 57
49 1-0
50 18
51 25
52 30
55 ¿+
54 28
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Legend:
Age=age of arrival in Canada, Gp=grandparent,
Mo=mother, Fa=father, W=waiters/waitresses in Chinese
restaurants, G=Chinese grocers, H=Chinese hair
dressers, Os=elder síbling, Ys-younger sibling,
Sp=spouse, Kd=chi]-dren, D=Chinese doctor, Year=year of
arrival in Canada.
Scatabititvr3=98?.

Most of the ceIls that do not fít

the scale involve
interlocutor types waiters/waitresses, grocers, hair
dressers, and doctors. One explanation for the exceptions
is that these j-nterlocutors do not. belong to the same speech
cornmunity as t.he speakers. Owíng Lo the multidíalectal
nature of t.he Chinese communit,y, Chinese speakers oft,en have
to switch to English, an out-group language, for
communication wíth their own ethnic aroup members who are
out.sÍde their famíly or friendship networks who do not share
the same Chinese dialects. Where the exceptions are choices
of English are these instances. In addition, the sun/ey
quest.ions with respect to language choice with ínterlocutor
types such as Chinese waiters or waitresses and Chinese
grocers may also have reminded informant,s of certain t.opícs
relat.ed to the Chínese culLure, which require the use of
Chinese. Thus, wê find the few exceptions in the choice of
Chinese where the choice of English ís expected with these
interlocutors
"
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CHAPTER V

BEHAVIOUR TOWARD
CHINESE LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE

The analysís of the previous chapter showed that

Chinese is stil1 very much alive and viable in the Chinese
community in Ialinnipeg, even though the use of Chinese is

concentrated mostly in t.he immigrant group. In this

chapter, the behaviour of the Chinese speakers in Winnipeg
toward Chinese will be examined. rrBehaviour toward
languagert, according to Fishman (1966b), refers to ttfocused
and conscíous behavíours on behalf of either maintenance or
shift per sert rather than 'rlanguage behaviour or behaviour
t,hrough language" (p. 449) . The purpose of this chapt,er is
t.o show whether t.he maintenance of Chinese in the Chinese
community in Winnipeg can be attributed to such overt
efforts to promote and maintain Chinese as demonstrated by
language advocates and language schools in t.he communj-t,y or
to the language conscíousness of Chinese speakers.
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SOURCES OF EVIDENCE

Duríng the fieldwork in the chinese community in lalinnípeg, r
also made observation of the behavioural aspect of the
Chinese community with respect t,o the maínt,enance of
chinese. This observat j-on was mostly carried out t,hrough

my

part.icipatíon in the Manitoba Academy of chinese studies.
rn addition, obserr¡ation was also made through partícipatíng
in other community activities, such as volunteering during
the annual event of t,he Folklorama Fest.íval. personal
j-nt,err¡iews were carried out, with responsible personnel of
three other chinese schools in vüinnipeg and the responsible
personnel of the victoria-Albert school, one of the pubric
schools in ltinnípeg that taught Mandarin as a heritage
language.

According to Babbie (1983), a researcher can opt
between three different roles for carrying out obserr¡ation

ín field research (pp. 247,

. In one role, the
researcher obserwes through participating in the life of the
group under study wíthout making known hís role as an
obserr¡er. In the second role, the researcher identifies
himself as an obserr¡er while participatíng with the group.
In the third ro1e, the researcher observes the on-going
social process of a group without taking any part in the
248)
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group. For the purpose of this study, the second role,
i.e., the rol-e of an observer as participant., was adopLed
for field obserr¡ation. I approached the community by making
known my role as an obserr¡er and observed the behaviour of
the community, both linguistic and otherwise, t,hrough
participating in community activities.
Milroy (1980, p. 50) noted t,he importance of the
exchange theory to success in data collection in field
research. According to Milroy, ín order to maintain
relationship with the communit,y under study and make
ínsightful obserr¡ations, it is necessary for the fíe1d
researcher to fulfil the obligat,ion of returning the 'tgoods
and serwices" provided by the community. The obligation on
the part of the fieldworker ín this study was fulfilled in
the form of volunteer work for the community. In the role
of teacher at the Manítoba Academy of Chinese Studies during
the 1989-L990 school year, it was possible t,o make
obserr¡ation of the role of Chinese language schools in
V[innipeg in the maíntenance of Chinese through int,eracting
with the students, the teachers, and the parents of the
school as well as with teachers of the other Chinese school-s
in Winnipeg. In the role of Folklorama volunteer at its
annual festival, iL was possible to reach a larger number of
members of the communíty with diversified backgrounds.
The observations made while teaching at the Manitoba
Academy of Chínese Studies and participating in a number of
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other social and cultural activities in the communíty and
the interr¡iews carríed out in three other supplementary
Chínese language schools in Winnipeg as well as in the
Victoria-Albert, School together provided the sources of
evidence on which the arguments of this chapter are based.

OVERT EFFORTS TOWARD LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE

Overt efforts to maj-ntaj-n Chinese in the Chinese community

are exhibited mostly through the efforts of the four Chinese
language schools in Vüinnipeg: the Chinese Public School,
the Manitoba Institut,e of Chinese I-ranguage, Culture and
Arts, the Manítoba Academy of Chínese Studies, and the Peiing Chinese School. Although the ethnic mass medÍa, which
ínclude the three monthly local Chinese newspapers, the
Manitoba IndoChina Chinese News, Lhe Manítoba Chinese Post
and t,he Praírie Chinese News of Canada, and the weekly

broadcast by the Chinese Culture and Community Centre, also
supporL the use of Chinese, their main int.erest is not the
language itself;

their influence on t.he maintenance of
Chinese is also limited, as the Chínese newspapers are
circulated only among t.hose who have competence reading
Chinese and the Chinese radio broadcast also has a smallaudience.
The most important function of the Chinese schools,
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however, is t.o offer Chinese language instruction, either in

or Mandarin. The Chinese Public School teaches
Cantonese only. Both the Manitoba Academy of Chinese
Studíes and the Pei-ing Chinese School teach Mandarin on1y.
The Manitoba Instit,ut,e of Chinese lranguage, Cu1t,ure and Arts
teaches mostly Cantonese, but also offers adult Mandarin
classes. All these schools are of t,he supplementary type.
That ís, they offer an average of two hours of classes
weekly outside the regular school system on Saturdays. In
addítion to language classes, these schools also offer other
culture related subjecLs, such as Taiji, which is a type of
Chinese marshal arts, tradit,ional Chinese paint.ing, Chínese
Cantonese

calligraphy, etc.
Although functionally more or less the same, Lhe four
schools have different origíns and are run by personnel from
different sectors of the communíty (cf. Doherty, 1987). The
Chínese Public School was established by the Manitoba
Chinese Benevolent AssociaLion in the 1960s. The Mani-t.oba

of Chinese Studies was established in L974 by a
group of professíonals, who came to lfinnipeg relatively
recently. The Manit.oba Instítut,e of Chinese Language,
Culture and Arts was establíshed in 1977, also by a group
professionals, âs a result of separation from the Chinese
Public School. The Pei-ing Chinese School, established ín
1983, is a school run by the Indo-China Chinese Associat.ion.
Although separately organi-zed, the four schools

Academy
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nevertheless share the ideology of preserving and promotíng
Chinese as an ímportant aspect of Chinese culture among the
young Chinese in Winnipeg. For a number of years, the four

schools have held joint in-service training programmes for

teachers. Recently, as a need was felt for improved
communication among the four schools, âfl Association of
Manitoba Teachers of Chinese l-,anguage and Cultura1 Arts was
established, particípat,ed in by members from all four
schools. Vfith this associaLion, the four schools now are
able to promote their common ínt,erest as well as gain
support from the larger society with a united effort.
The teachers of the four Chinese schools are of very
similar backgrounds. The teaching staff of the four schools
were born outside Canada. Although mostly not. t.eachers by

profession, nearly all of them have a university educatj-on
of some kind, or are presently at.tendíng university in North
America. Not all teachers are loca1 Chinese; all four
schools also attract a sizable number of visa university
st,udents as teaching staff . For example, eight out of t.he
twenty-t.hree teachers at t.he Manitoba Academy of Chinese
Studies in the 1989 - L990 year were visa students, doíng
undergraduat.e or graduate studies at the Universj-ty of
Manitoba. The teachers are thus usually those who have a
solid educational background in both Chinese and English and
are devoted promoters of Chinese language and culture.
The students at the schools are themselves either
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Canadían-born or those who, although born outside Canada,

at an early age with little or no formal
education in Chinese. Many of them, however, attend the
Chinese schools ouL of t.he desire of their parents rather
For example, seven of Lhe eighL
t,han of their own volitíon.
students in the grade seven class at the Manitoba Academy of
Chinese Studies duríng the 1989 - 1990 year said that t.hey
were taking Chinese classes because their parents wanted
them to. Only one of them said that he attended Chinese
classes because he wanted to learn Chinese. These students
were all born j-n Canada and were between the ages of
thírteen and sixteen. Two of them were already fourth
came

to

Canada

generat,ion Canadians, one had an immigrant mother and

a

Canadian father, and all the rest had immigrant parent.s.

All of them had been attending the Chinese school since
kindergarten.

In general, the students in this class had not, yet
achieved functional proficiency in the variety of Chinese
they had been learning, Mandarin. The class was known t,o be
the most difficult one to teach in the whole school at that
time, because of the non-cooperative nature of the students.
Outside the Chinese school, however, these students were all
known to be doing extremely we1I. One of the students had
skipped a grade in high school and was ahead of his grade
leveI. Several st,udents in the class were fluent in French
as a result of attending French immersion schools.
1,9L

aptitude or intelligence clearly râras not a
factor in the unsuccessful learning of Chinese by these
student.s at the Chínese school, since they were known to be
good learners of French, which was also a second language to
them, and of ot,her school subj ects. One explanation f or a
difference between their achievement in Mandarin and t.heír
achievement in French, boLh being second languages to them,
lies ín the difference in t.heir motivation for learning the
I-,anguage

two languages.
The social psychology of language choice distinguishes

two types of motívation for learning a second language,

instrumental and integrative (I-,ambert, 1984, p. 239) . An
instrumental motivat.íon is present where a second language
ís learned for its practical values and advantages, and an
int.egrative motivat.ion is present where speakers are wílling
to identify with the group whose language they are learning.
As far as the instrumental motivation for learning the two
languages ís concerned, the award for learníng French was
immediate for these students, since it counted in their
toLaL achievement in schools, but the practical value for

learning Chinese was noL dírectly obsen¡abIe, since it did
not count ín their school record. The acquisítion of
Mandarin did not seem to be direct.ly related to their
personal advancement in the larger Canadian society. Nor
was Mandarin the language normally spoken even in their
homes. As a resulL, Mandarin did not seem Lo have any
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utilitarían value in their daÍ1y líves.
The integrat,ive motivation for language learning seemed
to be lacking in the learning of Chinese for t,he group of
students as weIl. Their experíence as part of Lhe eLhnic
Chinese group, especially in their generation of t.he group,
had shown these students that their membership in the group
did not necessarily depend on a linguístic identity to be
acquired through their learníng in the classroom, and
speaking Chinese was no longer t.he group norm for their
generation. Moreover, if they were to identify themselves
with the ethnic Chinese, they would identify with the loca1
group rather than the geographícalIy far removed larger
group whose national language they were being taught to
speak ín the Chinese school. In fact, many young Canadianborn Chinese índeed. perceive themselves to be more Canadian
than Chinese. I¡lhen asked about her ethnic ident.ification,
one Canadian-born informant, of Taishanese parent,s spoke as
follows: rrÏ belong here. I know what's goíng on here, but
T know nothing ín China. If you told me something there, I
may not, have understood.tt A popular expression t,haL many
Canadian-born Chinese in Vüínnipeg use t.o describe themselves
is that they are like "bananastt: "yellow outside but white
inside", meaning that while they have Chinese complexion,
inside, t.hey are really Canadj-an. Thus, t,hey already see
themselves as beíng very dífferent, from their immigrant
parents, who normally speak Chinese.
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According to some teachers, the lack of interest. in
learning chinese among t,hese grade seven students at t,he
Manitoba Academy of chinese studies was an age-related
phenomenon. Both the younger and the older grade student.s
were said to be more studious learners of t,he language than
they were. These st,udents belonged to a group that had just

old enough t,o be able to participat,e in a wíde
variety of social activitíes and. t.hus had begun to expand
their individual networks. As a result, they wourd find
less time for studying chinese and at the same time would
show a desire for identifyíng with other sociar groups j-n
whose activities they were participating.
However, they
inrere also said to be capable of developíng more interest and
appreciation for in-group values as they grew up.
Nevertheress, both instrumentar motivation and integrative
motivation seem to be lacking in these stud.ents, learning of
chinese, which are present in their learning of French.
some teachers blame the parents for not encouragíng the
students to learn or use chinese at home and leaving that
responsíbilit,y to the school. However, the ideology of the
parents who send their children to the chinese school may
not be the same as that of the teachers or language
advocates. one parent expressed the folrowing view: r'one
of the reasons that, r like this chinese school is that t.hey
don't force your children to master the language.'r This
parent,, a professional, was himself Canadian-born. To him,
become
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becoming functional ín Chinese was noL t,he reason for him to

keep his children at the Chinese school. His expectation

for his children attending the Chínese school was rat.her
their accult,uration in Chinese.
In general, the attitude of parents toward Chinese
language education for their children is ambívalent.. On the
one hand, they express a concern for the preservation of
Chinese by the younger generation and thus show an interest
in Chinese language educatíon. On the other hand, they are
anxious that theír children be able to get ahead in the
larger Canadian society, which emphasizes competence in the
English language and other social and academic skills.
Therefore, t,hey do not, want to distract the attention of
their children from mainstream education with too much time
and energy spent on education in Chinese, which, being an
ethnic community language, is not considered part, of Lhe
mainstream culture of Canadian societ,y.
Such an ambivalence ín the attitude of the Chinese
parent,s toward Chínese language education for their children
was demonsLrated through their ínitial support, for a Chinese
heritage language programme in the publíc school system and
later t,heir indifference toward the programme that result.ed
ín the final cancellation of the programme in Wínnipeg
School Division No. 1, in 1991. The Chinese heritage
language prograrnme in Winnipeg School DÍvision No. l- was
started in 1984 at the ínítiative of a single Chinese
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language advocate in the community, supported by Chínese

parents. During the six years the programme was in
operation, Chinese was taught ín two prímary schools in
Winnipeg, Vict,oria-Albert, School and ,Tohn M. King School.
I¡ocated in downtown I¡Iinnipeg, the two schools had a large
concentration of students of new Chinese immigrant
background. In the 1989 - 1-990 school year, about 130 of
the 500 students at Victoria-Albert School were of Chínese
ethnic background. However, only 23 students of Chinese
origin at the Victoria-Albert School were taking t.he Chínese
heritage language classes that same academic year, 23 beíng
the mínímal number of studenLs for any heritage language to
be taught in a public school in Manitoba. Thís attendance
in the Chinese classes at Victoria-Albert School was smaIl
compared to both the t.otal number of the Chinese students at.
the school at the time and the large number of student.s who
took Chinese classes when the programme l,,ras fírst started.
Owing to the ínsufficient number of students who requested
the Chinese programme at both schools, it was finally
cancelled in both schools the followíng yearla. According
to the teacher who taught the Chínese classes at both
schools over the years, the Chinese parents trare more
concerned with their kids' advances in the Canadian
society", so thaL ttthe maintenance of Chj-nese is being
supported but is struggling[ in the public school system.
The obserwation of the differences in attitude toward
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the t,eaching of Chinese in lilinnipeg in the Chinese community
is supported by relevant data gathered through the language
use survey that formed the focus of the prevíous chapter.
The very last questíon asked of the informants in t.he
language use survey was with respect to their opinion
whether Chinese should continue to be taught in Vüinnípeg.
The informants were gíven three choices for t,he reply:
"yes", "indifferentrr, or rrnoil. A vast majorit,y of the L22
informants (109) chose the af f irmative answer ,,yes,,, eight
indicated that they were rrindifferenLtt, and three answered
lr

11g ll .

Although becoming functional in Chinese is no longer

a

realistic objective to be reached by Chínese schools in the
community, there are, however, achíevement.s by the Chinese
schools in other aspects of cult,ural maintenance as well as
achievements ín ethnic group maíntenance. The very
existence of the schools provÍdes a meeting ground for the
young Chinese, who otherwise would be totally immersed ín
the large society out.side their homes. The schools thus
provj-de the sLudents with the sense of a group. In the
Chinese schools, Lhe young Chinese are able to meet with
ot,hers of their own ethnic background and be exposed to the
cultural models provided by t,heir teachers; they are also
exposed to the cultural values transmitted by the schools.
According to one of the pioneers of a Chinese language
school, the value of attending the Chinese school is not so
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the Chinese that the students are able to learn or to
retain, but rather the cultural values the students are
exposed to while they are still young that will last them
all their lives. Her own children, all being Canadian-born
and university graduates, also went through the Chínese
school as they grew up. Even though they now hardly have
any chance to speak Chinese and, even when given the chance,
they are hardly able Lo, they nevertheless tell theír mother
in many !ûays,
how theír ways of dealing with things stíl],
are influenced by the educatíon they received at the Chinese
school. The parent, too, also proudly attributed the
personal achievemenLs of her children in the larger society
to the ínfluence of the Chinese education her children had
received in t,he Chinese school.
The schools probably also real-ize that making students
functional in Chinese is not a realistic outcome that can be
expected of them either. As a result, the goals of the
Chinese schools are not restricted to the promotion and
maintenance of the Chínese language. Although language
teachíng is the most ímportant component of the Chinese
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schools in Winnipeg, the schools have nevertheless defíned
their goals of language teaching within a larger objecLive

of cultural maintenance (ct. fndo-Chína Chinese Associat,ion
of Manitoba, 1987; Institute of Chinese l-,anguage and
Cultural Arts, !987). This orientatíon of the Chinese
schools is also reflected in theÍr incl-usion of cultural
L9I

subjects in addition to language as components of teachíng.
In addition, among Chinese educators in Winnipeg, there
has also been a concern for a curriculum with relevance to
students with a Chinese-Canadian background. The Manitoba
Academy of Chinese Studies, for example, has been using its
own textbooks for teachíng Mandarin to its students since
1-975 (teachers at the Manitoba Academy of Chínese St.udies,
personal communication). At t.he presenL, t,he school still
has a committee working on a new edit.ion of íts 1ocalIyorj-ented Chinese l-ranguage Arts textbooks.
However vígilant, the Chinese schools are in theír

efforts to teach and promote interest in Chinese among the
young Chinese in Winnipeg, their efforts cannot be
considered t.o be successful in so far as t.hey do not produce
funct,íonaI Chinese speakers. The effect of these schools on
culture and group maintenance is, however, more successful
t,han the effect on language maintenance. An important part
of teaching ín the Chinese language classrooms in these
Chinese schools ís the teaching of the Chinese charact.ers.
Because of the role the Chinese writíng system plays in the
Chínese culture and in the Chinese concept. of the language,
both the parents and the teachers place an important
emphasís on the teaching of the Chinese characters in the
Chinese language classrooms. Much of the homework from the
Chinese school also involves Lhe writÍng or copying of the
Chinese charact,ers. In the Manitoba Academy of Chinese
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Studies, for example, annual competition is held for good
handwríting in Chinese, along with the competition for
reading in Chinese. One ís surprised to find ín these
supplementary Chinese schools that the students, alt.hough
with little proficiency ín the Chinese they are learning,
are able to produce good copies of complicat,ed Chinese
characters with sophistication, even though t,hey may not be
able to make connections between the wrítten forms and
meanings. Chinese writ.íng, thus, is more of a cultural
artifact, loaded with cultural meaning, than a functional
tool of communication t,hat the schools are able to pass on
to theír students.
Nonet,heless, the students of the Chinese schools
generally have a positive attitude toward their own ethnic
group, are able to make fríends with their own ethnic aroup
members, and are willing to part,icipate ín ethníc group
For example, many students at the Chinese
activities.
schools are at the same t.ime also members of other socíal- or
cultural groups wíthin the community, such as the Chinese
Yout,h Club or the Chinese Folk Dance troupes, and do
volunteer work during the Folklorama Festival, held every
August Ín Winnipeg.
The influence of the Chinese schools as agencíes for
the promotion of Chínese language and cuLture in the Chinese
community is, however, limited. Not all young Chinese
attend Chinese schools. At the time when the fieldwork for
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this study was carried out in 1990, the enrolment at the
Manitoba Academy of Chinese Studíes was 110; at the Manitoba
Institute of Chinese l-ranguage, Culture and Art.s it was !75,
and at the Peí-ing Chinese school ít was 180. Altogether,
the students of the Chinese schools make up only a small
proportion of school aged Chinese populatíon in Winnipegls.
Most school-aged chíIdren of Chinese descent in Vüinnipeg do
not attend Chinese schools. Thus, alt.hough the Chinese
schools have a role to play in the maintenance of the
Chinese language and culture in the Chinese community ín
lilinnipeg, this rol-e is nevertheless limited as it does not
reach t.he majority.

LANGUAGE CONSCIOUSNESS

tinguístic criterion, the Chinese are not one
group but many groups divided by mutually uninLelligible
Chinese dialects. The varíous dialects spoken by the
Chinese define t,heir speakers within their distinctj-ve
boundaríes. Beíng Chinese thus does not imply a common
linguístic identity, except in the wrítten form of the
language. However, language has never been an object of
polit,ical struggle for Chinese speakers, âs one fínds it has
been, for example, between the Croatians and Serbians in
Yugoslavia and between the French and Englísh in the larger

By a strict
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joined the Chinese together as
the largest nation of the world is rather the amalgamating
force of Chinese civílization.
No maLt.er where they are and
what Chínese dialect t,hey may speak, Chinese nevert,heless
all refer t,o themselves as t.he "descendants of Yan and
Huangtt, the legendary kings of two ancíent tribes from whích
the Chinese nationalíty originat,ed.
However, the Chinese are not unconscious of t.he
linguistic differences among them. Ever sínce the first
unif ication of China by Qínshj-huang in 221- 8.C., various
efforts have been taken by politícal rulers at dífferent
times to unify the Chinese language as part of their effort.
to reinforce the poIítíca1 unificat.ion. This effort,
included the unífication of the Chinese writíng by
Qinshíhuang right after he unified China for the first time
more than two thousand years ago. Today we see it in t,he
promotion of t,he standardízed Chinese in contemporary China.
Among ordinary Chinese speakers, there is also language
consciousness. Stereotypes among speakers of people from
different localities who speak different, local dialects can
always be found. For example, people from Beijing who speak
the local Beijing dialect are referred Lo as being 'smooth'
or 'crafLy'; people from Tianjin who speak the Mandarín
dialect of Tianjin are 'glib-tongued'; and people from Hubei
who speak some form of Southwestern Mandarin are 'sharp
tongued'. Regionality, marked by speech variet,íes, has
Canadian society.

What has
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alürays existed, such that serr¡ices may be extended or denied

just on the ground of a shared speech varíety. Incident,s of
these are not infrequently reported by outsiders to places
such as Canton or Shanghai, where the regional standard
prevails. In a ttmatched-guisert experiment carried out. with
a multidialecLal group of college students in the city of
Guangzhou (Canton), Kalmar et al. (1987) showed the
dífferent, attitudes toward the Cantonese accent in Putonghua
expressed by native speakers of Cantonese and natÍve
speakers of other Chinese díalects and t.he prejudice of
natÍve speakers of Cantonese toward Putonghua. To the
nat.ive Cantonese speaking judges in thís experiment, the
presumed Cantonese speaker was taller (height being a
general socíolinguistic críteríon of positíve affect toward
speaker) and more simpatico on personal matters than the
presumed Putonghua speaker, but these responses were not
shared by non-Cantonese speakers (p. 503).
Emotions toward different dialect varieties are also
d.ifferent. Among t,he Chinese ín VüinniPê9, Mandarin has been
overtly expressed as "civilized" speech, because "it does
not contaín the many un-written slang or cursing words found
in other Chinese dialects", whereas the local dialect,s are
trroughtt.

Moreover, differences in speech have also been made use
of as markers of group identíty and group membership (Giles,
L979) by the Chinese in Winnipeg. Among the Chinese,
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regional identities have always been very important; they
usually always have t,heir own corresponding linguistic
varietíes in the varíous Chinese dialect.s. T¡trhen speakers of
the same region get, t,ogether, their gatherings are thus
nearly always linguistically marked. For example, when the
Association of the Chaozhou People has its gatherings, it is
always the Min dialect of Chaozhou that is used, no mat.t,er
how formal the occasion is or whether the gathering is
Ioca1, regional, or international. TVhen groups of Taishan
background geL together, Íor example t,he long established
clan associations, such as the Mah's and the I¡i's Societies,
the linguistíc variety for theír gatherings is the Yue
dialect of Taishan. In these cases, social-group identj-ty,
which ís derived from a common regional J-dentity,
corresponds to a linguistic ident,it,y.
Although the choÍce of a linguistic symbol for
linguistically homogeneous groups is more or less automatic,
when participants of heterogenous linguístic backgrounds get.
together, such a choíce becomes conscious. Among the
Chinese in l¡trinnipeg, the selectíon of 1ínguístic varieties
for formal occasions with linguísticaIly heterogenous
part.icipants often involves more t.han one linguistic
variety, such that a Chinese variety and Englísh are usually
both selected. A Chinese variety ís select,ed partly for the
practical purpose of conveying messages, and partly for íts
symbolism oi ethnicity, and English is chosen mainly for íts
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communicative function.

The selection of a Chínese variety

for activities ínvolving partícípants with a heterogenous
background is most often based on majority rule. In many
cases, such a selectíon is Cant,onese. At a communiLy
celebration of Confucius birthday, wíth participation of
differenL generations in the community, for example, both
Cantonese and Englísh were used as the formal languages of
the meeting. I¡lhile Cantonese was selected out of
consideration and respect for the elderly present who knew
little Englísh, English was used for the inclusion of the
young Chinese who no longer normally spoke Chinese. Note,
however, that whenever there are participant.s with a
heterogenous linguistic background of both Taishanese and
Cantonese, ít ís Cant.onese rather than the dialect of
Taishan that is selected.
Cantonese has also been the Chinese variety used on t.he
Folklorama Fest.j-va1 stage at the Chinese Pavilion along wíth
English. In this case, Cant,onese ís only used for its
symbolism of the ethnic Chinese group in Winnipeg, while
English is the language for conveying message to the
audíence. This very fact suggests the dominance of
Cantonese in the Chinese communíty ín Vüinnipeg.
Where the majority rule can not be applied without
erect,ing barriers Lo intelligibílity,
or where no consensus
can be reached as to which Chi-nese dialect is that of t.he
majority, or where efficÍency of communication is more
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import.ant t,han linguístic

symbolism, only English is used.

This turned out to be the case at the fírst meeting of t,he
Association of Manitoba Teachers of Chinese Language and
CulLure, a community wide associatíon of Chinese language
teachers involving all four supplementary Chinese language
schools ín l¡trinnipeg. Just as the four Chinese language
schools rÁrere divided by the two Chinese diaLects they each
chose to teach, Cantonese and Mandarin, so were the
linguistic backgrounds of the teachers. To use either one
of the díalects would mean either the repetition in or the
exclusion of the other. However, on this occasion the use
of one dialect, to the exclusion of the other, by a
political fígure ín the community, fuI1y bidialectal in both
dialect,s, would not mean so much the simple exclusion of t.he
other dialect as the possible impression of bias t.hat might
be left toward a dialect group. To maíntaín the use of
Chinese at this meeting thus meant ej-ther the use of both
Chínese dialects, in the case of a fuIly bidialectal
speaker, or the use of one of the Chinese dialects and
English, by a speaker who either was not bidialect,al in the
two Chinese dialects or was not willing to use one of the
dialects whatever the reason, even though the repetition
resulted in more redundancy than necessary for communicaLíve
efficiency. Therefore, simply for the sake of efficiency or
neutrality, a speaker may abandon the use of Chínese and
resort to English. This was in fact what a guest speaker,
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t.he President of the Chinese Culture and Community Centre,
chose L.o do in an opening address, âs he began with these

words: "I¡lhich Chinese dialect shall I use, Cantonese or
Mandarín? I could speak Cantonese. I could speak Mandarin,
too. Since I don't want to translate back and fort.h between
the two dialects, and be efficient, T'11 speak Engli-sh. "
As elsewhere, language choice of social and cultural
groups within the community ís marked by generational and
age group dífferences. Thus, within social groups of the
elderly, one can expect the línguistic variety to be one or
another dialect of Chinese. In groups that. are
linguistically and generationally heterogenous, one may
expect to find English being used along with one or more
díalect,s of Chinese. In groups made up of the young Chinese
on1y, such as the Chinese Youth Club, the linguistic variety
is invariably English, regardless of the language or dialect
varieties t.hese young Chinese may use at home. Thus,
linguístic variet.ies mark social group affiliations for
their speakers, either conscíously or unconsciously, withín
t,he Chinese community.

Furthermore, a linguistic varíety may be consciously

as the marker of group identity in the formation of
a voluntary association. Such is the case with the Manitoba
Academy of Chinese Studies, a voluntary socíal- group, formed
most,ly by relat,ively recent Chinese immigrant,s of
professíonal background. The formal language of t,he
employed
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Manitoba Academy of chinese studies is Mandarin, which is

the chj-nese varíety taught in its chinese school as well
the formal Chinese variety spoken at. its meetings, even

as

though most members of the Manitoba Academy of chinese

st,udies speak different chinese dialect,s as t,heir mother
tongues. Moreover, the group has also chosen to use t,he

simplified Chinese characters for its formal writt.en
chinese, for example for teaching in íts chinese classrooms
and for the publícation of its monthly newspaper, even
though many of those who run the newspaper habitually use
t.he tradit.j-onal chinese characters themselves. Although the
formation of the group may have been based on an ideology
other than that of the particular chinese díalect or the
particular wrítten form of Chinese alone, Mandarin and
simprified characters are chosen by the Manitoba Acad.emy of
Chinese Studies as its group markers. However, the
identífícation with Mandarin and. with the simplified chj-nese
characters does not necessarily imply an ident.ificat.ion with
any political power in China. Rather, Mandarin and t,he
simplífíed Chínese characters are used by the Manit,oba
Academy of chínese studies to mark its group distinct.iveness
and to distínguish it from other socíal groups withín the
community who do not share the same 1Ínguistic or
ídeological aspírat.ions.

¿Uó

CONCLUSION

Overt efforts toward the mai-nt,enance of Chinese in the
Chínese community is mostly demonstrated through the efforts

of Chinese schools in Ïfinnípeg. However, the effect of the
Chinese schools as agencies of language maintenance amongl
the Chinese in Wínnipeg is límited. These schools, although
preoccupied with the teachíng of Chinese, ffiây nevertheless
have a more important role to play in the maint,enance of t,he
ethnic culture as well as in et,hnic group continuit,y in the
younger generation rather than ín the maintenance of a
Chinese language itself .
Consciousness of a 1ínguistic identity and the
conscious use of a linguistic variety as the marker of
social identity may be conducíve to both Lhe promotion and
the maintenance of that Iínguistic variety. In the case of
Mandarin as the social group marker of the Manitoba Academy
of Chínese Studies, speakers voluntarily acquire Mandarin
f or t,heir membership in the group. They thus increase t,he
number of speakers of Mandarin in the Chinese community.
However, just because consciousness exists of dialect
variation within Chinese and of the symbolic aspect, of the
variat.ion, speakers may also conscíously choose to avoid the
use of Chinese at all and use Englísh instead for its
neutrality within the communít,y, thus increasing the process
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of language shíft toward English. The behavj_our of the
Chínese speakers in Winnipeg toward Chínese, thus, although
inf luences t,he language choice of t,hese speakers, is not,
determinative to the maintenance of Chinese in l¡Iinniþeq.
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CHAPTER VI

CODE-SWITCHING

While the overt efforts of the Chinese communiLy,
represented by the Chinese language schools, to promote and
maint.ain Chinese in Winnipeg do not seem to be determinaLive

to the maintenance of Chinese and the language consciousness
of Chinese speakers shows varying effect on language choice
and language use, this chapter focuses on the actual verbal
behaviour of bilínguaI and bidialectal Chj-nese speakers as
reflected in bilingual and bidialectal code-switching. The
term code-switching as it is used here refers to the
alternate use of two distínctive linguístj-c variet.íes,
either languages or dialects, in the case of Chinese.
In the foIlowíng, at.tempts will be made t,o place the
obserr¡able individual code choices at the micro l-eveI of
social interaction within the speech economy and the socíal
context of the communíty. The importance of the study of
the code-switching phenomenon to the topic of language
maintenance and language shift is, as pointed out by Fishman
(L972) , in that t'both interference and swítching are related
2tt

t,o the domains and variance sources of bilingualism, on

Lhe

one hand, and to socio-cultural processes and types of

interaction, on the other hand" (p. 109).

SOURCES OF EVIDENCE

During t.he two years of fieldwork, observation was also

made

of the bilínguaI and bidíalectal behaviour of Chínese
speakers at the micro level of face-t.o-face int.eraction.
The data from the obserr¡ation include field notes and some
tape-recorded bilingual speech exchange of a group of
Chinese language teachers in Winnipeg.
It was obserr¡ed that t.he bilingual Chínese speakers ín
Vüinnipeg not only invariably code switch when they
communicate across Lhe ethnic boundary with non-Chinese, buL
also amongst themselves within the Chinese community. Tn
general, where code-switchíng occurs in response to social
sítuations, a co-occurrence rule applies so that only one
linguistic variety is situationally appropriate in a
particular social situation. Where code-swítchíng occurs as
a resul-t of t.he momentary int,ent of the speaker, more than
one linguistíc variety may be juxtaposed lrlithin t.he same
speech exchange. These two types of code-swítching have
been defined by Gumperz as situat,ional code-switching and
metaphorícal, ot conversational, code-switching,
zrz

respectively (Blom and Gumperz, 1972; Gumperz, 1982a).
All bilingual members of the Chínese communj-t.y code
switch depending on socíal situations, since, f.or example,
they use Chinese only with other Chinese speakers and
English with non-Chínese and those members of t,he community
who no longer speak Chinese. The use of conversational
code-switching, on the other hand, i.e., code-switching
r^rithout changes in social situations, ís not a universal
phenomenon among bilingual members of the community. In t,he
t.hree institutíonal- locations of t.he fieldwork,
conversational code-switching was frequently observed among
members of the Manitoba Academy of Chínese Studies, but it
did not seem to occur among members of the ot.her two groups,
the Chinese United Church and the Hua En Chapel. Among
members of t,he two ethnic Chinese churches, speakers were
found to code switch only with different int.erlocuLors.
ft can be saíd that the occurrence of conversational
code-swítchíng in t,he Chinese community in lalinnipeg is
network-specific and reflects the network-specific
convention of language use. Only speakers who have multíple
roles both withín the Chinese community and in the larger
society and who have experience using the two languages as
required by theír multíple roles are 1ike1y to juxtapose
elements of both Chínese and Englísh within t.heír speech
when t,hey communicate with oLher bilingual speakers who have
the same bilínguaI experience. However, even among speakers
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practise conversatj-onal code-switching, codeswitching does not occur to t.he same extent, i.e., on the
same occasions or with the same frequency.
Although situational code-switching may be predicted to
some extent given salient situat,ional features, such as the
participant, the topic, and the settíng, conversat.ional
code-switching in the speech of bi1íngual Chinese speakers
is not. predicable, as it frequently occurs as a result of
t,he momentary intent. of the speaker. Moreover, while
speakers use different languages and dialects in different
social situations, the juxtaposition of linguÍstic forms
within speech occurs only between languages; conversational
code-switching seldom, if ever, occurs across Chínese
día1ect boundaries.
However, the argument, here ís not to suggest that,
English forms are not found in the Chinese spoken by members
of the two ethnic churches who did not show the same type of
code-switching as was found among t,he professionals at the
Chinese school. Forms such as ttO.K. ", ilYeahil, and "Byett do
frequently occur in the otherwise monolingual Chinese speech
of many indivídua1s. So do some individual Englísh nouns,
such asrrholidayttandrrstop sign", âs well as personal and
place names in Englísh. Vt?ren these English forms occur,
they express meaníngs that are not as easily explainable in
Chinese. When they do occur, these English words are oft.en
integrated ínto the sound systems of the Chínese dialects of
who do
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the speakers. They are considered to be borrowings from
Englísh rather than cases of code-switching, since t.hey are
not used ín the same way as t,he juxtaposit,ion of trdo
languages is found in conversational code-switching. The
use of t,hese English words by Chinese speakers in Winnipeg
in their Chinese utterances are also results of the contact,
between speakers' Chínese and English.

SITUATIONAL CODE-SWITCHING

sociolinguistíc studies have shown the relationship
between situaÈional factors and the choice of speech forms.
In The social stratifícation of EngTish in New York city
(1966) , Labov found that Ï-,ower East Side New York speakers
varied t,heir speech styles in accordance with the socía1
situations they found themselves in. Thus, by intentionally
making certain siLuational features salient, I-,abov was abl-e
to e1ícít a large range of speech styles from New York
speakers. fn a Northern Irish village, Douglas-Cowie (L978)
found that the presence of an Englísh outsider and t.he
discussion of such t,opics as educatíon and occupation would
ínitiate a switch to the more standard forms of English
Err¡in-Trípp (1964) showed the
among t.he villagers.
relat.ionship between seLLing and language choice.
Greenfield and Fishman (L971) demonstrated that al-I three
Many
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factors, participant, topic, and set.t.ing, are necessary for
the interpret.ation of congruent situations related to
language choice by Puerto-Rican bilingual speakers in New
York cíty (p. 248).
Not all social and situational factors, nor a1I
domains, however, are of equal importance Lo the choice of

linguistic variet,ies in all speech communities at. alr t,imes.
Gal (L979) found that, among t,he villagers of Oberwart in
the east,errunost province of Austría, the participant was a
more important factor than either the settíng or the t,opíc
in determíning the select,ion between Hungarían and German.
Fishman (1,972) noted the crucial importance of the family
domain to language choice in multilingual communities.
According to Fishman, the family domain is important ín t,he
multilingual communitíes because multílíngualism often
either 'rbegins in the family and depends upon it. for
encouragement if noL for protection, il or rrü¡ithdrar^¡s into the
family domain after it has been replaced from other domains
in which it was previously encountered" (p. g2).
Since the bilingual and bidialectal Chinese speakers
speak Chinese only with other Chinese who share their
dialect, background in Chinese but, use English elsewhere,
Chinese is an in-group language for the eLhnic Chinese in
winnipeg. while chinese is used most often in the informal
sítuat,ions of the home and friendship, English is used for
all formal purposes related to work, school and the larger
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society. However, the in-group language is not, exclusively
Chinese, âs English has also come to be used not only to t,he
near exclusion of Chinese among many Canadian-born Chinese
but also on various occasions by non-Canadian-born Chinese
who are bilínguaI. Code-switching as a consequence of
change ín topic, setting, or participant by Chinese
bilinguals in füinnipeg can be frequently obserrred.
However, gj-ven t,he sít,uat.ional fact,ors of Lopic,
setting, and particípant, the situational code-switching of
the bilingual and bidialectal Chinese speakers in Winnipeg
is not always predictable. For example, one cannot always
tell for certaín whether code-switching will occur in the
speech of a given bilingual Chinese speaker given a change
in t,opic or setting. When the settíng is changed, many
Chinese bilinguals continue to use whatever Chinese dialect.
t.hat they habítually use among Lhem, while others swj-tch to
English. More predict.able than code-switching as ínitíated
by a change in settíng is one initíated by a change ir¡
topic. StíIl, all one can say is that code-switching is
more Iikely to occur or is likely to be more frequent in t.he
speech of a given bilingual speaker with a change in certain
t.opics, for example the change from the Lopic of domestic
affairs to a topic of the school, but this cannot be firmly
predicted.
The choice of language or díalect by Chínese bilinguals

in Vüinnípeg ís more predíctabIe, however, with a change in
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t.he participant than with either a change in t.opic or

setting, âs bilingual and bidialectal Chínese speakers are
observed to switch between languages and Chinese dialects
frequently with different interlocutors. Smooth switching
between languages and dialects as a function of ínterlocuLor
depends on the speaker's knowledge of the ínterlocutor, and
therefore takes place only among famíIiar participants.
Between strangiers, negotiation of some kind would have to
t.ake place at the initial stage of the encounLer before
decísÍons can be made on the language or dialect variety to
be used between particípants.
In addj-tion, where the linguíst,íc factor comes j-nto
p1ay, there are individual differences in the choice of
linguistic varieties. Only t,hose who are bilingual or
bidía1ecta1 and who have experience in using both languages
or dialects are likely to code switch. Speakers with
limited facility in a second language or dialect are seldom
found to code switch between languages or dialects. As the
analysis of the language use sur-vey data in Chapter TV has
shown, among the informants, such personal factors as the
age of arrival and the length of time spent in Canada also
both affect the sÈructure of individual linguistic
repertoire, and thus the choice of language and dialect
varieties in the various Chinese refevant domains of
language use as we11. Although stylistic varíations also
exíst within languages and díalect.s, choice between language
2]-8

talked to each other in Cantonese. As a norm, the whole
family, includíng t,he two sons, spoke Cantonese with their
friend from VÍetnam. In talking to the fieldworker, the
t,hree adults all spoke Mandarin but the t.wo boys used
English. During a car ride of twenty minutes, the
mínist,er's wife and t,heir f ríend spent most of the time
talking to each other in Cantonese while the two boys were
joking with each other and playíng games ín English. The
mínister, whí1e drivíng, occasionally joined in the
conversation with t.he two adult.s in Cantonese by making one
or Lwo comments. At one time, the younger boy t.urned from
his conversation wíth the elder brother in English to make a
request f or a t,reat f rom his mother in Cant,onese. He
swítched back to English when he resumed his talk wit.h his
elder brother. Toward the end of the car ríde, when the
míníster's wíf e and t.he f emale church member turned f rom
their conversatíon to speak to the fieldworker, they bot.h
switched to Mandarín.
Code-switching among the partícipant.s during the twenty
mínute car ride involved three línguistic varieties,
Cantonese, Mandarin and English. All these linguistic
varietíes were used according to the partícípant factor. In
all instances, only one language or dialect variety
appropriate Lo one role-relationship was used in one speech
exchange, without, juxtaposition of linguistic forms from
dif f erent linguist.ic varietíes.
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CODE.SWITCHING A}TD THE TOPIC

Code-switching as a result of topic change is also often
observed among bilingual and bidialectal Chinese speakers.

In such cases, speakers switch from one language to another
or from one dialect to anot.her as t.hey shift topics while
the participant and sett,ing remain unchangedThe following example, in which code-switching occurred
in response to the topic of speech, $tas obser-r¡ed during a
talk gíven t.o a group of chinese language teachers by a
psychologíst working ín the public school system in
Winnipeg. The speaker, the school psychologist, was a
naLive speaker of Mandarin, but also spoke Cantonese and
English fluently. The audience was made up of bilingual and
bid.iatectal Chinese speakers, who spoke either Cantonese or
Mandarin or both as well as English. The Lopic of the talk
\l'ras on the understanding of bilingual children in the

teaching of heritage languages.
The speaker began by informÍng the audience of the code

of her speech: she would use Mandarin, but where she was
not able to make herSelf c]ear, She would t'swítch over'r to
English. The perceived appropriateness of Mandarin for the
occasion was based on t,he characterist,ics of a particular
audíence: a group of teachers teaching Chinese in WinniPeg,
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and the characteristics of a partícular set,ting: a meeting

to ínaugurate a Chínese language teachers' association for
the promotíon of the teaching of Chínese in Winnipeg.
However, the speaker seemed to be aware of an incongruency
beLween the topic of her speech and other characteristics of
t.he social situation. That is, whíle both the participants
and the setting suggested the appropriateness of Mandarin,
the topic was nevertheless one that she would most often
come across at work in English and therefore was most
comfortable talking about in English. Owing to such a
perceived incongruency in the social conLext in which her
talk was to be situated, the speaker thus was prepared to
code switch.

As ít turned out, all three linguistic varieties

known

to the speaker and the audíence were used by the speaker
duríng her talk. At various times, the speaker switched
from Mandarin to talk in Englísh instead. In general,
however, statements were made mostly in Mandarin, while
quotations and cornments were cíted ín English. Cantonese
was used least often, only on cert.aín t.opics related to
part,ícular cultural experiences or experiences to be shared
with some of the audience, who spoke Cantonese.
On a number of occasions, t.he speaker seemed to be
conscíous about an expected code swít,ch as she shífted
topics. At one of the switches, for example, she said: rrÏ
have Lo say this in Mandarin. I'm a Mandarin person.t' She
zzz

then swítched from Englísh to Mandarin to talk about, her own
experíence as a bilínguaI youngster doing grocery shopping
with her mother in China.
Frequent code-switching between Mandarin, English and

occasionally also Cantonese during this talk was mostly due
to t,he t.opics covered in the ta1k. However, here, the
correspondence between línguistic variet,íes and topics r,.ras
not as clear cut as that which may be obserr¡ed between
linguistic varieties and the participants. One explanation
is that the speaker, whíIe givÍng the speech, was at the

time enacting different socíal roles
her role as a
member of t,he Chinese community and her role as a
psychologist in a public school division outside the Chinese
same

community through the use of her linguistic resources.
For example, she code switched also to quote other speakers
and to make comment,s.

THE CASE OF NO CODE-SWITCHING AND
DIALECT MAINTENANCE

A typÍcal example where code-switching was expected but
refused, causíng a communícat,íon breakdown, was obserr¡ed one
eveníng aL a souvenir counter in the Chinese Pavílion of t,he
annual Folklorama Fest.ival, a local f estival t.o celebrate
multiculturalism and the various ethnic groups in Manitoba.
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It, involved two volunteers at the souvenir counter in the
Chinese Pavj-Iíon, who $rere vísa students from Southeast.
Asía. They spoke different loca1 Southeast Asian languages,
a number of Chínese dialects, including Cantonese, Mandarin,
and Chaozhou Min, and Englísh. That evening, one of the
items at the souvenir counter, the Folklorama T-shirts, was
on sale. Among visitors who came by the souvenir counter
was a group of elderly women of Taishanese background. It.
$ras obvious that these women wanted to buy some T-shirts.
They were greet,ed by one of the salespersons, D, aL the
counLer in Cantonese, the normal Chínese dialect to be used
with Chinese customers at the Chinese Pavilíon. Inst,ead of
responding in the same Chinese dialect as they had been
addressed, these women began t.o talk to D in Taishanese, a
Chinese dialect which he did not understand. Failing t.o
underst.and his customers in Taíshanese, D swít.ched to
English as well as a number of ot.her Chinese dialects that
he knew, hoping that the women could make one of these their
choice so that, they could communícate. However, the women
continued to talk only in Taishanese. Since nobody at this
souvenir counter knew Taishanese, in the end, anot.her
Folklorama volunLeer, who spoke Taishanese, Cantonese, and
English, had t.o be called in to sen/e as an interpreter. It
turned out that the women only wanted to make sure whether
the price of the T-shirt.s could be reduced further. The
transaction was fína11y completed through the mediation of
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the interpreter, when the

women walked. away

with theír

purchase.
The temporary communication breakdown here was due to

the ignorance of Taj-shanese on t,he part of Lhose working at
the souvenir counter rather t.han to an inabil-ity to
underst.and cantonese on the part of the customers, since
t,hese rÂ¡omen l^rere said to understand cantonese although they

did not speak it.

Not being able to comprehend the
customers' questions in Taíshanese, those working at the
souvenir counter were not able to provide the customers with
answers that they asked for.

The customers, the group of

elderly r^romen, had also taken for granted that, they coul_d.
receíve t.heir serwices in Taishanese at this Folklorama
souvenir counter as they r^rere used to elsewhere in
Chinatown.

in winnipeg si-nce the 1950s when
they joíned their husbands in winnipeg from rural Taishan in
China. Removed from their place of origin, t,hey
nevertheless had lived within the same social networks
throughout the years they had been in vÍinnípêg, spending
their tíme caríng for their famílies, socialízing among
people of their own kind, and participating in social events
all within the confines of the Chinese communit.y. As
traditional chinese wives, they were sat,isfi-ed beíng
housewj-ves inside the home. Everyt,hing to do with t,he
Englísh speaking world had been dealt with for them by other
These women had been
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of their families, their husbands or chil-dren. They
were thus sheltered from direct contact, with the larger
socíety by t.he people close t,o them. As they never had the
need to deal r^¡ith the English speaking society t,hemselves,
they did not have the need to expand their linguístic
repertoires. As a result, to date, Taishanese is still the
only linguist,ic varíet,y that. they speak.
However, as many of them lived in homes in which
husbands and children may speak a different chinese dialect,
usually CanLonese, a Yue dialect closely related Lo
Taishanese, and also English, âs they usually did, it is
unlikely that they had no knowledge at all of the Iínguístic
variety that was spoken at least as oft,en as Taishanese
around Lhem as well. For a speaker brought up in the
environment in whích both Taishanese and cantonese are used
equally, the differences between the two are said to be
realIy minor. Thís being the linguístic cIaim, it should
not have been too formidable a task for someone living in an
environment. in which both Taishanese and Cant,onese were
equally used to píck up one or t.he other, at l_east
passively. As a matter of fact, many of the non-Canadíanborn Taishanese speakers, including the group of eId.erly
r^¡omen at t.he Folklorama souvenir counter, did have at least
a passive knowledge of Cantonese. However, ín daily lífe,
it is usually the others around them with whom they
interact, their husbands and chíldren at. home and. t.he
members
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business people in chinatown sLores, who wouLd make the
switch to the code they speak when communícating with them,
whereas they themselves had no need to ad.opL alt,ernate forms

in t.heir own speech.
one bidíalectal young adult who spoke both Taj_shanese
and cantonese recalled that whenever he communicated. with
hj-s mother, who spoke only Taishanese, he would adjust his
speech by swítchíng to Taj-shanese, although with all the
rest of his famí1y he spoke cantonese. rt is very unlikery
that. the mother could not understand anythíng of what was
said in cantonese between father and son or among her
children in the family.
What happened as the Taíshanese women at the
Folklorama's souvenir counter persísted in using Taishanese
rather than code switch was an over-generalization of a
network-specific convention of behaviour to an inter-group
interaction wit,h individuals from different linguistic
background, a situation in which such a network specific
norm of behaviour no longer held. rt is a case of speech
maintenance or divergence rather than a case of speech
convergfence, or accommodation, on the part of the elderlv
women, and is ín accordance with the theory of
ethnolinguistic vitality (Giles, 1_979, p. 271,) .
These Taishanese-speaking elderly women and others like
them came Lo winnipeg at a time when the people from Taishan
were still a dominant group within t,he chinese community in
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Vtinnipeg and Taishanese was still

a dominant Chinese díalect
spoken in the community. Even today, many of those in t.he
chinese community who have been in ïIinnipeg long enough
still remember t.he t.ime when one would be ridiculed just.
because of not being able to speak Taishanese with other
members of the community. Alt.hough Taishanese has been
replaced by cantonese as the dominant chinese d.iarect in t.he
chínese communít,y ín wínnipeg and is not used. t.o perform
formal functions ín communit.y-wide activities, the
Taishanese speaking old-tímers st.ilI take much pride in
t,heír being t.he pioneers of t,he Chinese communíty. As a
result, many of the old-tj-mers, including also the younger
generat,íon, perceive their group vítality as stiIl being
very high, both in terms of the relative social status they
hold and the ratio of populat.ion they form withín the
chinese community. Many members of the chinese community of
Taíshanese background berieve that at least from sixty to
seventy percent of the chinese population in wínnipeg today
are of Taishanese background and thus are Taishanese
speaking. Moreover, the po1ítica1 forces within the chinese
community are stÍlI very much controll-ed by those from or
with affilíat,íons t,o the oId-timer group.
Owing to t,he perceived high group vítality,
the
Taishanese speakers are 1ikeIy to presen/e and even
accentuate theír group dist.ínctíveness, especially when t.hey
find themselves in inLer-group encounLers, so as to be
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distinguished from the groups with whom t,hey come into
contact. Accentuation of t,he Taishanese dialect without
accommodation to the linguístic variety of t,he out-group in
inter-group encounters is thus a manifestation of an effort
on the part of the group of elderly women to maíntain group
distinct.iveness

.

CODE-SWITCHING AND ENCOUNTERS BETWEEN STRANGERS

,Just because the choice of linguístic variety may be

predicted from the background knowledge of the speaker and
the ínterlocutor in the multilingual Chinese community in
Winnipeg, uncertainty as to whích code to choose for a
partícular encounter may aríse when the background knowledge
of the interlocutor is unknown or limited. One condit,ion
under which such an uncert.aJ-nLy in code choice often arises
is found in encounters between strangers who are ethnic
Chinese. In encounters between strangers who are ethnic
Chínese, more than one linguistíc varíety is often used by
the partícípants before one is finally adopted as
appropriate. The linguistic variety with which an encounter
is initiated is often not necessarily the one that continues
in use untíI Lhe end of the encounter; nor need it be the
one that would be used for subsequenL encounLers.
Participants code switch in t.heir encounters wít,h st,rangers
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to explore shared frames of reference and to establish rolerelatíonships wíthin the shared frameworks (He1ler, 1988, p.
4). Code choices in encounters between strangers who are
eLhnic Chinese in VÍinnípeg are thus noL random. They are a
function of the negotj-ation of social identities and rolerelationships (Scott.on, L988, p. 151) .
Three examples of encounters between strangers can be
cited to illustrate thís phenomenon. In (1), the background
knowledge of the participants involved was not tot.ally
unknown, as the participants had been informally introduced
to each other by a mutual friend before their meeting. In
(2), although the participant.s are strangers to each other,
the socíal identity of t.he participant,s, one as a bank
manager and the other a fíeldworker, both being et,hnic
Chinese, can be inferred from the setting: a bank located
ín Chinatown, and the social event that was taking place:
the collection of a survey questionnaire in Chinese. In
(3), there is little contextual clue as to the background of
the part,icipants, excepL for the ídentifiable eLhnic
ídentity of the particípants. In (1), the linguistíc
background of one participant could be inferred from her
place of origin known to t,he other. In (2) and (3), neit.her
part,icipant knew the linguístic background of the other.
The Pínyin system is used for the translíteratíon of
Putonghua utterances and the slightly modified IPA symbols
(see Appendíx A) are used for phonet,ic transcription of
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Cantonese. The code swit,ched parts in these examples are
boldfaced.

(1) Scene: A communiLy leader's office.
(Telephone conversation)

to see you?
You can come to my office any time now.
. Can I

make an appointment

Now?

Sure.

Ok, see you soon.

BYe.

Bye-bye.

(Shortly after at t.he community leader's

of f íce)

(Mandarín)

B:

Qing jin Lai ba. 'Come in, please.'

The participants in (1) are a community leader and the

fíeldworker. Most of (1) contains part of a telephone
conversation between the fieldworker and the community
leader, through whÍch an interview appointment was set up
for the fieldworker to meet with the community leader in his
office.

Although the telephone conversation between the

community leader and. the fieldworker was carried out

entirely in Eng1ish, as soon as the fíeldworker arrived at
his office, the communíty leader began to speak to t'he
fíeldworker ín Mandarin, the Chinese dialect of the
fieldworker.
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The switch from English to Chínese by the communíty
l-eader for his meeting with the fieldworker can be

considered as a result of his mot.ivat,ion to define the

relatíonship between hím and the fieldworker not as one
between an insíder and an outsider but as one between i-ngroup members of the community and to emphaslze this
relationship t,hrough t,he use of a particular linguistic
variety for the encounter. That Mandarín became the choice
of a Chinese variet,y for t,he encounter right from the
beginning was based on information avaílabIe to the
community leader wíth regard to the regional origín of t.he
fieldworker. Sínce the community leader had already been
told prior to their meeting t.hat. Lhe fieldworker came from
Nort.hern China and t,herefore must speak Mandarin and t.hat. he

himself, although a native speaker of Cantonese, was also a
fluent speaker of Mandarin, Mandarín became the natural
choice for his encounter with the fíeldworker. The
selection of Mandarin, the dialect of the fieldworker,
rather than any other d.ialect of Chínese as Lhe marker of a
shared ethnic identity by Lhe community leader first
suggesLs hís knowledge of the interlocutor background, but.
it may also be interpreted as a resulL of his willingness
not to díverge but to converge or to accommodate to the very
aspect of ethnic ident,it,y of his interlocutor as expressed
by Mandarin.
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(2)

Scene:

A bank ín Chinatown.

Receptionist:
Manager:

(CanLonese)

(To the bank manager)
lKöy 1öy 1o
Lyut,S'a pyu.J 'She's here to pick up

the questionnaire.'
(To the fieldworker)
lM koi, ri teng
yattçen, ngo höy 1o.l 'Hi, just a
mínut,e. I'11 go and get them (for
you) .'

Fíeldworker:
Bank Manager:

ìr"gri-"r,t
I'lL go and get therr for you.

Fieldworker:

ok.

Code-switching Ín (2) involves Cantonese and English
and occurs ín the exchange between the bank manager and the

fieldworker. A Cantonese speaker, the Chinatown bank
manager usually uses both Cantonese and English while
working in the bank. She speaks Cantonese wíth her Chinese
colleagues and Chinese customers, who usually also speak
Cantonese, and English with others. When the fieldworker
arrived, she was talking with the receptionisL in Cantonese.
Since the fíeldworker was identifiably a Chinese, she
continued to use Cantonese as she started to address the
fíeldworker, even though her interlocutor changed from the
receptioníst to the fieldworker. She switched to English
upon her realizat,íon that the fieldworker díd not speak
Cantonese.

In this encounter, because t.he linguistic background of
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the interlocutor was unknown, the speaker had to make a
second choice by switchíng to English, an out-group
language, and use it as a lingua franca wíth an identitiable
member of her own ethnic group, with whom she did not share
a common in-group línguistic varíety.

(3) Scene: An arena.
A:
B:
A:
B:

(Mandarin)

¡ã cong Zhongguo 7ai? 'Are you from ChÍna?'
Dui. Wo jian guo ni jici.
'Yes. I've seen you a
few times.'
Wo dai xiaohai 7ai huabing. Ni hua bu hua bing?
'I bring my kid to skate here. Do you skate?,
Wo bu hua. 'No, I don'L.'
(Cantonese)

[Ëei lotsaí ho yi hok ko tËe.]

A:
B:

??

A:

Ni bu jiang

B:

EÍ), bu hui jiang. Ni jiang Guangdong Hua? 'No, I
don't. So you speak Cantonese?'

A:

Wo

(Mandarin)

Cantonese?'

jíang.

Guangdong

'Kids learn fasL.'

hua? 'You don'L speak

'Yes.'

Tn (3), neither participant. had any background
information about the other. A was a nat,ive speaker of
Cantonese and normally spoke Cantonese. However, as she
initíated the encounter with B, a stranger who was
ídentifiably of her own ethnic group, she started with
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Mandarin. B happened to be a native speaker of Mandarin, so
that A and B began to converse in Mandarín. Soon after,
however, A swit.ched t.o Cantonese, her native dialect, but
only t.o find that it was not a variety with which B was also
able to identify. She therefore switched back to Mandarin.
Their subsequent exchanges were,al1 ín Mandarin.
In this encounter, both Mandarin and Cantonese were
used by A to sígna1 her own multi-dimensional ídentity and
to explore common frames of reference wíth n. Mandarin was
used as an expression of her nat.ional identity, and
Cantonese an expressíon of her Iocal identity within that
nat,ional identíty. A start,ed with Mandarin. W?ren a shared
frame of reference had been found between her and B with a
common national identity, A then switched to Cantonese.
However, âs A found ouL, although she and B shared a common
nat,ional identity, B did not, share with her a Ioca1
identity. As a result, A and B establíshed their rolerelationshíp based on a common national identity.
Between tot,al strang:ers, such as between A and B in
(3), code-switching ís shown to be exploratory in nature.
Only when the background knowledge is known, âs in (1),
could an appropriate choíce be made with some certainty.
Unless a shared framework ís found immediatêIy, further
attempts have to be made through code-switching, as whaL
happened when the bank manager failed to communicat,e with
the fieldworker in Cantonese, so that a role relatíonship
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can be established.
As we find in (2), code choice in encounters between

strangers wíthin the community often results ín English,
owing to the linguÍstic

disparity wíthin chinese. rt seems
to be the case that unless speakers share the same chinese
dialect, either as a first chinese díalect or a second, they
have t.o resort to English for communícatíon. Even among
bidialectal Chinese speakers who speak one another,s
dialect, English ís also often adopted as the final choice,
even though initial encounters between them may be in
Chinese. This Ís because, although bilingual and
bidialectal chinese speakers use English regularly because
of t,heir roles in the larger society, t,hey may not use a
second chinese dial-ect as regularly. As a result, many of
them are more used t.o relying on Englísh as a second
language than on a second Chinese dialect,. Therefore,
although initial encounters between strangers in the chinese
community in winnipeg nearly always involve the use of some
kind of Chinese, this use ís at least as much for the
symbolic funct.ion as ít is for the communicative function.
Due to the linguistic differences between the various
Chinese dialect,s, the final code choice for social
encounLers and the relationships that resul_t, may be English
instead.
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CONVERSATIONAL CODE-SWITCHING

An int,eresting phenomenon found in the bilingual speech of
t,he Chínese in Winnipeg ís the juxtaposition of línguist,ic

forms belonging to two distinct línguistic varieties within

a single speech exchange, a

phenomenon known as

corrversational code-switching (Gumperz, 1.982a) - The
linguisLic forms that, are juxtaposed are often those from
two differenL language varieties rather t.han different
dialect varieties of Chinese. Un1ike what, we find in

sítuational code-switching, where a one-to-one relationship
obtains between features of social situatíons and linguistic
forms, the co-occurrence rule, by which lj-nguistic forms
correspond to features of social situations, breaks down in
conversat.íonal code-switchíng. Speakers may unexpectedly
switch from one language to anot,her within the Same speech
event, while the topic, participanL, and SeLting of social
interactíons remain unchanged.
conversational code-switchíng is a network-specific
phenomenon within t.he Chinese community. It is f ound only
among t.he bílingual population of the community, consistíng
most.ly of immigrants. Moreover, even among bilingual
speakers, conversational code-switching is freguently found
to occur only among certaÍn bilingual individuals wíthin
certain socÍal networks. Of the three institutional
Iocations within the Chinese community where Lhe fieldwork
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was carried out, conversational code-switching ís frequently

observed only among memb,ers of the Manitoba Academy of
Chinese Studies. Among members of bot,h the Hua En Chapel
and the United Church, only situational code-swítching ís

frequently obserrred, while conversat.ional code-switching
does not, seem t,o occur.
The biIíngual Chinese professionals in the Manitoba

of chinese studies who exhibit such cod.e-switchíng
skills are those who usually spend much of their daily life
interacting with speakers from out,side t,he Chinese
community, while at, the same time also t,akíng an actj_ve part.
in community affairs. They thus possess cultural values of
both their own ethníc group and the larger society. They
invariably use English when they communícate with members of
the larger society; but when they are with other bilínguals
who share the same bilínguaI experíence as they do, t.he
alt,ernatíve norms and convent,ions of two cul_t,ures become a
resource which they can employ to express communicatíve
Academy

subtlet,ies.
conversatíonal code-switchíng occurs, it is used
by bilingual Chinese speakers to perform communicative and
When

rhetorj-caL functíons in much the same way that the
monolingual speakers make use of st,ylistic differentiations

within a single language. Some of the frequent,ly observed
functions of conversational code-switchíng are to quote
other speakers, to emphasize, to highlight, and to
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personalize. The examples of the code-switching functions
given here have been taken from tape-recorded conversat.ions
of a group of Chinese language teachers. The languages
involved are Mandarin and English. The code switched part,s
in these examples are prínted ín boldface.

Quotation. A teacher reported on a student in her class:
(4) R:
Wo shuo: ttl'ook.It Wo shuo: rrf ,m here to
teach. That you're learning or not learníng is
not my problem. But I have to let your parent
know. tt Wo gen ta yao gongke , ta j iu shuo tade
dongxi zai ta ehe de trunk Timian. Nd, youde
Taoshi jiu bu xiaode zenme ban. Wo shuo: trSo,
ok. You go and get ít. u tt$Ihere's the car?tt nI
don't know, rr I saíd. rrWel1, gêt your parent.rt
Ta jiu pa 7e.
I said: ttlrook.'r f saíd: 'rl'm here to
'......
you're learning or not learning is
That
teach.
not my problen. But I have to let your parent
know. n I asked for hís homework, but he said his
things were in the trunk of his car. (When that
happens,) some teachers wouldn't know what to do.
I said: rrSo, ok. You go and get it.tt rrWherers
the car?tr ttl don't know,tt I saÍd. ttWell, get
your parent.tt He then became afraid.,

Here we find that t.he teacher was reporting on a

student in her class to her colleagues in Mandarin, but. when
she quoted the student, and even herself, she swit.ched to
English, the language in which the quoted speech was
actually said.
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Highlíghting. Some Chinese language schools in Vüinnipeg
proposed the forming of an associatíon of Chinese teachers
ín Winnipeg. The followíng excerpts are taken from a
decision making process of a group of teachers as to whether
t,heir school should part,icipat,e in the project.
P:
Xianzai sheng zhengfu ne yijing you yi ge
t5l
curricuLum guíder êñ
outline. ,Jiushi suoyou
you
yi
ge
kecheng
de
dou
dagang. Nd, women xiwang
women neng bao ru tarnen de dagang. ,fiangTai jiu
xíwang tanlen ne, keyi gei women xuesheng credít.
Ok, credit! This ís another consideration further
down the road, I hope. Danshi yao zuo zhei ge
shiqing ne, ni yidÍng yao you yi ge zuzhi
'Now t,he províncial government, already has a
curriculun guide, êrr
outline. That is, all
courses have a currículum guide. So, wê hope we
can be included in their curriculum. In t.he
future, [we] hope they could gíve our students
credit. Ok, credít! This ís another
consideration further down the road, I hope. But
to have this done, yoü must have an
organization......'
(6) P:
. {IiangTai sheng zhengfu yao kuoda ta na ge
Zhongwen, Chinese progr€urune, na women xiwang women
zhexie ChÍnese school a, Saturday school ar zhexie
suppLerrentary school de Taoshi ne, keyi you yidian
input. Danshi ni yi ge ren zheyang zongshi meiyou
TiTiang de. Women yiding yao zuzhi qi7ai, you yi
ge zuzhi. .AIa ni jiu keyi gen ta jiang: "Women
shÍ 'Teachers' Assocíation'. Wê, as erçerts
t,eachíng for so nany years, wornen renwei zheTi de
haizi dui naxie fangmian bijiao shihe, na fangmian
bu shihe."
In t.he future, if the provincial
'......
government expands its Chinese, Chínese progrtunme,
we hope the teachers of our Chinese schooJ.s,
Saturday schools, and suppJ.enentary schooLs, could
give some input. But you by yourself alone are
not strong enough. We must, get organj-zed, and
have an organization. Then, you can say to him:
"We are a 'Teachers' Association'. !ile, as e:çerts
teachíng for so nany years, wê know what i-s
suitable f or our chíldren here and what is not. tU
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In both (5) and (6), P was persuading the participants
at the meeting to support the idea of a teachers'
associaLion ín lalinnipeg. In (5), she supporLed her argument
by pointing to an advantage t,o be expected once such an
association was in pIace, ân advant,age of beíng able to
cLaim credits for students that could be accepted by the
public school system for courses taken at the supplementary
Chínese language schools. She was speaking Mandarin, except
in places where noun phrases from English such as curricuh:¡r
guíd,e and outline occurred, but she switched to English when
she mentioned the credít. Her switching at credit and in
the following corunent can be consj-dered to result. from her
íntention to highlight the point here so as to bring it. to
the attention of her interlocutors. fn (6), too, P's
switchíng to English for such phrases as 'Teachers'
Associatíon'r and ttWê, as errpert teachíng for so many years'
is also considered to be verbal strategy which she adopted
for the purpose of highlighting. Code-switching ín (6)
takes place withín a quote. It thus differs from the codeswitching used for quoting where normal-ly only one
linguistic variet.y occurs withín one quote. In (6) two
languages are juxtaposed within a single quot,e.
Code-switching for the purpose of highlight.ing, âs in
both (5) and (6), was also accompanied by certain noticeabl-e
prosodic features, such as an íncrease in the loudness and
pitch of the utterance" This fact seems t,o suggest that
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code-switching between languages functions in much the

same

way as style shíft within a síngIe language, which ís also
of

ten accompaníed by these prosodic feat,ures.

The following exchange took place when
participants
meeting were asked by the chair to
at
the
the
opinions
about their school's future
express theír own
proposed
in
involvemenL
the
teachers' association.
(7)
Name, women xianzai rang dajia fabiao yijian,
ranltou women jueding xu bu xuyao. A, ní you
shenme yijian?
'Ok, we noü¡ 1et. all of you express your opinions.
After that we'Il decide if we need or not (to
particípate) . A, what,'s your opj-nion?'
A:
Wo juede tíng hao de. Zhende. Wo juede you zheme
yi ge zuzhi, dajia huxiang jiaoTiu. Shenme
shiqing yaoshi guang kao yi ge ren de TiTiang
buxing, yaoyou dajia de yijian. Wo juede shi

Appeal to authority.

zheyang.

P:

'I think it's very good. Real1y. I think with
such an organization, we can exchange wit,h one
another. hlhat.ever we do, we cannot depend on one
man's strength alone, wê should have opiníons from
everyone. I feel it thís way.'
Haiyou yi dian wo xiang gen nimen jíang, guanw na
ge qian. 8n... The Federal goverrurent gave us a
grant

'There is another poínt I want to let. you know,
regarding the money En... The federal
govern¡nent gave us a grant......'

The unmarked choice (Scotton, 1983) here is Mandarin,

ín which t.he exchange has been proceeding. After A had
spoken, P t.ook her turn t.o add a neur point to her argument.
in support of the proposed project. Although she began with
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Mandarin, followíng the code choice already made by previous

speakers, P switched to English when she began to announce
f inancial

support they had received f or t.he proj ect f rom

a

t,he

Federal goverrunent. The switch to English, an offícial
language, for this particular speech event can be

interpreted as a st,rategy adopt,ed by P to quote auLhority.
Personalization. The following exchanges Look place duríng
t,he processes of recruiting volunteers.
(B) C:
. Now, we'Il have two volunt,eers t.o represent
us.

P:

Bu yao keqi. Bu yao keqí.
'Come on. Come on. '

C:

Ok, H, ok.

(e) c:

Good.

Could we have a volunteer for the lower girades,
like one for Grade Five and under, and one for the
upper grades?

R:

Five and under, M!

M:

Me?

R:

yixía, kankan you meiyou jienru.
quanbu qt.
',Just ask around. See if we can put together a
programme. You don't have t.o ask everybody to
participate. '
Vühat kind of programme?

M:

No.

íIíushi

huodong

Bushi jiao

Xamerz

The switch to Mandarin, an in-group variety, from

English ín both (8) and (9) can be seen as a way of making
onesel-f more personal and more accepLable when a favour was
being asked. If only Englísh, an out-group language, were
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used ín these cases, the speakers who were asking for the

favours may have sounded less personal and therefore their
request,s míght, more like1y be ignored.

Rhetoríc. The following episode of the teachers' meet.ing
was again centred on the proposed teachers' associatíon.

(10) A:

B:

Wo tongyi.
Why not?

Wo

juede hen you biyao. Hen hao ma.

'I agree. I thínk it is very necessary (to have
the assocíatÍon) . Sounds very good. I{hy not?'
B, (your turn to speak) .
Wo juede shi hen you biyao. Dui eujin zhe ge
sheng de Huayru j iaoxue hen you biyao . Bu zhidao
you shenme 7íyou shuo ta bu biyao.
'I t,hink it, is very necessary (to have the
association). (lt is) necessary for the promoLion
of the teaching of Chinese in this provj-nce. I
don't, see why it is not, necessary.'
En.

P:

Tai mafan.
'Too much trouble.'

B:

P:

,Iíushí jiguan tai duo, shi ba?
'Is that because there are goj-ng to be too many
organizations?'
Tamen juede jiushi

too ¡ruch work.
too much work.'

'They think there is
Àrry organízation ís work.
P:

Àrry improvenent is work.
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In this discussion, A first expressed her opinion in
favour of t,he teachers' associatíon in Mandarin, but
switched to English in a quest,ion form uWhy not,t as she
wound up her statement. Her question in English was
rhetorical; it adds to the illocutÍonary force of her
statement rat,her than seeks a reply. It. was recognized as
being so by her ínt,erlocuLors, sínce not only did the
audience remain sj-lent in response to her question but also
the chair immediately calIed on the next speaker, B, to take
over the turn of speaking. Notice the different effects of
A's question asked in English and the statement made by B ín
Mandarín, meaning trI don't see why it ís not, necessary (to
have the association) ", which was understood by t,he
interlocutors as a request in need of explanations, since
not only díd the chaír not call on t,he next person to speak,
but also at the same time P attempted an explanation with
regard to the request made by B. A's swítchíng to English
for a question form so as to add to the illocutionary force
of speech as well as B's statement, in Mandarin which turned
ouL t,o be a real request, can boLh be considered as devíces
employed by speakers for rhetoricaL effect.
Furthermore, because of her involvement, in the proposed
project to establish a Chinese teachers, association ín
Vfinnípeg, P played the role of bot.h an advocate and an
informant for the proposed project in this discussion.
Therefore, twíce during this discussion, P was oblíged to
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provide information following requests from B about reasons
for disproving the project. Her response to B,s first.
request was made ín the same code in whích the request was
made, Mandarin, whích stated that the reason for dísproving

was rrLoo much Lrouble". In her response to a dírect

question from B, however, English and Mandarin were
juxt,aposed wíthin a síng1e sentence: uTamen jued.e jiushi
too nuch work't. The switch to
'They think there is'
English, an out-group language, by P was probably motívated
by her intention to avoid a straightforward answer that the
in-group language would provide. The chair, C, understood

thís, âs she followed in English: "Any organízat,íon is
workrr, the implication being that the question was not the
amount of work which míght result, from t.he forming of the
association but, rather t.he proposed association itself.
At
this, P immediately returned, also in English: ,,Any
inprovenent ís worktt, stating her point of view that the
proposed assocj-ation was to be an improvement.
The code choices discussed here were used by speakers
to express communicative subtlet,ies. The part,icípant,s
involved were members of a voluntary group. As such, they
not only had common interests and aspírations, but also
shared ríght,s and obligations toward each other. Thus, âs
members of the same voluntary group, they must cooperate.
At the same tíme, ho\ivever, as índividuals, they also each
had differenL experiences and held different viewpoints on
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issues concerning their own in-group as well as the outgroups. Their rights and obligations toward each other and

their attitudes were expressed t,hrough code choices.
Therefore, while Mandarin was used among members of the
group for sharing opinions or pleading assístance, when they
were arguing or expressíng differences or when t,hey became
evasive, speakers swítched to Englísh in t.heir out-group
guise. Both t.he cont.ent and t.he codes of the utterances
here contributed to the meaning of the utterances.
The juxtaposition of Mandarin and English in t.he above
exchanges functíoned as a single, complex code. Speakers
switched from one language to another wíthout any
hesitation, as if they were communícating in a síngIe
language. The conversatíonal code-switching skiIls
demonstrated by the group of Chinese language teachers in
füinnipeg are deríved from network-specific conventions of
language use. ,fust because these communication conventions
are network-specific, the communicative subtLeties expressed
through them, such as the point. of disapproval of the
proposed associatíon as expressed by P and C, could be
appreciated only by members of a specifíc social network.
Although these skills are obserrrable, without inquiry, their
Ín-group sígnificance would not be at all clear to speakers
who do not hold that in-group membership. For example,
speaker B, obviously not an in-group member, had no idea of
the reason of disapproval by members of this group regarding
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the proposed t.eachers, association.

CONCLUSION

I¡lhíIe bot.h situational code-switchíng and conversational_
code-switching occur in the chinese communíty ín winnipeg,
sítuational code-switching j-s more widespread t,han

conversational code-switching. situat.ional code-switching
can also be consídered as being more basic than
conversational code-switching. rt may be as old a bilingual
phenomenon of the chinese community as are domain separation
and social rore different,iation for the various language and
dial-ect varieties. Situational code-switching can be
considered as a mechanism that reinforces the maintenance of
social boundaries within the chinese community. while
speakers must use different language and d.ialect varieties
depending on the situation and social rore-relationship,
only one language or dialect, variety is used on any one
occasion. on the other hand, conversational- cod.e-swítchíng
may be seen to result from social boundary levelling, as
speakers enact different sociar roles and express different
social identíties through the juxtaposition of different
linguistic varieties within a single speech event.. Final1y,
conversational code-switching as found among the chinese
speakers in ?üinnipeg reflects network specific conventions
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of language use, and occurs only
social networks.
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among speakers

of certain

CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

SUMMARY

This study has been concerned with L.he problem of language
maintenance and language shift, in the Chinese community in
Vüinnipeg. Attempts were made to examine the extent to which
Chinese is currentLy used by the Chinese in Vüinnipe9, the
effect on the maintenance of Chinese in Vtinnipeg of overt,
behaviour of the Chinese in Winnípeg with respect to the
Chínese language, and the phenomena of bilínguaI and
bidíalectal code-switching in the Chinese communit.y in
Winnipeg. Based on the literature available on t,he study of
language maintenance and language shift, three hypot,heses
$rere proposed. The first hypot,hesís is that Chinese is
stiIl well maintained j-n the Chinese community in Winnipeg;
the second hypothesis states that both the knowledge and the
use of Chínese are more wídespread in the immigrant than in
the Canadian-born generation; and the t.hird hypot.hesis says
2s0

that the maíntenance of Chinese is achieved where the
networks are closed and where socíal and ethnocultural
boundaries are maintained. The three hypotheses are
supported by the findíngs of this study.
The result,s of the language use survey conduct,ed with
1,22 Chinese indíviduals ín Vtinnipeg demonstrate that both
the fluency and the use of Chínese have remaíned high among
the ethnic Chinese of WÍnnipeg. Among the L22 índividuals
involved ín the survey, a vast majority of Chinese mother
tongue speakers are st,iII very fluent in t,heír Chinese
mother tongues and use Lhem regularly in varíous ChinesereLevant domains of language use.
Of all the relevant domains of language use, the family
domain has been shown to be where the use of Chinese is most
frequently found. However, even within the family domain,
variation in language choice exist,s depending on the social
role-relationship bet,ween the speaker and the interlocutor.
In general, the use of Chinese increases with ascending
generat.ions and decreases wíth descending generations.
Certain role-relationships, such as the one with a
grandparent, require the use of more Chinese than others.
The presence of a Chinese-speakíng grandparent in the
family, in particular, has been shown t.o have an important
effect, on the maíntenance of Chínese in the home setting.
In addition, wíthin the domains of friendship,
ethnically oriented business transactions and ethnically
25]-

orient,ed social and cult,ural actívities,

where the use of

persists, thís study shows that the use
of Chinese is most readily obserwable where the ethnic
culture is most prevalent. For example, in dealing wi-th
food and eating habits, as in the Chinese restaurants and
grocery stores, wê found an increase in the use of Chinese
even among the Canadian-born informants. Thus, the
maintenance of Chinese can be said to coincíde with cultural
Chínese also stÍII

maintenance.

dífference in t,he pattern of
language choice is found between speakers who were born in
North American and those born elsewhere. I¡lhi1e a vast
maj ority of t,he inf ormant,s who were born outside Nort,h
Amerj-ca are very fluent in all four language skills in t,heir
respective Chinese tongues, very few of those born in North
America are very fluent either oralIy or aurally in Chinese
and none ís fluent ín written Chinese. In contrast, while
all those who were born ín North Ameríca are very fLuent in
all English skílIs, jusL a little over half of those who
were born outside Nort,h America are very fluent in Eng1ish.
When the overall pattern of language choice is considered,
it becomes evident that all those who appear to use only
English with all interlocuLor types within the Chinese
communíty were born in North America, while those who choose
to use Chínese wíth all ínterlocutor types wíthín the
The most important

community

are immigrants.
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TITE ROLE OF SOCIAL NETWORKS

A number of studies (e.9., GaI, 1979; Gumperz, 1-972; Milroy,
1980) have shown that t'a close-knit social network is an
important mechanism of Tanguage maintenaneett and that
changes that occur in the network structures bring about.

Iínguistic change (MíIroy, 1980, pp. 1,78, 185) . A closeknit social network is characterized by a high density of
individuals who are connected to one another by a
multíplicity of social ties (p. 21-) . lüe have noted that the
social networks of the old-t,ímer group are ín general denser
than those of the professional group in that the individuals
wíthin the old-timer group are not only often all related to
one another but are often relat.ed to one another in more
than one capacity. Alt,hough similar cases can also be found
among the professionals, the socíal networks of t.he
professional group are as a whole more open and uniplex.
The Chinese from Indo-China are recenL arrivals in
Ialinnipeg. Many of them are of 1ow socio-economíc status and
interact most often within their or^rn group, partly because
of Lheir poor abílity to speak English. As a resulL, Lheir
social networks also show a higher density than those of the
Chínese professionals who interact, either socially or as
required by their work, more frequently outside the ethnic
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Chínese community.

Variat,íon in language use among t,he Chinese ín Vilinnipeg
also results from the characteristics of theír personal
network structures. Although in general immígrants who

arrived in Canada at an early age tend to use more English
with more interlocutor types than do those who immigrated at.
an older age and more recently, exceptions are found which
may be relat.ed to the specific network structures of
speakers. Thus, even t,hose who arrived ín Canada relatively
early in age and who has been in Canada relatively long,
would tend t,o use more Chinese than English, if their
personal networks are relatively closed. In contrast, if
the network of an índividual is more open, even a person who
immigrated to Canada relat.ively 1at,e in life would t.end t,o
use more English than Chinese. Thís was shown L.o be t,he
case for a number of informants in the friendship domain of
language use.
The function of social networks as norm-preservíng

explains the difference in the maintenance
of Chinese between cohorts. Although only two Canadian-born
informants of advanced age participated in the present

mechanisms aLso

study, when t,heir individual data on language competence and
language use were examined and when theír actual language
behaviour was obserr¡ed, both were found functionally
bilingual in either Cantonese or Taishanese and English,
wíth native fluency in both languages. However, not all
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cornmunities had to learn both chínese and Englísh in order

to be able to functíon both within their ov¡n giroup and
outside. Although they had t,he advantage of learníng bot,h
languages in childhood, they had to rearn also to use each
in separate social situatíons. Thus, their two languages
were situat.ionally and functionally separated. Today,
however, as canadian society has become more tolerant of
racial and cultural differences, partly as a result of
hígher levels of immigratíon from more d.iverse places of
origín, the overt racial discrimination of years ago no
longer exists. Because of the d.ifference in treatment,,
attitudes toward Lhe out-group and, consequently, t,he outgroup language are also different in the chinese communit.y
of today.
Among our canadian-born informants, chinese ís bett,er
maintaíned ín the order age group than in the younger age
group- The finding here supports the finding by de vries
and vallee (1980) of a difference between the extent of
ancestor language shift and t,he ext.ent of currenL. language
shift ín the larger chinese populat.ion in canada. The more
rapid shíft toward Englísh in the younger cohort group
parallels the change from the close-knit to the more open
social networks of the chinese community. As the canadianborn generations mature, and with the immigration of chj-nese
with professional backgrounds, t,here is more and more
participation by the chinese i-n canadian soci-ety (chan,
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that, they have a role to play in t,he Chinese
community as well as ín t,he larger Canadian society, t,he ingroup and out-group distinction becomes less clear-cut.
While Chinese is sti1l an in-group language, English has
also become an in-group language as well as an out-group
language; it has come to be used in more and more domaíns in
which Chinese used to be used exclusivêly, and by more and
more Canadian-born Chinese, âs the only language of
1-983).

Now

communicat,ion.

Moreover, our analysís of the phenomenon of code-

switching among Chinese speakers in lüinnipeg also shows
variation in code-switching practice bet,ween social groups
wíthin t,he Chinese community. Both situational codeswitching and conversat.ional code-switching occur among
members of the Manitoba Academy of Chinese Studies. Among
the old-timers at the Chinese Uníted Church and among t.he
more recently arrived Chinese refugees from Indo-China at

the Hua En Chapel, however, while situatíonal code-swítching
is also frequently observed, the conversational codeswitching that one finds among the Chinese professionals
does not seem to occur. The conversational code-swítching
among the teachers at the Manitoba Academy of Chj-nese
Studies illusLrates t.he communícative pat.tern of an open
social network. It provídes examples of the way in which
the barrier to communicatíon between Lwo languages has been
broken down and the way speakers enact different social
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roles within the same social sítuatíon. Thus, varíation in
language choice as shown through the code-switching practice
of bilingual and bidialectal Chinese speakers in Winnipeg
refLects the variation in the norms of language behavíour
within different socj-al groups. IE is a consequence of
social network structures within these groups.
Just because the social networks of the old-t.ímer group
and the fndo-China Chínese group are more dense, or closeknit, than those of t,he professj-onal group, the social and
situatíonal separation of language and dial-ect variet,ies is
strict,er t,here t,han in the professional group. Thus we
obserwe t.he juxt.apositÍon of linguist,íc forms of two
distinctive linguistic varieties within the same speech
exchange among the professionals at the Manitoba Academy of
Chinese Studies, âs occurring in conversational codeswitching, whereas only a one-to-one correspondence between
linguistic variety and social situatíon exists among the
old-t,imers and t,he Indo-China Chinese. It, is also because
speakers within a close-knít social network t'are able Lo
form a cohesive group capable of resisting pressure,
linguistic or socíal, from outside the grouprt (Mi1roy, 1980,
p. 178) that the monolíngual Taishanese speakers, whom we
have ment,íoned in our discussion of the code-switching
phenomena in the Chinese communít,y, have been able to remain
monolingually Taishanese-speaking in a multilingual
environment. over a long period of time. The presence of
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their own in-group members
resístance to switching at

may

also have accounted for their

t,he

souvenir counter.

THE ROLE OF SOCIAL BOUNDARIES

linguistic criterion, the Chinese of Winnipeg
are not members of one speech community, but many groups
divided by mutually unintelligible Chínese dialects. For
the Chinese in Winnipêg, Lhe dialect boundaries t,hat, divide
them have been found to be harder t,han the language boundary
between Chinese and English. The obserr¡atíon of t.he codeswitching practíce of the Chinese speakers in Vüinnipeg shows
that., beLween t.he various Chinese dialects, only situat.ional
code-switching occurs, so t,hat. each Chinese dialect is used
for its own social sit,uat,ion, whereas conversational codeswJ-tching, the occurrence of which can be considered as an
effect of boundary leveIling (He11er, 1988, p. 1), never
occurs. The same situation is found with the Chinese
dialect,s as t,hey are spoken in China. Speakers switch
dialects with different interlocutors and ín different
sítuations. By doíng so, t,hey may either accentuate their
own speech or accommodate their speech to t,hat of their
interlocutor. However, beLween Chinese and English, both
situational code-switching and conversational code-swítching
have been found to occur among the Chínese speakers in
By a strictly
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Winnipeg, alLhough their occurrences are network specific.
Therefore, as long as t,he social boundaries between the

various dialect groups remain and the social rolerelatíonships defined by the various Chinese dialects are
maintained, the social and functional separation of the
various Chinese dialects spoken by the Chinese in Vtinnípeg
wÍl] persist. Speakers may also maintain their small ingroup identity while aspiring for a larger in-group identity
in a dialect, variety of wider use, such as
Cant,onese in the Chinese community in Winnipeg, ot for a
natíonal identity embedded in a natíonaI standard varíety of
Chinese, Mandarin, presenring the multilingual nature of the
Chinese communÍty. Simílar1y, speakers may maíntain their
ethnic group identity by continuíng the use of the ethníc
tongues while at the same time taking on the ídentity of the
larger Canadían society symbolized in Lhe use of English.
On the ot.her hand, the exístence of the linguistic
boundaries will also funcLion t,o reinforce the social
boundaríes, as they eít,her create barriers or provide access
to linguistic varieties and social roles wíthin the Chínese
communit.y. For example, the conditíon for membership in
embedded

linguistically dist.inctíve groups within the community
is the ability to use the same language or dial-ect.
St,ability or change in social networks and socíalboundaries within the Chinese community in Wínnipeg are the
social determinants of the maintenance or shift of Chinese
some
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and its varíous dialects in this community. Overt efforts
and attitudinal

behaviour toward Chínese and its various

dialects may also have an effect on t,he maintenance of
Chinese among Chinese speakers in Vüinnipeg. So far,
however, the function of social networks and social
boundaries withín the et.hnic Chinese community in Vüinnipeg
seems to have been even more effective than the overt
behaviour of the Chínese community in Chinese language
maint,enance ín Vtinnipeg.
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NOTES

1

The Chinese community in Ítinnipeg is Laken to consist,
of t,he 1oca1 ethníc Chinese populatíon; the visa

students from the People's Republic of China, Hong

and ot,her Southeast Asian countries are excluded.
2"

3.

4.

5.

In this dissertatíon, t.he Pínyin system is used for the
transliteration of proper nouns in Chínese, i.e., place
and personal names and the names of historical periods
and of the dialects and languages spoken in China (see
also Appendix A). The few exceptions in which the
English terms are used, ê.9., the Yangtze River,
Confucius, Mao Tze-tung, and Cantonese, are for
consideratíon of the familiarity of these English terms
in t,he West.
According to Manitoba Immigration Information BuTTetin
1-986 - L989, "Immigration to Canada is grouped into
three main classes: family class, refugees, and
independent. immigrants. . . . The independent class
includes assist.ed relatives, retirees, enLrepreneurs,
investors, self-employed persons, and other independent.
ímmigrants. Generally, applicants in thís class are
assessed following a point system designed to determine
how well an applicant may meet Canada's socio-economj-c
and labour market needs and become successfully
esLablj-shed in Canada" (Manitoba Immigration
Information Bulletin, 1986-1989) .
In general terms, all languages brought to the New
Itorld from the Old Vüorld should be considered ímmígrant
languages. However, in the strict sense of the
terminology used in t,he literature, t,he ímmigrant
languages differ from the colonial languages rrin so far
as they settle in a country already dominated by
speakers of other languages" (Haugen, L956, p.27) .
In t.he Canadian censuses, mother tongue has been
operationally defined as the language first learned in
chíldhood and stílI understood (Census of Canada,
1_986)

6.

Kong

.

In the Canadian censuses, ethnic origin refers to "the
ethnic or cult.ural group (s) to whích the respondent or
the respondent's ancestors belongrt (Census of Canada,
1986).

7.

In the Canadian censuses, home language refers to the
language spoken most often at home (Census of Canada,
1-986).

^-^
zoz

8.

In the Canadian censuses, a census tract ttrefers to a
permanent small census geostatistical area established
in large urban communitiesrr, in which t'the boundaries
must follow permanent and easí1y recognizable lines on
Lhe grouÐd", 'rthe population must be between 2,500 and
8,000, with a preferable average of 4,000', and 'rbe as
homogeneous as possible Ín terms of economÍc status and
socíal living condít,íon" (Census of Canada, t986) .

9. The italics are mine.
10. A sIight.ly modif ied IPA system (Appendíx A) is used f or
the phonetic transcription of the Chinese dj-alect data.
The slightly modifíed IPA symbols are used in square
brackets. W?rere the Pinyin transliteration is used for
Putonghua data, it occurs in italics.
1l-. According to Chínese linguists, the hístory of Chinese
is divided ínto shanggu hanyru, t'he chinese of the first
millenníum 8.C., zhonggu hanvru, the Chinese of t.he
period from the Sui to t.he Ming Dynasties (581 - 1644
A.D.), and modern Chínese, the Chinese we know t,oday
(Zhan, 1-985, p. 1-8). These periodical divisions of
Chinese correspond to the vüestern terminology O1d
Chinese, Middle Chinese, and Modern Chinese
respectively (cf . Norman, L988; Ramsey, t9B7) .
L2. Where an asterisk, *, occurs in front of a phonetic
symbol, the symbol represents a sound in the protolanguage.

13. t'scalability ís the proportion of celIs that. f it the
scale model" (GaI , t979, P. 120) .
1-4. The fact,ors that led Lo the dissolut,ion of the Chinese
heritage language programme in the two public schools
in Winnípeg may have been more complicated. During the
last year of the Chínese language programme in the two
schools, a new school was built in the downtown areaMany students origínally attending schools far away
from their homes, including some students taking the
Chinese classes ín the two schools, were transferred to
the new school for its closeness to their homes. The
opening of this new school thus accounted for the loss
of some students takíng the Chinese programme in the
two schools.
Some people in the communit,y also pointed to
another factor: the difference between the variety of
Chinese taught in the school heritage language

progranme and the varíety of Chinese spoken at home.
Mandarin was the subject of Chinese language teaching
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in both schools. However, it is not the variety of
Chinese normally used ín many Chínese homes.
Therefore, there r^ras a lack of reinforcement through
use at home for Mandarín.
In addition, the síze and the díspersíon of the
communíty were also pointed out to be factors in the
community's lack of enthusiasm and support for the
Chinese heritage language progranìme in the public
schools in Wínnipeg. Toronto and Vancouver, two larger
Canadian cities where the Chinese heritage language
progranìmes are known to be successful, both have a
larger Chinese populatíon than that in Winnipeg.
15. The 1986 íntercensus reported 2,600 Chinese by ethnic
orígin under the age of fifteen in the province of
Manit,oba (Census of Canada, 1986) .
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APPENDIX A
PHONETIC SYMBOLS
Both the Pinyin system and the IPA system are used for
the presentation of the Chinese data in this study. The
Pinyin sysLem, which occurs in ít,aIícs, is used for
trañsliteratÍon and the IPA symbols, slightly modified and
in square bracket.s, is used for phonetic transcriptíon- In
addition, the Pinyin system is also used fqr t,he proper
nouns in Chinese. In such cases, Do italics are used.
The Pinyin system uses the same seL of roman script,s as
that used in English. The following symbols, slíght1y
modified from the IPA system, are used in this study for
phonetic representatíon.
Slmbols
p
b

t

d

k

I

q
m

n
ng
1
N

f
v
LÈ'

dz
s
z

rË
s

tç
ç

r

Lç

Description

voiceless bilabíal stop
voiced bilabial stop
voiceless dental stop
voiced dental stop
voíceless velar stop
voiced velar stop
glottal stop

labíaI nasal
dental nasal
velar nasal
alveolar l-ateral
lateral fricatíve
voíceless labial-dental fricat.i-ve
voiced labial-dental frícative
voiceless apical affricate
voiced apical affrícate
voiceless apical fricative
voiced apical fricative
voiceless alveolar affricate
voiceless alveolar fricative
retroflex affricate
retroflex fricative
retroflex trill
voiceless palatal affricate
26s

Y

dç
h
Il
+

í
ï
tt
L

l),
Y

ö

u
@

e

I
@

o
6

a

v

w
,

voiceless palatal fricative
voiced palatal affricate
voiceless uwular fricative
voíced uwular fricatíve

high front unrounded tense vowel
high front. unrounded lax vowel
high front rounded vowel
apical vowel
retroflex vowel
higher mid front rounded vowellower mid front rounded vowel
high back rounded vowel
high back unrounded vowel
mid front unrounded vowel
higher míd front unrounded vowel
mid central vowel
higher mid back vowel
lower mid back vowel
Iow vowel

palatal glide
bílabial glide
aspíration
nasalizatíon
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APPENDIX B

LANGUAGE USE SURVEY

The questionnaire for the language use survey contaíns
the following language-related questions-

Individual Linguistic RePertoire
What, is your mother tongue?
What language (s) or Chinese dialect (s) did you Iearn,
if any, later in lífe?
How did you learn each of your later language (s) or
dialect(s) (e.g. at home, from peers, from relatives,
at school , or through work) ?
At what age did you learn your second language (s) or
dialect (s) ?
Where did you learn your second language (s) or
dialect(s) (e.g., in your home country, in other
Southeast countries or ín North America) ?
How would you rate your proficiency in speakíng each of
your language(s) or Chinese dialect(s) (Excellent, Very
good, Fairly good, Not too good, ot Very poor) ?
How would you rate your proficiency in understanding in
each of your language (s) or Chinese dialect (s)
(Excelteñt, Very good, Fairly good, Not too good, or
Very poor)

?

would you rate your proficiency in reading in
of your tañguage(s) (Excellent, very good, Fairly
Not too good, or VerY Poor) ?
How would you rate your proficiency in writing in
of your lañguage(s) (Excellent, Very good, Fairly
Not too good, ot VerY Poor) ?
How
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each
good,
each
good,

at Hone
If your are married, whích language(s) and/ot Chinese
dialect (s) ís/are used between you and your spouse and
to what, extent ls/are it/trhey used? That is, is/are
it/they used AI1 the t,ime, Most of the time or Some of
the time?
I¡lhich language (s) and/or Chinese dialecL (s) do you use
when talkíng to your father and to what extenL do you
use each? That is, do you use it all the time, Most of
the time or Some of the tíme when talking to your

Language use
10

11_.

father?

1-2.

V{hich language (s) and/or Chinese dialect (s) does your
father use to talk to you and to what extent does your
f at.her use each when talking to you? That is, does
your father use it All the t,ime, Most of t.he time or
Some of t.he t.ime?

13. I¡lhich language(s) and/or Chinese dialect(s) do you use
when talkíng to your mother and to what extent do you

use each? That, is, do you use it e1I the time, Most of
the time or Some of the time when talking to your
mother?

(s) and/or Chinese dialect (s) does your
mother use to talk to You and to what extenL does your
mother use each when talking to you? That is, does
your mot,her use it All the tíme, Most- of the time or
Some of t.he time?
15. Which language (s) and/or Chínese dialect (s) do you use
when Lalking t.o your paternaT grandçtarent (s) and t,o
what extent do you use each? That is, do you use it
All the time, Most of the time or Some of t,he tíme when
talking to your paternal grandparent (s) ?
L6. V{hich language (s) and/ot Chínese dialect (s) do (es) your
paternaT grandparent(s) use to talk to you and to what
èxtent. do (es) your paternal grandparent (s) use each
when talking to you? That ís, do(es) your
grandparent (s) use it all the time, Most of Ehe time or
Some of the time?
]-7. Which language (s) and/ot Chinese dialect, (s) do you use
when talking to your maternaL grandparent(s) and to
what extent do you use each? That is, do you use it.
All Lhe Lime, Most
-æ of t.he t,j-me or Some of the ti-me when
t,alking t,o your maternal grandparenL (s) ?
1-8. Which language (s) and/or Chinese dialect (s) do (es) your

L4. Whích language
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maternaL grandparent(s) use to talk to you and to what
extent doles) your maternal grandparent (s) use each
when talking to you? That ís, do(es) your
grandparent (s) use it aII the time, Most of the t.ime or
Some of t.he time?

19. Which language (s) and'/or Chinese dialect (s) do you use
when talking to your eTder sibTing (s) and t'o what
extent do you use each? That is, do you use ir All rhe
Lime, Most. of the time, Some of t,he time or when
talking Lo your elder sibling(s)?
20. Which language(s) and./or Chinese dialect(s) do(es) your
elder siøling(s) use to talk to you and to what extent
to
do(es) your etaer sibling(s) use each when talking Al1
it
you? tirat is, do(es) your eld.er sibling(s) .use
Éfre tíme, trtost of the Lime or Some of the time?
use
2I. Which language(s) and./ot Chinese dialect(s) do you
what
to
when talklng-to your younger sibTíng(s) and
it 4.11 the
extent do yõu usã each? That is, do you usewhen
talking
time, Most of the t.ime or some of the time
to your younger siblíng(s)?
22 . Whích language (s) anö/ or Chinese dialect (s) do (es) yout
younger sinllng(s) use when talking to you and to what
êxteñt do(es) Íour younger síbling(s) use each? That
time,
is, do(es) your younger sibling(s) use ít All the
you?
to
uoåt ot tfre- timel Some of the time when talking

23. If you have chíId(ren), which language(s) and/or
Chiirese dialect (s) do you use when talking to your
e7d.er or onTy chiTd (ren) and Lo what extent do you use
Mos!-of the
each? That is, do you use it All the time,
your
elder or
time or some of the time when talking to
only chil-d (ren) ?
24. Which language(s) anö,/or Chinese dialect(s) do(es) your
eld.er or only chiTd(ren) use to talk to you and to what
exLenL do(esl your elder or only child(ren) use each
when t,alking tó you? That is, do(es) your elder or
only childlien) üse ít All t.he time, Most of the Lime
or Some of the time?
25. Which language(s) anð./or Chinese dialect(s) do you use
when t.alklng-to your younger chiTd(ren) and to what,
extenL do yõu use each? That is, do you use_ it AII the
Lime, Most of the t.ime or some of the time when talking
t.o your younger child(ren) ?
26 . tithich 1anguage (s) anö/ or Chinese dialect (s) do (es) your
younger cnild(ren) use to talk to you and to what
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extent do(es) your younger child(ren) use each when
t.alking to you? That is, do(es) your younger
child(ren) use ít all the time, Most of the time or
Some of the time?
27. If you have any grandchíId(ren), which language(s)
and./or Chinese dialect (s) do you use when talking to
your grandchí7d (ren) and t,o what extent do you use
each? That is, do you use it All the time, Most of the
time or Some of the tíme when talking to your
grandchild (ren) ?

28. Whích language(s) and/or Chínese dialect(s) do(es) your
grandchiTd (ren) use t.o talk to you and to what extent
do(es) your grandchíId(ren) use each when talking to
you? That is, do(es) your grandchild(ren) use it All
Ltre time, Most. of the time or Some of the time?

with Friends
29. I¡lhat are the ethnic backgrounds of f ive of your close
friends (Chínese or Non-Chinese) ?
30. Which language(s) or Chinese díalect(s) do you usually
use to talk to each of them?
31-. Do you have more Chinese friends or more non-Chinese

Language Use

friends?

35

in Religion
Do you have a religion?
What is your religion?
l{hich language of Chinese dialect do you use ín prayer?
Which version of the religious text do you usually

36

Which language or Chinese dialect do you use in

37

Which language or Chinese dialect do you use when

Language Use
32
33
34

38
39

read?

discussíng the religious text?

talking to others ín your religious group?
If you belong to a religious institution, please
indicate which religious institution do you belong to?
If you go to a church, which language (s) and/or Chinese
270

::.lr:.:

dialect (s) do you use to talk to the priest or

minister?

in Other Associatíons
40. What kind of predominantly Chinese association(s) are
you affíliated with?
41-. Which language or Chinese díaIect is used for your
Chinese association's meetings and activities?

Language Use

in Busíness Transactíons
How often do you do grocery shopping at supermarket and
Chinese grocery stores respectively?
If you go to a Chinese grocery store, which language (s)
or Chinese dialect (s) do you use to talk to the people
working in the store?
Do you go to a Chinese resLaurant more often or a
western restaurant more often?
In a Chj-nese restauranL, which language(s) or Chínese
dialect (s) do you use to order dishes?
Is your family doctor Chinese?
If you see a Chinese doctor or dentÍst, which language
or Chinese dialect do you use to talk to him/her?
Have you ever seen a social worker for help?
Is your social worker a Chinese?
Which language or Chínese dialect did you use to tal-k
to him/her about your problem?
Do you usually go to a Chinese hair dresser or a nonChinese hair dresser?
If you go to a Chinese hair dresser, which language or
Chinese dialect do you use to talk to him/her?
Have you ever bought or sold a house or an apartment in
Winnípeg through a Chínese real estate agent?
If your real est.at.e agent is Chinese, whích language or
Chinese diaLect díd you use to talk to him/her?

Language Use
42
43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
3Z

53
54

27L

55. fVhich Lravel agency do you usually go Lo?
56. Which language or Chínese dialect do you use to tal-k to
your Chinese travel agent about your trips?
Wri tten and Mass Media
57

Do you read Chinese newspapers?

5B

Which Chínese newspaper(s) do you
of t,en?

s9

Do you read Chinese novels? How often?

OU

Do you watch Chinese TV programmes? How oft.en?

OI

Do you

62
63
64
65

regularly read?

How

list.en to Chinese radio programmes? How often?
Do you watch Chinese video tapes? How often? Tn which
Chínese dialect?
Do you keep correspondence ín writíng with your
relatives arrd/or friends?
Vühich language do you use to write to your relatíves
and/or friends?
Which language do(es) your relative(s) and/or fríend(s)
use to write to you?

Lranguage Schools

66. Do you at.t.end a Chinese language class?
67. V{here do you attend the Chínese language class ?
68. Which Chinese dialect do you study in the Chinese
language class?

69. Whích language or Chinese dialect do you use to t,alk to
your Chinese teacher after class?

Attítude
70. At home, which language or Chinese dialect do you
prefer to use with your family members?
71-. In the public place, which language or Chinese dialect
do you prefer to use t,o talk t.o your family members?

Language Preference and

272

72. Vùhich language or Chinese díalect do you prefer to use
when you talk to your bilingual friend?
73. Whích language or Chinese dialect sounds more
comfortable than the others to you?
74. I¡lhich language or Chinese dialect do you prefer to use
generally?

75. Do you thínk that Chinese should continue to be taught
in Winnipeg?
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